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editortsansle

Seeing doultle
can be a good thing
Some projects go together

perfectly the first time.

Then there's the chaise

lounge on page 44.We

built it twice before

we felt everything

was just right.

ils I mentioned in the last
4t issue, our staff builds every project
you find inWOOD magazine in our on-
premise workshop. It's the only way to

ensure that our instructions are complete
and accurate.

In fact, we sometimes repeat the entire
process of building a project, then reveri-
fying the instructions, drawings, and the
hundreds of dimensions that go with it.
That's what happened with the chaise.

After it was completely designed and
built, Projects Editor Owen Duvall still
wasn't totally satisfied. He felt that the
cross members that support the platform

slats were too complex. They required
perfectly spaced lsla"-wide dado cuts for
holding the slats. Those dadoes would
require afancyjig and additional steps.
And, Chuck Hedlund, our master crafts-
man. felt that the slats and cross-member
supports did not have room to expand.

Clearly, the project required design mod-
ifications. First. the dadoes were removed,
thus eliminating the jig and expansion
problem in one fell swoop. Some platform
parts originally required 2"-thick stock,
and those were reduced to I Vz" in thick-
ness so you can make them from 2x stock
or glued-uP:/4" boards.

It was easy enough to make those
changes to the drawings, but how could

We built one chaise
lounge in mahogany (left) and one in
cypress. Both look great.

we be certain of how the finished chaise
would look, assemble, and function with-

out building another one? We couldn't, so

we made version two. It turned out super.

There's nothing sacred. about our
wood selections. As shown above,we
built one chaise from cypress, and the

other from mahogany. We did this to
show that the same project can look fan-
tastic in more than one type of wood. You

could also build it from other outdoor-
hardy species, say redwood or cedar.

I mention this because readers occasion-

ally ask why we build some projects from
pricier woods, such as cherry or maple.
For the most part, we choose widely avail-
able woods that best suit the project's look
and function. You can substitute less-
expensive woods, say birch in place of
maple, or appropriately stained poplar in
place of cherry. I've done it, saved a few

bucks in the process, and encourage you

to consider doing the same.
Enjoy your time in the shop,
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talkin back
Our bulletin board for letters, comments, and timely updates

rghf. Some bridges are spitting images
of the 9'-long project. Others, such as
the ones shown below, are lengthened,
widened, or altered completely to suit
individual needs.

Great work, folks. Keep it up, and keep
sending photos. We'll continue providing
inspiration and adaptable projects.

Readens prrt Oreir spins oril out spans
One of the most gratifying parts of work-
ing at WOODa magazine is receiving
photos of your completed projects.
We're often impressed by how exactly a
project matches the one we built. At
other times, we're amazed with the
ways you create a customized project
based on our ideas and design.

lmagine, then, our delight when
photos started coming in of our Well-

i Rounded Bridge (issue 133), shown at

Paul Wiggins of Mount Vernon, Ohio,
went to great lengths-16' to be exact-
to customize the bridge that now allows
access to a small island in his pond. He
beefed up the beams, used wood spin-
dles, and made the bridge wide enough
to handle his riding mower.

Bill O'Connor of Horse Shoe, North
Garolina, wanted a flat-topped bridge
across his creek, so he built the 16'
arched beams based on our design and
attached them to concrete piers on each
bank. Billtopped the deck with composite
wood planks. Railings are yet to come,

Karl Reinecker of Gastaic, California,
bridged the gap between his yard and
ridge-top deck by widening our original
design. Then he carried the theme
beyond the bridge, building a matching
custom arbor that ties the spaces
together and frames a spectacular view.

Ileep safe while crrtting coaster corners
Congratulations on a very nice project with the coasters (issue 139, shown at /eft). But
photo C on page 46 concerns me. Where will the hand end up if a kickback happens?

-uther Woodward, East Liverpool, 0hio

To make this cut safer, we modified the corner-cuning jig, as shown below. By holding
the coaster as in the photo,lower lef| you can trim the final corner while your hands
rem"ainwell away from the blade.

slq x3/+ x 41/q"

Continued on page 1l
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talking back

Hrrntirrcr the
hedger.6nlrrs for
Osage orange
In issue 140 (Ask WOOD, page 20) you
advised Dean St. Clair about Osage
orange wood. Having grown up in the
Ozarks area northwest of Springfield,

Missouri, I had many
instances of dulled axes

due to metal
lodged in the

wood. This wood
grows in

hedgerows, usually
along fence lines. When fenc-

wing gets stapled or nailed to the grow-
ing wood, it can become imbedded. I
would hate to think of what a piece of
metal in the wood might do to expensive
planer knives or turning tools. Thanks for
a great magazine.

-Ken Marshall, Council Bluffs. lowa

Good point, Ken. We advise using a
metal detector anytime readers harvest
their own wood.

Grrand aqairlst
tablesanlF kicktraclr
Your article in issue 140 about guarding
against kickback (page 12) is right on. But
I would like to stress the importance of
using safety glasses and zero-clearance
inserts on the tablesaw.

Write Us!
Do you have comments, criticisms, sug-
gestions, or maybe even a compliment specff-
ically relating to an article that appeared in
W00h magazine? Please write to:

Talking Back
W00D magazine
1716 Locust St., GA-910
Des Moines, lA 5Gil19,3m3

0r e-mail us at talkingback@mdp.com.
Due to the volume of letters and e-mails we
receive, we can respond to and publish only
those of the greatest interest to our readers.

Recently, I was ripping ott a 1/tx8"
piece of oak that dropped into the throat
opening (l was using the standard
insert) and flipped up into my face.
Though I guided it with a pushstick and
stood off to the right of the blade, I still
got hit just above my left eye. I now
have a 1" scar over my eyebrow. The
safety glasses may have saved my eye.

-Jim Evans, Hot Springs, Ark.

Prciect updates
Please note the following dimensional changes to projects that appeared in recent
WOODa magazine issues:
.Hideaway Home Otfice computer center (issue 140, p. 52)
The position of the flap stay, shown in Drawing 5a on page 5g, should be sl+', down
from the underside of the carcase top (H).
.Desk Organizer (issue 140, p. 60)
The two dividers (C), shown in the materials list, should be t/zxgs/+xs".
.Retro TV Desk Clock (issue 140, p. 78)
The hole in the body (A) that receives the clock insert should be 2s/a" diameter by
s/+" deep.

Get article information online
Do you have a question on a project? You'll find a complete listing of all known updates to past W00D
magazine projects on our Web site at unarw.woodmagazine.com. Just click on W00D maguine on the left
side of the screen, then on Editorial Extras in the drop-down menu. You'll find a list, by issue numbe6 of every
update we're aware of to a measurement or pads supplier from issue 1 through today.

www.woodonline.com 1 1
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great
for your

ideas
shop

drifl-press
-

s4tun''
tabfe
A convenient station for
cleaning up contours

his handy table helps you in three
important ways. First, it has a
dust-collection port for capturing

fine dust before it becomes airborne. The
table also accepts inserts that you size to
tightly fit your sanding drums. That pro-
vides workpiece support and improves
dust-collection efficiency. And, with stor-
age areas for sanding drums and inserts,
you'll always be organized.

To make the opening in the top for the
inserts, flrst cut a3Vz"-square hole using
a jigsaw. Then, use your router to form
the Vc" rabbet around the opening.
Square the corners with a chisel, or leave
them round and sand the corners of the
inserts to fit the opening. We made our
inserts ftom Vq" melaminercoated poly-
board, but any hardboard or plywood
will do.

To use the table, install the applicable
hardboard insert, and position the table so
that the sanding drum is centered with the
hole in ttre insert. Clamp the table in place,
and adjust the drill-press table, if neces-

sary, to square the sanding surface with
the drill-press spindle. Attach the hose
from your vacuum, and you're set to go.'l

wood screw

4',

7+" holes
(to fit drum-sander shank)

lr-- 53/o" r3/q"' l - t-  
5" r"/0"

Written by Owen Duvall
lllustration: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photograph: Baldwin Photography

R=2" top and bottom for
column clearance

1/qx 4 x 4"
hardboard inseit ># ffj3,t,nt?Ll}"tner 

than

#8 x 170" f i ' \ l

#8 x 1 1/q' F.H. wood screw

Extra inserts to fit
your sanding drums

3/cx 1Y2 x 5" stock

5"
'/4

DRUM.SANDING TABLE
*All stock 3/+" plywood

1 4 WOOD magazine September 2002



wood closeup

A hardwood for the diamoild,
the ditcb orthe diningroom

-lven if you never picked up a

F woodworking tool, chances are
lJyou'd still know the appearance,
heft, and texture of white ash. That's
because this tough, light-colored hard-
wood has long been the material of
choice for baseball bats and tool handles.

Beyond those utilitarian uses, white
ash is gteat for woodworking thanks to
its availability, workability, resilience,
and reasonable price. You can create
beautiful furniture pieces using ash,
such as the display stand, below.

Though it's often overlooked by wood-
workers, white ash is a beautiful furniture
wood, as demonstrated by this naturally-

finished display stand (issue 135).

Continued on page l8
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wood

Unfinished
wood

Oil-based
polyurethane

Whether clear-f inished or stained, white ash produces beauti ful projects. By experimenting
with stain colors, you can create a look that matches other hardwoods, especial ly red oak.

GROWTH
RANGE

By any other rtattle
White asl-r (Frzr.u rtrt .s tutrericurtu) -grows
over a wide ran-ge of the eastern United
States. as lir west as Nebraska. ancl into
southern Canada. as shown on the trtap.
ubovc. Tl 're tree -grows to 80'hei-ehts with

a trunk 2-3' in cl iatt ietet ' .  In the r ich Ohio
River Val ley. trees ciur reach 100-120'
tal l  with cl ianreters of 6' .

There are fbur other conrtlorl r,arieties
of asl-r in the Fraxinus f irmily: -sreen ash
(Fru. r i t t t ts  petutsv lvur r icu) .  b lue ash
( F ru.t i rt t r.t t1 t t u tl ru r r g u I u t u). purlpki It ash
(Fru.r ir t t t .s prut.f iutt lu). and black ash
(Fru.r i t t t t ,s tr igru). Black ash has vet 'y

dark r,vood. The others f'eatLrre ,urain and
color so sini i l i i r  to white ash that t l iey are
often -erouped and sold to-gether as "ash."

True whitc ash. thoLrch. provicles thc
largest volurne of cor.nrlercial lLrrnber.
Tl-re rvood is consistent. with Ltnifbrll
hardness. heavy weight. and -ureat resis-
tarlce to twist.  warp. and ditnetisional
change. Unlike r.nany hardwoods. wc'rocl-
workers r.nost prize the cleanry-white
sapwood over the darker heartwoocl and.
therefbre. ofien pref-el yollltger. laster-
growing trees over old-growth t i lnber.

Ofien. the whitest. strai-shtest-grainccl
logs ale lesen'ecl fbr rcneer. yet plcnti ful
supp| ies rcmai n ol '  -ureat- Iooki n-g boarcls.
Yolr rlay har.'e to sort through a lot of

lLrrnber to match the color o1' ash harcl-

wood with veneer or plyr.'r'oocl.
The woocl ckres have a pronouncecl

grain pattern. with clarker-colorecl late-
wood that is visible in both straight- ancl

cathedral-grairtecl boarcls. sl.town in thc
photcr on thc ltreviott.s l)uge. Thc appcar-
ance resembles recl oak. bLrt wit l i  i I
l iglr tel huc. As show'n in the photo.

ulxn'e. properly stainecl ash i t t t i tates recl

oak nicely. of ien at lor,ver cost.
White ash cloes occasional ly show zig-

zag or crosshatch patterns. r, isiblc in the
plrot ir .  belotr.  Thcse insect tracks aren't
voicls. t l -rey'r 'e ref i l lccl with woocl cel ls as
the tree grows. The concl i t ion is conl l tor l
enou-9h that i t 's not consiclerecl a clef-ect
in lunrber. bLrt is viewecl as a clef 'ect ir t
veneer-gracle logs. The tracks iu'e otteu
cialker thitn surruuncling woocl.

Gornrnon rrses for ash
Seeing cluty as bats ancl tool hancl les.

wh i t e  ash  obv ious l y  c i l n  w i t hs tanc l

abuse. Cl 'rairniakers favor the woocl fbr
that reason. White asl 'r  intparts l to t i lste.

.rs 
*"

These zigzag tracks are remnants of
tunnels made by the cambium miner, a
larvae that feeds on the new-growth layer
(cambium) under the bark. After the
larvae leave, new growth fills the voids.

I

Ripped into 1/ta-1/a"

str ips,  st ra ight-grain
ash bends wi th ease \
and  ho lds  the  cu rve

jo in t  l ines in  the
stock a l l  but

disappear.

suitin-u tl-re
woclcl well tbr
firocl contuincrs.

W o o c l  w o r k e r s
appleciate thc f lcxibi l i ty
o f  wh i t e  ash .  Whe the r
colcl- larr inatecl.  as shown itr

the photr-r. rigltt. or steattt
bcnt. i t 's onc ot ' t l -rc f inest bend-
ing woocls avai lable. Of course.
strai-ght--grainecl stock bcltcls tlte
nrost easi ly ancl prerl ictably.

Ash in the shop
Ash nray be at long the tt iclst work-

able l ialclwoocls yot"t ' l l  Lrse in t l ie sl i t t l t .

These t ips  wi l l  ensL l re  sL lccess:
.YoLr can cLtt ancl rtxtt ash easily
t le tear-clut or brrrn.

,,,,1
.'l

.Thou-uh harcl. thc- r,voocl planes rvithoLtt

excessive chatter or tear-olt t .  Make shal-
krw passcs on catlrech'al-grain stock.
.Finish the rvoocl with watet- or oi l-basecl
top coats. Color cliff-crcnces are ntinot'.
.Whi te  as l i  g lLres eas i ly .
.Thanks to the -urain's cctnsistency. white

ash turns eas i ly  on the la the.
.White ash isrt ' t  rot-resist iutt .  bLrt wi l l

holcl up outcloors if protectecl with spar

varnish or exterior polyLrrethane. lF

Written by David Stone
l l lus t ra t ion :  Roxanne LeMoine
Photographs :  Ba ldwin  Photography

Itr/trite Ash at a Glance
Price: Though predominantly an eastern wood, white ash
is available throughout the country, and at reasonable prices.
To get a range, we surveyed lumber dealers from around the
country for their prices on Firsts-and-Seconds (FAS), 4/4
boards, surfaced on two sides (S2S). Costs were surprisingly
consistent, averaging about $2.80 per board foot.

Pros: White ash is known for its resil ience, making it
perfect for implement handles and baseball bats. lt also bends

1 8

well, either in cold lamination or with steam. Ash takes finishes
well without blotching. The neutral color allows a range of stain
colors, and helps make ash an excellent substitute for red oak.

Gons: There is a pronounced color difference between
early and latewood, especially in old-groMh trees. Boards often
contain prevalent cathedral grain. Ash is not rot resistant.
Dealers may group several species of ash together because
the differences in grain, color, and texture are usually negligible.

WOOD rnagazine $np.^rnp' '1 i  ' i



the pros know

A lifelong collector

shares his secrets.

A wire brush attach-
ment on a motorized
rotary tool makes it
easy to remove light rust
from small surfaces and get

refior
antip
tools

ld tools require special care to
assure that they stay around for
years to come. For some point-

ers on how to preserve them without com-
promising their aesthetic or monetary
value, we turned to Jim Price, Ph.D., an
antique/vintage tool specialist.

Old tools are made of either wood, metal,
or a combination of both. To preserve
them, it's important to remove rust to pre-
vent further oxidation of the metals, and to
clean the wood and prevent it from drying
out and cracking.

Before you clean a tool, however, Jim rec-
ommends ttrat you fint research its rarity and
value. Some tools are so ftre that it's better
to store them "as is" in a secure display cabi-
net or sell ttrem to a collector. To determine
the rarity of tools, tum to the Intemet. Check
out "The Elecftonic Neanderttral" at

To clean wood and bring back
its beauty of yesteryear, gently
rub it with 0000 steel wool and
the thinned wood cleaner.

into tight spaces, such as the
ones on this plane frog.

www-2.cs.cmu.edu/-alflen/en.hfinl. Now,
with those rare tools set aside, follow these
tips from Jim to preserve the remainder of
your old tools.

Staril with parils
r Separate wood and metal parts as much
as possible.
r Loosen stubborn fasteners by soaking
them for several days in a penetrating fluid,
such as WD-40. You can safely immerse
an all-metal tool in kerosehe or diesel fuel
for a couple of weeks to free up frozen
parts. Another way to release a nut is to
apply heat to it with the tip of a soldering
iron. Doing this causes the nutlo expand.

*#'.-'

i Gleaning rnetal parts
r Soak metal parts in a degreaser, such as
Casfiol's Super Clean (call 800/462-0835 or
go to www.casftolusa.com for ttre retailer

i nearest you), to remove oily grime.
r Remove heavy rust from parts with a
scraper. Jim makes his own by grinding
the end of an old file to a steep bevel
and honing the edge to remove any burr
that could scratch the metal. (He does
not recommend using naval jelly-type
rust dissolver for cleaning old tools.)
r Dislodge remaining light rust with a
small wire brush rotating in your drill
press at 600 to 800 rpm (a slow speed

Continued

c{
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GnnnGE Enuv? ''-''
Wnr A

$5,000 Mnrrourn!

The ultimate garage starts with
a showroom-quality garage floor.

But we won't stop there.

The winner of America's Messiest
Garage Contest will receive a pro-

fessional garage makeover, valued at

$5,000, courtesy of Rust-Oleum@
EP0XY$hield@. A Home Depot@
approved contractor will custom
redesign your garage, transforming it
into a place you'll be proud to show
off to your friends and neighbors. 0f
course your new fook wifl include
Rust-0leum EP0XYShield Garage
Flosr Coating and other exciting
products from The Home Depot!

One Grand Prize:
$5,000 garage makeover

25 Semifinalist Prizes:
EP0XYShield Garage Floor

Coating kits

BUST oLEUM
B R A N D S

s t o p p i n g  r u s t  i s  i u s t  t h e  s t a r t l .

Rules of entry;

Visit epoxyshield,com for more information or

t0 enter. Contest is open July 1 - August 31,

2002 to residential garage owners age 21 and

over who are legal US residents. Enter online at

epoxyshield.com, or mail entries, including first

and last name, date of birth, address {including
zip code), telephone number, color photograph

of your garage and a description, in ..|00 words

0r less, of why your garage needs a makeover.

Mail entry in a stamped envelope to: America's

Messiest Garage Contest,200 E. Randolph Dr,

63rd Floor, Chicago, lt 60601. Entries musl be

postmarked by Saturday, August 31,2002.

No purchase necessary.

Void where prohibited. For r, {
official contest rules and f t
judging cr i ter ia v is i t  \ /  i
epoxyshield.com. 14 
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vcnts bright spots on thc It ictal ) .  I-ol '  harcl-

to-rcach l lreas or sntal l  sttr '1l tccs. Ltsc i . t

snral l  wire brLrsh in i t  ntotol ' izccl rotarr tool.

as slrorr,n in the olteninu pl-toto on 1tu,qc 20.

Clean brass patls uith a I ' i l te ntctul ptt l is l t

luncl a cloth. Jrrn rcl ics ort \ 'krthcrs Niag artcl

A lunr inr " rn t  Po l ish (ca l l  7  l+ / ,391 -336J or '
go to u u'u.mothers.cont l i rr  i t  t 'etai lcr t teat '

) ,olr).  l1 ' \ 'oLt \ \ 'ant to rcnto\c thc ul 'cctt  l l t t i -
na conmron on brass. learc thc l tol ish on

the b lass l i r r  auh i lc  bc l i r rc  Dol ish ing.

Restoring rlrtood parts
Clcan l i 'oocl palts u i th a s1-rccial

beesuax nrirt l trc that 1'oLt casi lv ciut I tutkc
(sce bc lor r ' ) .  Appl l '  thc  th i r t t tcc l  c lcat tc l '

nrrrtr-rrc to thc uoocl. ancl lct i t  sttak in l i t l '

ru  lcu nr inLr tcs .  Thcn.  r 'ub aua\  l t tosct tcc l

cl ir t  u i th plper toucls. To t 'cntovc evetr

nrorc soi l  ancl gt ' inrc. rLtb t l tc u'ot lcl  t i t l t

thc nrir tLrrc ancl (XX)0 stccl u'ool.  as sltou It

on /)r1,q(, )0. hnuutr. Slt tLtt 'atc t-ci t l l r  cl l ' t '

uooc l  u  i th  thc  l ic lLr ic l .  und lc t  i t  soak in  l i t r

scr cral clar s.

To pnrtcct thc woocl iutcl circ i t  u sol i

sl . iccn. lpplv thc r iar paste tt t i r tLrre altcl  let

i t  cln'  l i rr ' lJ hoLrrs. Thcn. bLrl ' f  i t  tr i th a sol ' t

cloth. YoLr also can applv t l tc uar to t l lctal

purts to prl)tcct tltctn. lP

Written by Owen Duvall

Photographs :  Ba ldwin  PhotograPhy
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jar of i t  in a container of hot water

speeds up the process.  Div ide th is

mix ture in  ha l f .  To one ha l f ,  add a

l i t t le  lemon o i l ,  making i t  the

cons is tency of  a  good furn i ture  wax

for protecting wood. To the other

half,  add considerably more lemon

oil ,  thinning i t  for cleaning.

#- q .'.'

;tl

-+" \
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Wj
lf anyone knows what to do for old tools, i t 's Jim Price. Jim has col lected,
recondit ioned, and used them for 40 years, and has owned as many as 25,000! But
the number has dwindled somewhat in recent years as he has been giving tools to
museums and sel l ing others. Why sel l ing? So he can buy more old tools, of course.

Iirnts recipe for wood restomtion
To make your own wood cleaner
and wax mixtures,  you only need
three easy-to-f ind ingredients:
turpent ine,  beeswax, and natural
lemon oi l .  First ,  shave some
beeswax into the turpent ine,  and st i r
to a paste consistency. Warming the
turpent ine a l i t t le by placing an open

t z WOOD rnagaz ine



just-right ioinery

drelioints
you can bond wood on the cheap.
With simple dowels and glue,

he woodworking world may be
flooded with biscuits, but don't
forget about dowels for quick,

reliable joints. These workshop veterans
can handle joints too small for a standard
biscuit, as well as large tasks. Better still,
they don't require a pricey, specialized
power tool for installation. A portable drill
and a doweling jig will do the trick.

Doweling jigs cover a wide price range,
but they all clamp onto the workpiece to
guide your drill bit. The least expensive
models might have a plastic body, and
require you to reset the jig for each new
hole. The model pictured above right is
part of the Task line of Telco Tools. It
centers itself automatically on your stock,
allows you to bore more than one hole
without moving the jig, and adapts to dif-
ferent dowel sizes with screw-in bush-
ings.You can find a couple of models to

The typical dowel ioint includes a pair of
dowels centered in the stock's thick-
ness. The rail's end grain would result in
a weak glue joint. Dowels add strength
by providing more gluing surface.

With this deluxe
model, you can
drill a pair of
holes without
moving the jig,
and you also can
change bushing
sizes. lt costs
$52.99 from
Woodcraft. Gall
8OOI225-1153, and
order item
number 124315.

choose from at a hardware store or home
center or in a mail-ordetcatalog.

Use the right dowels
Dowels made specifically for joinery

come with straight flutes or a spiral
groove, as shown in Photo A, and both
designs work well. The flutes and gtooves
allow air and excess glue to escape during
assembly, resulting in a stronger bond. By
contrast, standard, smooth, multipurpose
dowels scrape all the glue to the bottom of

the hole, and create atr
pressure that makes
assembly more difficult.

For 3/q" stock, use Vq"
dowels centered in the
workpiece, whether
you're edge-gluing or
making a rail-and-stile
joint. In the latter case,
the rail should be at least
lVz" wide before you
move up from one dowel

Continued on page 27

Dowels come in various lengths, diame-
ters, and styles. The basic rhxllz" style
with straight flutes will serve most pur-
poses well. Use larger-diameter dowels
for stock that's oYet 3/a" thick.

WOOD magazine September 2002
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to a pair. When you use two, keep each
dowel 3/s" to t/2" away from the edge of
the rail, as shown in Photo B. Stock that's
5" wide or more calls for at least three
dowels for a rail-and-stile joint. For join-
ing boards edge to edge, space your dow-
els 10-12" apart. Mark the correct depth
on your drill bit, as shown in Photo C, to
create holes that allow a r/s" gap at each
end of the installed dowel.

Line everything rrp
Carefully align your layout marks with the
guide marks etched into the body of the
jig. If you're off just slightly, the joint
won't go to-eether correctly. Keep the han-
dle side of the jig on the face side of your
workpieces, in case the centering function
is slightly off.

Dunng assembly, apply glue inside each
dowel hole, spreading it with a toothpick
or a Vs" dowel. Also put glue on the mat-
ing surfaces of the joint. Tap the dowels

Make accurate layout lines so your dow-
els match perfectly. Mark both parts of
the joint at once, using a f ine penci l  or a
knife. Most doweling j igs require a mark
for each hole, as shown here.

into one half of the joint with a mallet,
slide the other half in place, and clamp.JF

Photographs: Baldwin Photography
lllustration: Roxanne LeMoine

Put a masking tape "tlag" on your drill
bit to establish the depth of the dowel
holes. We're using a bushing as a refer-
ence because the bushing's lower end
sits flush with the bottom of the jig.

EI

www.woodonline.com

Sand While You Cut-"
27

"How I Make $t,ll3
A Day Woodworking
...And You Can Too!"

\f /ould you like to know an easy,

V V almost "fool-proof" way to

make solid money woodworking? If

s o ,  t h i s  w i l l  b e  t h e  m o s t  e x c i t i n s  m e s -

sage you will ever read.

Here's why: my name is Ray Sutton. I'm a
woodworkerjust like you. I rvork out ofmy tiny
shop nraking furniture and other projects...proba-

bly the same krnd of stuff you do. The only dif-
ference between us is that I have a proven sys-
tem that reliably brings me over S1000 per day
with my rvoodrvorking projects...rain or shine.
(And I ' l l  g ive you proofof that ,  too l )

Yes. i 've achieved the fantasy ofa fabulous
income, doing what I love: woodworking. But it
wasn't always this way...

For years. I struggled to discover a "sure-fire"

way to rnake money with my craft. This strug-
gle took me $42,000 into debt, and put my house
and marriage on the line. lt forced me to take
jobs I hated just to support my craft.

What Is The Secret?

Finally. I had a "breakthrough". I was doing

Just about everything right. Except one thing.
Once I discovered what it was, I couldn't sleep
for three days - it was so simple! And my
excitement wasn't a false alarrn. either. After
put t ing th is  secret  in to mot ion.  nry income
exploded like a fireworks display!

This amazing secret is now the foundation for
my entire business. I tease nt)' friends that it 's
like the "goose that lays the golden eggs". It lets
me make an average of  Sl , l  l3  a day ( rhat 's

S23,355 a month) with my woodworking busi-

Calilornia Woodworker Finally Reveals The
Trulh Aboul Making Money With Your Crafl.

ness. Sometimcs. I rvork a rveek then take the
next 3 weeks ofi The Systern continues to bring
ln rloney.

There is  no personal  se l l ing.  no "co ld-cal l ing"

involved and it's 100% ethical. And by the
rvay, it '.s totally different from anything you've

ever seen ...people seek ME out. You can use
thrs systcm if you just wanl to boost your cash-
florv or...go full-time wrth it and really rnake
wads ofcash for you and your family.

Bot tom l ine:  I ' r 'e  d iscovered a s imple,  easy-
to-lmplement. step-by-step system l'm con-
vinced anyone can duplicate once they under-
stand it.

Free Report

p verYbody laughed when I  to ld  them I  d
l:rnake serious money woodworkitrg -- !g1
now the lqke! on them. I make great monev
doing what  I  love. . .and I 'm going to teach YOU
how to do the same. But there's just too much
to te l l  in  th is  I i t t le  space.  So I 'm making avai l -
able a special. free report to anyone who asks
for it. Entitled "The Secrer O/ tulaking Mone.t,
Woodtrorking" is yours free. as long as vou're
100%o serious about improving your woodwork-
inq income. To get  your  copyjust  ca l l . . .

800-964-7224 for a 24-Hour
FREE Recorded Message

You've got nothing to lose - heck, even the
call is free! So call and get yetu report NOW!

a :002 RPG.

CU7-IU.SAilD.':. Save time and monqy, get better results.



shop tips wi''er
Helping you work faster, smarter, and safer

Erttend ylour
rltlorkstatiolilts reach
While refinishing an old dresser recently,
I removed the top to scrape off the paint.

The problem was how to hold it during
the scraping process. Clamping it to my
workbench meant moving the clamps
part way through the job, and my
portable clamping workstation doesn't
open wide enough for the dresser top,

To give the workstation's jaws added
capacity, I made a set of four clamp
extensions, as shown above. I made my

own dogs out of hardwood scraps and

10o bevel
3 /ex2x2"

hardwood dog

7+" dowels, but you could modify the
design to use your workstation's own
plastic dogs. The extensions add 20" of
clamping capacity to my Workmate, and
have never let me down.

-Dennis Peterson, Lewiston, ldaho

When we called
Dennis Peterson
to congratulate
him on his tool-winning Top Shop Tip,
atleft,he was busy customizing the
TilrTop Router Table fromWOODa
magazine, issue 109. "I love the
concept, but I'm going to make my
tabletop wider," he said.

Dennis likes to come up with his own
designs, too. In fact, he once took 25
years to craft a rolltop desk. "Actually,

it started out as a flattop desk," Dennis
told us, "but by the time I completed it,
I decided I wanted a rolltop and had to
fisure out how to convert it."

A DeWalt l2" compound mitersaw
(DW706) goes out to Dennis Peterson
for sending in this issue's Top Shop
Tip. Miter fine work, Dennis!

Tell us how you've solved a workshop
dilemma, and we'll send you $75 if we
print your solution. And, if your tip is
the Top Shop Tip, you'll also win a
tool worth at least $250.

Send your best tips, along with pho-
tos or illustrations and your daytime
telephone number, to: Shop Tips'
WOODa Magazine,1716 Locust St.o
GA-310, Des Moines,IA 50309-3023.
You can also e-mail tips to shop-
tips @ woodmagazine.com, or post
them on our Top Shop Tip discussion
group at www.woodonline.com.

Because we try to publish only origi-
nal tips, please send your tips only to
WOOD magazine. Sorry, but we can't
return your materials.

WOOD magaz ine  September  2002
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Hang a hook rrlith hottnelt glrre
To keep peg hooks from pull ing out, I
squirt a shot of hotmelt glue into the

i perforated-hardboard holes and inseft

i the hook before the glue sets, To move

: the hook later, soften the adhesive with
: a heat gun or blow dryer, and pull the
, hook out with a needle-nose pliers.
' -John Kaner, Anchorage, Alaska,
' via W00D }NLtNEa

7+" holes spaced 2" apart
3 /+x3 x  12"  p lywood c lamp
extensions

28

Continuetl on page 30
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Bo*.ioint iig
fits the trit
In my experience, straight router bits can
vary as much as .005" from their stated
diameter, which doesn't sound like much
until you use that bit to make a box joint.
However, if you make your box-joint jig
to fit the bit, you'll never need to cali-
brate or compensate for an oversized or
undersized bit. In fact, I've made three
such jigs for various-sized joints, and
each jig cut perfect joints on the first try.

Before routing the slot in the jig's base,
assemble the fence, base, and guide
bar, as shown in the drawing. In your
table-mounted router, install the straight
bit and set it to the correct cutting depth.
Place the jig on your router table with
the guide bar in the miter slot, and rout a
slot into the jig.

Rip three short pieces of hardwood
just a whisker wider than the slot you
just routed. Two of these pieces are

spacers used only when making the jig;
the third is the indexing pin. Sand spacer
#1 until it fits snugly into the slot. Sand
a bit more off spacer #2 and the index-
ing pin so they slip easily in the slot.

To complete the assembly of the jig,
dry-fit spacer #1 in the slot, butt spacer
#2 alongside spacer #1, and glue the
indexing pin to the jig's base while hold-
ing it tight against spacer #2. After the

glue sets, drill and countersink the base
tor 3/q" flathead wood screws to secure
the indexing pin.

Remove and discard the spacers, and
use the jig as you normally would. I
added a couple of UHMW-tape strips to
the bottom of the jig so it slides smoothly
on the tabletop.

-D.G. Payne, Aloha, 0re.

Continued on page 32
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From lhe orlglnol deslgners of the Rouf-R-Uft'",JessEm
bdngs you fhe Most-R-Uft*

1-l/2" Insert Ring
InserlWrench
Hex Key
Stort Pin

Avoiloble in two plole sizes:
9-114" xl l-3/4" ond
8-114" x11-314.

Mochined fiom l" solid oluminunl plofe

Fits; PC75l8 right out of
the box, Reducer collors

forthe PC690. Bosch 
'161711618

DeWolt 610 ond Mokito I l0l
ore ovoiloble

Plote snuggers lhot won't
weor into your toble

Buitt in leveling system

Premochined phenolic toble, Other
occessories olso ovoiloble.

web: www.Jessem.com emoll: iessem@essem.com
TOLL FREE: 'l -866-272-7492
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FLOOR SEATS

AND BEAUTIFUL
WOOD FLOORS=

COURTESY OF
VARATHANE.'

Now you can achieve beautifully
refinished wood floors by yourself
with Varathane@ Diamond Wood
Finish premium polyurethanes. With
Varathane the result is a professional
finish with long lasting durability.
And now Varathane is giving you the
opportunity to see your favorite pro
basketball players in action. The
America's Most Flawed Floor Contest
wilf award one Grand Prize
winner with everything needed to
refinisfi' tiieir wood floors, including
Varathane Diamond Wood Finish
products, as well as two floor seat
tickets to the most star-packed
professional basketball game of the
year (traveland hotel included).

F loons rHrs  BEAUTTFUL
HAVE NEVER BEEN SO EASY.

Contest is open August I - November 30, 2OO2 to
adutts ages | 8 and over. Enter online at varathane.com,
or mail entries, including first and last name, date of
birft, address (includirE zip code), telephone
color photograph of your wood floor
in l OO words or hssof wtry your needtobe
refinished. Mall entry, ip gr:5bffid envelope to:
Amerlcrfs ttost Fl5re"dhru6r Contest, 2oo E.
HqtA#h Dr,63rd Floor, Chicago,lL 6O6Ol. Entries
ffist & postnarked by Saturday, November 30, 2002.
No purchase n€cessaly. Void where prohibited. For
official contest rules visit varathane.com

www.varathane.com
32 WOOD rnag iaz ine  Scptenber  2002
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Radiaf-arrrl sanlrr finger
When using my radial-arm saw to cut  a
narrow workpiece, I  used to worry about
having my f ingers too c lose to the blade.
So I  designed a hold-down, shown
below, to keep my hands wel l  c lear.

To bui ld one, bore a 7e'  hole into one
end of a length of 3/4" hardwood, and
glue in a short  length of  dowel.  (Make
the hole s l ight ly of f -center to accommo-
date di f ferent workpiece thicknesses.)
On the opposi te end, shape a handle.
Add str ips of  sel f -st icking sandpaper to
the faces of the hold-down for a better
gr ip on the stock.

Final ly,  thread a screw eye into the top
of the saw's fence just  lef t  of  where the
blade passes through. (On my saw, as
with most, the fence friction-fits between
the two table surfaces. so I also added a

Peace of rnirnd cornes
After hear ing horror stor ies about chi l -
dren getting injured by power tools left
p lugged in but unattended, I  decided to

Savlef
c leat  under the table to orevent the
fence from pul l ing out when pressing on
the  hand le . )

When working with narrow stock,
posi t ion the workpiece, insert  the dowel
end of  the hold-down into the screw
eye, and press down on the handle.  The
downward pressure keeps the work-
piece from moving dur ing the cut.

-Norm Hadeen. Aurora, Colo.

Self-st icking
sandpaper

3/ax2" hardwood
Hold-down dowel

$ritlr a key
make sure i t  wouldn' t  happen on my
watch. So, when I  wired my shop, I
installed a key-operated shutoff switch

that k i l ls  oower to al l  of  the out lets
simultaneously.  A pi lot  l ight  on the
switch box tel ls me when the out lets
are "hot."

For an added measure of safety, I
wired i t  so that  I  can' t  turn of f  the
l ights in the shop unt i l  the key switch
is turned of f .  Al though the wir ing isn' t
comol icated. have a l icensed electr i -
c ian do the job (or at  least  have one
draw up the wir ing diagram for you).

-Ron Klavoon. West Seneca. N.Y.

(.ott l i t t t ter l  ott  lxtge j1

Key *
switch

,),
Pilot i6ffil
l isht--ag

a

a

a

a

I

a

a a a

t a a

a a t
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Gopie=gf |1OG rnake a
rnagazine index PDQ
lf you're l ike me, you can recall seeing a

specific project in a woodworking maga-

zine, but can' t  remember the issue in

r  which i t  appeared. The onl ine index at

i  WOOD ONLINEo is helPful ,  but  l 've

. indexed my magazines in a way that lets

i me put my fingers on the article without

,  logg ing  in .
l First of all, I keep mY magazines in

, order by issue number. Then, each time

I get my WOOb magazine in the mail, I

photocopy the Table of Contents, and
put the copy in a three-ring binder, as

shown at left. This way, I can scan the

contents of every magazine to quickly

locate the project, technique, or tool

review l 'm looking for.
-Jack Simpkins, Clinton, lowa

Stepped'rrP
sanding cerrter
I've found that benchtop power tools

aren't always at the best working height

when mounted on a workbench. So I

built a stepped stand, shown below,Ior

my belVdisc and oscil lating spindle

sanders that puts the tables of both

machines at the same comfortable work-

ing height. Drawers on both ends of the

stand keep sanding discs, belts, and

drums clean and close at hand.
-Todd }ster, Concord, Ga.

You'l l f ind more great ShoP TiPs
throughout every issue of WOOD
magazine. Look for boxes l ike this
one nestled among the Project and
technique articles

Circle No. 180

WOOD magaz ine  SePtember  2OO2



furniture repair shop

beat the beetles
Holes on the outside

of wood mean trouble

on the inside.

hances are, you don't spend
much time crawling around
on the floor checking for

tiny piles of sawdust under your fur-
niture. But if you happen to spot one,
and the dust is as fine as talcum pow-
der, you might have a problem.

Inspect the piece for holes about
the size of a pinhead. Fine dust plus
holes equals powder post beetles.
That's a generic name for several
types of little creatures, but they all
do the same thing. Their larvae bur-
row into wood, leaving tiny holes.
They eat the wood's cellulose while
they're in there, then emerge as beetles

Service, recommends a product called
Bora-Care as the best way to get rid of
active powder post beetle larvae. Bora-
Care penetrates into the wood and kills
insects with a form of boric acid.

Check at hardware stores and home
improvement stores for Bora-Care, manu-
factured by the Nisus Corporation

$00 l2e-0870, www.nisuscorp.com), or
do an internet search for sources. You
might spend $35 for a quart, but that
should be enough to last you, your rela-
tives, and your neighbors for a long time.

To use Bora-Care, mix it with water
according to label directions, then brush it
onto an unfinished or stripped piece of
furniture, as in Photo A. If the piece is
finished and you don't want to strip it, use
a syringe to inject the Bora-Care into the
flight holes, as in Photo B on page 36.

The toxic liquid will soak through the
surrounding wood and poison any beetles
munching nearby. It remains in the wood
for some time. so it will kill larvae that
hatch later, too.

Fumigation is another way to get rid of
powder post beetles, but don't try to do it
yourself. It's potentially hazardous to your
health. Instead, take the furniture piece to

through larger "flight holes." They'll rack
up a lot of damage if you don't stop them.
The best strategy is to kill the larvae, fill
the holes with a matching putty-or leave
them open if you like the distressed
look- apply a finish, and monitor the fur-
niture piece for further activity.

Larrnch your attaclr
Tom Ellis, an entomologist with the
Michigan State University Extension

Mix one part of Bora-Care with one part
of water to go after powder post beetles.
You can brush it on, as shown here, but
that's most effective with stripped or
unfinished wood. Continued on page 36

35www.woodonline,com

The Best Place to
Boy Over 150
Hitachi Tools
Online
at the louest prices

. FguaranrceA

\swd lw6t | !gL{!g-- I

aesloncofn 56ffirrfig

The Clydesdale of the sliding
compound miter saw workhorses.
. Soft start for smooth performance

. Bevels left and right for versatiliry

. Electronic speed control maintains
rpm under load

' 
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chiP-guard Prevents wood

rS*'iitJ
ulxtr
N

ffi
ts
ffi*nu"
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Shop at
rrt ut ut, avn azo n, c o m/ b ita c h i

"lVe will match our competitors price plu
beat it b7 l0o/o of the dffirence. Find out
lnzre at www. amazon. com/pice-match.

Call for your FREE Tool Crib catalog

r-8oo -635-5l.40

Toos & Hanowlne

amazoll.com.



furniture

a pest control company, and have profes-
sionals handle the job.

Watch for further activity by taping a
piece of paper over the pinholes and flight
holes you've treated, as in Photo G. If any
beetles escape the Bora-Care treatment,
you'll see holes in the paper where they
chewed their way out.

Dontt stop yet
The area with holes isn't the only possible
trouble spot. The female powder post bee-

tle might lay several dozen eggs on a
piece of furniture, placing them one at a
time in small cracks on the surface of the
wood. You can get rid of the eggs by
cleaning the wood with soap and water.

Newly hatched larvae tunnel into the
wood through cracks in old finishes. They
can't punch through an intact finish. So
it's worthwhile to refinish a damased

, piece after treating it.
If you want to postpone the refinishing

for some reason, keep the piece of furni-

u 
^Q\

p ' \

9 \

\ /

The surest way to get Bora-Care inside
finished wood is to inject it into the flight
holes with a syringe. From there it can
soak throughout the area.

Bora-Care should provide long-term pro-
tection, but here's how to make sure you
killed all of the active beetles. Tape
paper over the treated area, and see if
any chew through.

ture in a dry place. Powder post beetles
like wood with at least l0 percent mois-
ture content. Even better, enclose the item
inside a big plastic bag or a sealed sheet of
plastic, with mothballs inside.

Follow the tight
We've talked about eggs and larvae, but
watch for the adult, too. When the powder
post beetle leaves your furniture, it's red-
dish-brown, about %" long, and probably
headed for a window or other lighted area.

If those telltale piles of sawdust showed
up just recently, it's worth scouting
around the windows with a spray can of
insecticide. An aerosol "bug bomb" will
kill the exposed powder post beetles in a
closed room, too.

However, an aerosol canister won't get
the ones that might still be inside your fur-
niture. That's because it sprays out a cloud
of droplets, not a gas. |l

Written by Jim Pollock
Photographs: Wm. Hopkins; Marty Baldwin
Furniture from Country Gaboose,

West Des Moines, lowa
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askwood
to your questions from letters,
and W00D ONL|NEo

Answers
e-mails,

Horlrl do y'orr
gilve prrne an
aged colorP

f| I'm making a project with

Y white pine, and I want it
to have the color you see in
antique pine pieces. How can
I create this etfect?

-Woody, rh W00D ONLINE

Woody, we direct your attention
to the samples shown above

right. They exhibit the beautiful colors
and blotch-free results that professional
woodworker Steve Mickley of
Cincinnati produces by using shellac on
pine. However, there's more to his
method than buying a can from the hard-
ware store. It involves linseed oil, dye,
and a couple of grades of shellac.

Here's his recipe for the lighter look:
Apply a coat of boiled linseed oil, and
allow it to cure. which could take several
days; apply a coat of2-pound-cut garnet
shellac (mixed in the ratio of 2 pounds of
shellac flakes per gallon of denatured
alcohol); and finish with a clear topcoat.

To produce the darker'pumpkin pine"
color, Steve follows these steps: Again,
start with boiled linseed oil, and wait until
it cures; apply a coat of l-pound-cut super
blonde shellac, tinted with burnt sienna
dye that's soluble in alcohol; then apply a
coat of 2-pound-cut garnet shellac; for a
still darker color, add additional coats of
garnet shellac; and finally, finish with a
clear topcoat (water-base, in the samples
you see here). Steve rarely uses traditional
stains, preferring this method of adding
dye to shellac. If you don't have a nearby
source for dyes and the various grades of
shellac, try Woodworker's Supply
(800/645-9292), or log on to www.shel-
lac.net or www.woodfinishingsupplies.com.

-llVOODo magazine

darker pine sample
received linseed oil, tinted
super blonde shellac, and gar-
net shellac. On the lighter-colored
sample, you see the effect of linseed oil
and garnet shellac.

His lorrter refrrses
to spit the bit
fl I have trouble removing bits
Y from my Bosch 1613 EVS
plunge router, and had the same prob-
lem with a Skil plunge router.
Sometimes, I can tap the bit with a
piece of wood and remove it, but other
times, I have to remove the collet nut
completely to get the bit out. What's
causing the problem?.

-James Fields, Hendersonville. N.C.

Jim, sawdust residue inside the
collet might be a factor, or it

could be that the collet has been tighr
ened so hard and so often that the thin
metal inside has lost some of its flexibil-
ity. Remove the collet, blow out the
dust, then use blade-and-bit cleaner, or a
similar solvent, to soak any residue out
of there. If that doesn't solve the prob-
lem, you can replace the collet at a rea-
sonable cost. For example, Seven
Corners Hardware (800/328-0 457) car
ries a Vc" collet for your router for
$15.95, and a Vz" collet for $15.25,
along with collets for other models and
brands. To keep new collets in shape,
avoid overtightening them, and always
remove the bit after use.

-{trrOOD magazine
Continued on page 39



ask wood

When batteries die,
tools carl live on
f| | have a number of cordless

Y tools lying around useless
because the batteries will no longer
hold a charge. They take what seem to
be special-sized batteries, and when I
inquire at the service centers, I'm told,
"You can't buy them. They would cost
more than a new tool."
This doesn't seem right. The batteries

are only a small component of the tool.
ls there a place where batteries of this
type can be purchased for less than
the cost of the entire tool?

-Ed Huck, Franklinville, N.J.

Check your local Yellow Pages or the
dealer locator on their Web site at
www.interstatebafteries.com, or call the
RAD Fulfillment Center at 8661842-5368.

As for the standard detachable battery
packs, you can find replacements for the
most popular models at home centers. We
took a look at cordless drill batteries and
found several that cost nearly half the
price of the matching drill. For example, a
14.4-volt Black and Decker Firestorm drill
costs about $89, and a replacement battery
goes for $40. So, if you wanted two new
batteries, you'd probably be beffer off
buying a new tool.

-{trl00Do magazine

Ed, we talked to a sales manager
at Interstate All-Battery Center

(formerly Battery Patrol), and he said
the answer is a qualified yes. The hous-
ings of many rechargable tools with
built-in batteries and some detachable
battery packs are screwed together and
can be opened to replace worn-out cells.
Even detachable battery packs whose
housings are glued together can be sawn
apart to replace the cells, then sealed
back together. The cost varies from tool
to tool. It will be cost-effective in some
cases, but not in others.

Interstate All-Battery Centers are scat-
tered across the United States and Canada.

Wlratts the right rlrray
to crrre green wood?
1|I I am getting ready to have a
Y pecan tree cut down, and would
like to keep several pieces about a foot
long and 8" in diameter to use later for
small boxes, etc. How can I keep the
wood from splitting while drying?

-Fred Nehrings, Mexico Beach, Fla.

E 
Cut the wood at least 20" long so

a l you can cut 4" of waste off each
end. Rip it on a bandsaw to the likely
thickness. Paint the ends of the wood
with oil-based paint to even out the dry-
ing. Ends always dry faster, but the paint
slows this process. Stack the small pile
of wood on stickers 3A" to l" thick in
your garage or some other place where it
will get some air flow and stay dry.

-Shane Fanell, W00D ONL|NEo

tf Don't stack wood directly on a
I il concrete floor in the garage,
because it will pick up moisture. As for
the waiting time, wood expert R. Bruce
Hoadley points out that there's no rule
of thumb that applies to every species of
wood in every climate. He suggests
marking the initial storage date on each
piece of wood. Over the years, that will
help you learn the approximate drying
times in your area.

-{V00D magazine

Continued on page 41
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ask wood

Srnooth crrtting board
gets rorrgh-rruhy?
n I recently made several cutting
Y boards using maple and cherry.
After sanding them, I coated them with
mineral oil. After the first use, one was
washed and the wood came out as
rough as if it hadn't been sanded.
What should I have done?

-via W00D ONL|NEo

Water raises the grain on wood.
You should have wet the surface,

let it dry, then resanded before you
applied the mineral oil. This will not
stop the grain from reacting to water in
the future, but it will reduce the effect.
Lightly resand your boards now and
apply more mineral oil.

Sand the board smooth, then heat
some mineral oil (the microwave

is just dandy for this), and apply a liber-
al amount. Allow it to soak in for a
while, then go over the surface with a
scraper to remove any raised grain. A
couple of applications like this a few
days apart will give you a smooth,
sealed board.

-Howard Acheson, Larchmont, N.Y

www.woodonline.com

-Jim Kull, McKinney, Texas

4 1
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9@***
Some hardboard carries a sticker on
each piece that identifies it as standard
or tempered. Or, you might find this sort
of tag marking an entire stack.

Taking the terrrper
of hardboard

fi In many of your plans and proj-

Y ects, you recommend "tem-
pered" hardboard. How is this product
ditferent from standard hardboard?

-Matt Thomas, I nd ianapol is

Matt, we usually choose tem-
pered hardboard because it resists

warping from moisture and its harder
surface produces crisper edges when
sawed or drilled. According to Dick
Enlow, from the Georgia-Pacific corpo-
ration's wood laboratory, the first step in
making hardboard is to "cook" wood in
a pressurized steam vessel. Then the
manufacturer mixes the softened wood
pulp with resin, forms the mixture into
mats, and cures these flat pieces in a hot
press. The traditional tempering process
involves treating the hardboard with oil
and heating it for several hours in a kiln
at 300 degrees F. Newer plants attain the
same result by adding wax and more
resin during the manufacturing process.
When you're buying hardboard, look for
the word "tempered" on a display label
or product sticker, or ask the retailer to
check the product specifications. You
can't identify tempered hardboard by
appearance alone.

-W00Do magazine
Continued on page 42
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Drilling holes
withorrt splintering

1|f After cutting cratt templates on

Y mY scrollsaw, I drill small holes
in them so I can hang them with a
piece of wire. The problem is that I get
a lot of splintering around the holes I'm
drill ing. I use brad point bits and work
with mostly pine and some basswood.
ls it the bits, the wood, or me?

-d v e rs I u y @th e i nte r. c o m

If the splinters are on the entry
side, I'd say the spurs of the brad-

point bit need sharpening. If they're on
the exit side, you should use a backer
board and maybe sharpen the spurs.

-Anthony Mazzeo, Clarksburg, N.J.

You need to have the drill or drill
press cranking at a pretty good

clip to prevent tearout on the entry side.
Speed it up, and you should only need a
backer board.

-Wayne Van Coughnett, New Milford, Conn.

Got a question?
lf you're looking for an answer to a woodworking
question, write to Ask W000, 1716 Locust St.,
GA 310, Des Moines, lA 50309-3m3 or send us
an e-mailat aslarood@mdp.com. For immedi-
ate feedback from your fellow woodworkers, post
your question on one of our discussion groups at
Ywnw.woodonline.com.
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ho sqfs that a comfort-

able chair canr't look as

good as it feels? This chaise

lounge delivers on both counts.

You'll find that its adjustable

back girrcs you ftrc relardng

positions, making it ideal for

reading a novel or simply

soaking up the rErtrs.

Note: To make the l"- and Lt/2"-thick
stock needed for sonte of the chaise's
parts, we planed 5/4 and 8/4 boards to
the recluired thickness. As an option,
v-oLt cafl make the lt/2"-thick stock by
laminating two 4/4 boards and planing
them to thickness. Also, ssve vourself
sotne vvork by finish-sanding each part
c{ter cutting ancl before assembly.

Finally, we used a standard 23x75x4"
lounge cushion. (See the Buving Guide
at the end of this article for our source.)

Staril with the frarne
From lt/2" -thtck stock, rip and
crosscut the frame inner rails (A),

wide cross member (B), and cross
members (C) to the sizes listed in
the Materials List.

Cut the t/2"-deep dadoes on the
inside face of the inner rails (A),

where dimensioned on Drawing 1.
On the outside of the inner rails (A),
drill the countersunk shank holes

for attaching the cross members (B, C).
On the inside of the rails, drill the coun-
tersunk shank holes for attaching the
outer rails (D). Also, on the bottom of
the wide cross member (B) and two
cross members (C), drill the counter-
sunk shank holes for attaching the seat
platform (Drawing 2) to the frame.

Dry-assemble the inner rails and
cross members, and check for

correct fit and for square. Then,
glue and clamp the assembly,

drive the screws, and recheck for square.
Note: If you plan to use your chaise
lounge outdoors, assemble it using an
exterior-tv1te glue and stainless steel,
brass, or deck screws.
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l\- r/e'chamfer iTTa

4
101/z'

tP

l a z y - d a y s  c h a i s e

t/e" chamfers

1t/2" rabbel
1/2" deep

sAz" shank hole,
countersunk

#B x 2" F.H. wood screw

7se" shank hole, countersunk
on bottom

7se" shank hole, countersunk

From lt/2"-thick stock, cut the outer
rails (D) to the size listed. Cut a lVz"

rabbet r/2" deep along the inside face of
each outer rail, where shown on Drawing
1. Rout /s" chamfers on the edges and
ends of the outer rails, where shown.
Glue and screw the inner rails to the
outer rails.

Now, rnake the legs
From lVz"-thrck stock, cut two
Jx22" blanks for the front legs (E)

and two TxI9" blanks for the rear legs (F).
Cut from r/a" hardboard a 7x22"
blank for the front leg template and

alxl9" blank for the rear leg template.
Make two copies of the full-size leg
pattern from the WOOD PATTERNSa
insert. Using scissors, trim the end of
one pattern, which will be for the rear
legs, by cutting just outside the line for
the 2t/2" radius. Adhere a pattern to
each hardboard blank using spray

\ i
. , . , , \'/2 #8x2" F.H. wood screw

l

t/e" chamfer

251/2"

7se" shank hole,
countersunk

11/z '
#8  x21 /2 "  F .H .
wood screw

\ ,
#8 x  2"  F.H.
wood screw

141/2"

1tZ" dadoes
t/2" deep

t/a" chamfers

1t/z" rabbel-r/2" 
deep

adhesive. Bandsaw the templates to
shape; then sand the edges smooth.

Drill a small hole (ours was %"),
sized to accept an awl or a nail for

marking purposes, through the front and
rear leg templates at the locations for the
four mounting screws, where shown on
the patterns. Drill another hole at the
center of the Vz" hole for the wheel axle
in the rear leg template.

Place the front leg template on one
of the 22"-long blanks. Position the

template so that the bottom of the shoulder

\[/try is it called a r'chaise lounge"?
- - 

Well, that's what English-speaking people call it. Actually, French-speaking people call
it a "chaise longue" (pronounced "shezz lohng" with a long G), which literally means
"long chairl'The word "longue" presumably changed to "lounge" in the English transla-
tion due to the chair's resemblance to a couch or lounge. No matter which way you say
it, it's still a comfortable chair with a long seat.
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K-
cutline on the pattern is located 2t/+"
from the end of the blank, and the top of
the template is at 45o to the end of the
blank, where shown in Photo A. Then,
mark the outline of the leg on the blank.
Also, mark the location for the 23/q" rab-
bet on the blank by extending lines from
the shoulder cutline and the top edge of
the template onto the face of the blank
and down its edge. Using the small holes
in the template as guides, mark the loca-
tions for the mounting screws on the leg
blank with an awl or a nail.

Following the same process, mark
the other front leg blank. Then, mark

the two rear leg blanks using the rear leg

Align the front- and rear-leg template on a
leg blank by using a combination square
to position the top of the template at 45".

WOOD rnagazine September 2002
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r/a" chamter

15/a"

t/e" chamfers

%0" pi lot hole
3 x2" hinge

#4 x  1"  F.H. -
wood screw

the left-rear leg. Now, angle your miter
gauge counterclockwise to 45o. Cut the
rabbet on the inside face of each of the
other two legs.
, Bandsaw the legs to shape, and sand
, , their edges smooth. Then, drrll sAz"

holes through each leg at the marked loca-
tions for the mounting screws, and
countersink the holes on the outside face.
Now, drill a Vz" hole for ttre wheel axle
ttrough each rearleg atthe marked location.

#8 x 1 1/2" F.H. wood screw

/a" chamfers

on tacing pieces@

8"-diam. steel
lawnmower-
type wheel
with /2" hub

t/2"-diam. galvanized
steel rod 33" long

1/z" galvanized
flat washers

Rout a t/2" chamfer on the outer face
of all the legs, where shown on the

pattern. Then, referring to the Shop Tip,
below, ease the edges on the foot end of
the front legs. Set all of the legs aside.

Eashion the arrns
arrd brackets

To make the tall arm brackets (G)
and short arm brackets (H), cut two

pieces 3xI2" and two pieces 3x10"

# 8 x 1 Y 2 ' F . H .
wood screw

183/q'

Location of @

Location of @

Location 6t@

#8 x 2"  F.H.
wood screws

template. Also, mark the location for the
wheel axle hole.
,, ' Because the right and left legs of

' each pair of legs (E, F) are mirror
images, you need to mark the inside face
on the leg blanks to ensure that you cut
the rabbet on the correct side of each
blank. To do this, refer to Drawing 1 for
the orientation of the front and rear legs;
then mark the inside face on the blanks.

. Adjust a 3A" dado blade in your
tablesaw to /z" high. Also, attach an

auxiliary extension to your miter gauge.
Angle your miter gauge clockwise to
45o, and lock it. Then, cut the rabbet on
the inside face of the righrfront leg and

Gi\re damage-prone
edges a break
Lightly sand a small chamfer on
all sharp edges on parts that see
movement and abrasion during
use, such as the foot end of the
front legs in this project. That will
protect them from splintering and
tear-out.



l a z y - d a y s  c h a i s e

from 1 t/2" -thick stock. The pieces are
extra long at this point. You'll trim
them later when fitting the arms.

Cut a 3" rabbet r/2" deep on the inside
face of the brackets, where shown on

Drawing 3.
Mark the 2Vz" radius at the bottom
of the brackets, and bandsaw to the

marked lines. Rout a %" chamfer on
the edges of the brackets. Then, from
the outside face of the brackets, drill
the countersunk shank holes for the
mounting screws.

To make the arms (I), start by cutting
four 3t/qx30" blanks from 1r/2"-thick

stock. Face-glue the blanks together in
pairs to make two 3x3t/+x30" blanks.

Make a template for marking the arm
contour on the blanks by first cutting

a 3Vqx30" blank from /+" hardboard.
Then, make two copies of the full-size
arm half-pattern in the insert. Cut the
arm pattern from one of the copies, flip it
over, and tape it to the other copy to
make a complete pattern. Using spray
adhesive, attach the arm pattern to the
hardboard. Now, bandsaw and sand the
arm template to shape.

Using the arm template, mark the
arm contour on one side of each

blank. Bandsaw the arms to shape, and
sand the edges smooth. Rout a t/8"

chamfer on the edges of the arms, where
shown on the pattern.

Clamp the arm brackets (G, H) to the
outer rails (D), where dimensioned

on Drawing 1. Measuring from the bot-
tom of the brackets, mark the 10V2"
dimension on the tall brackets (G) and
the'73/q" dimension on the short brackets

With the arms (l) clamped in position to the arm
brackets (G, H), mark the bottom contour of the
arms on the brackets.

48

(H) for locating the arms (I). Position the
arrns against the outside face of the
brackets, aligning the bottom of the arms
with the marks on the brackets, and cen-
tering the arms end-to'end. Now, clamp
the arms to the brackets. Mark the bot-
tom of the arm contour on the brackets,
as shown in Photo B. Also, mark the
locations of the brackets on the arms and
on the outer rails (D). Remove the arms

and brackets. Bandsaw the
ends of the brackets to the
marked lines, and sand smooth.

Reattach the brackets to the
outer rails at the marked

locations, and temporarily
secure them with screws (no
glue yet).

Reposition the arms on top
of the brackets, and center

them side-to-side. Drill the
countersunk shank holes
through the arms for the
mounting screws; then, drive in
the screws. Now, remove the
screws from the brackets only,
and set the bracket/arm assem-
blies (G/FI/I) aside.

On to the
platforrtl assernbly

Cut the five cross members (J) to
size. Mark lines on the cross mem-

bers for positioning the seat slats (L) and
back slats (M), where shown on Drawing
4. We did this by placing the cross mem-
bers side by side with their ends flush,
measuring off the slat locating dimen-
sions on one piece, and extending lines
across all of the pieces using a carpen-
ter's square.

Cut the four end caps (K) to size.
On two of the end caps, rout a %"

chamfer around the edges of one face,
where shown on Drawing 2. These pieces
will become the foot end of the seat
platform and the head end of the back
platform. On the remaining two end
caps, cut the 3" hinge mortises t/t6"

deep, where dimensioned.
Glue and clamp the end caps (K) to
four of the five cross members (J),

with their bottom edges flush.
Cut the seat slats (L) and back slats
(M) to size. Rout a t/s" chamfer

around the top edges of each slat.
Then, dri l l  the countersunk shank

ARM BRACKETS
TALL ARM BRACKET SHORT ARM BRACKET

11/z

- ( -
Trim to shape afterassembly

11/2 '

t/s" chamfer

7se" shank hole.
countersunk

R=21/2"

t-

SLAT LOCATIONS ON CROSS MEMBERS

f
3"

t

225/a'

- 101/2"
77/8t -

Location of slats@and
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f- 22s/a"

#8 x 1 1/z' F.H. wood screw
\--__----/

screws driven through the cross mem-
bers (B, C) and into cross members (J).

Using the hinges as a template, drill
tAe" pilot holes at the mortised hinge

locations. Screw the hinges to the back
platform. Now, screw the remaining
hinge leaves to the seat platform, employ-
ing an extra pair of hands to hold the back
platform in position.

Make the
back assetnbly

F r o m  s / 8 " - d i a m e t e r  m a h o g a n y
dowel, cut the dowels (N) to size.

Sand %" chamfers on their ends.
Cut the braces (O) to size. Drill s/s"
holes through the braces to receive

the dowels, where dimensioned on

5/e" holg z/a" deep

7se" shank hole,
countersunk

32" brass
escutcheon

pin

%0" pi lot hole
3/4" deep

7e" mahogany dowel 21"

holes in the slats for the
mounting screws.

Dry-assemble the
seat platform by

laying out two cross
member/end cap assem-
blies (J/K) and one cross member (J),
where shown on Drawing 2, and position-
ing the slats (L) on the cross members
where marked. Make sure that the assem-
bly J/K at the foot end has a chamfered
end cap (K), and the assembly J/K at the
opposite end has an end cap with hinge
mortises facing out. Also, check that the
ends of the slats are flush against the end
caps and that the middle cross member is
centered in the platform. Check the
assembly for square. Then, glue and
screw the slats to the cross members.

Using the same process, assemble
the back platform with the other two

cross member/end cap assemblies and
the back slats (M).

Position the seat platform on the
frame assembly, centered between

the outer rails (D). Ensure that the face of
end cap (K) rests flush with the rail ends.
Secure the platform with mounting

Drawing 5a. Mark the s/a" radius at
the ends of the braces. Round the

edges by bandsawing to the marked
lines, and sand smooth. Then, rovt a t/e"
chamfer along the edges of the braces.

Dry-assemble the braces and dowels
so that the dowels extend 1/a" from

the sides of the braces, where shown on
Drawing 5. Mark the locations of the
braces on the dowel, then slide them
toward the middle of the dowel. Apply
glue to the dowel around the marked
areas; then slide the braces back into
position, securing them with 7+" brass
escutcheon pins driven into pilot holes,
where shown.

Cut the brackets (P) to size so they fit
between the cross members (J) in the

back platform. Then, drill a s/s" hole 1/s"
deep in each bracket, where shown, to
receive the ends of one of the dowels
(N). Check the fit of the dowel ends in
the bracket holes, making sure that the
dowel rotates freely. If not, sand the ends
of the dowel. Now. drill the countersunk
shank holes in the brackets for the
mounting screws.

Fit the ends of one of the dowels into
the holes in the brackets, and install

the assembled parts in the back platform,
where shown on Drawing 5 and Photo C.

BRACE

R=s/e"

SIDE VIEW

7a" hole t/e" chamfers

END
VIEW

r_u-ffi
131/q'

141/z'

* ] , !+-l, l*
5/a'- | 3/au -
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SUPPORT

L
/:__s/q' 

I

l_
11/2"

f

TOP VIEW

SIDE VIEW
s/s"-diameter hole

L-"/ou

' /16

7sz" shank hole,

221/z'
countersunk

on inside face

l a z y - d a y s  c h a i s e

Cut the supports (Q) to size. To
form the notches in these parts,

first mark the centerpoints for four
s/e" -diameter holes, where dimen-
sioned on Drawing 6. Now, drill the
holes. Using a bevel gauge or pro-
tractor set at 60" and a square, lay
out the notches, making the lines
tangent to the edge of the holes.
Bandsaw the notches to shape, and
sand smooth.

Drill the countersunk shank holes
in the supports for the mounting

screws. Glue and screw the supports
to the inside face of the inner rails
(A) between cross members (B, C), where the axle, where shown on Drawing 2.
shown on Drawing 5. Use a hammer to drive the push nuts

onto the rod.
Gornplete the asserrrbfy

Screw the front legs (E) and rear legs
(F) to the outer rails (D), where

shown on Drawing 1. Glue and screw the
bracket/arm assemblies (G/FI^) to the
outer rails (D).

Cut a piece of t/2"-diameter galva-
nized steel rod to a length of 33" for

the wheel axle. (We used a hacksaw to
cut the rod.) Insert the rod through the
%" holes in the rear legs. Then, install
the washers, wheels, and push nuts on

snr***nng c*f;a#trffifrffi

*Plane or resaw to thickness listed in the Materials List.
t 8/4 stock planed lo 11/2" thick tt 5/4 stock planed to 1" thick

After placing the brackets (P) and dowel/brace
assembly (N/O) in the back platform, drive in
the mounting screws

Finish rrp arrd fr@rlrirrr
With all of the parts finish-sanded and
all dust removed, apply two coats of

an exterior oil finish. (We used Watco
Teak Oil Finish.) To prevent the steel push
nuts from rusting, prime and paint them
with a color that matches the wheel hubs.

When dry, place a cushion on the
lounge. Then, sit down, adjust the

back position to your liking, and take a
well-deserved rest. fF

rrnaterials list

A inner rails 11/z' 11/z' 75'

B wide
cross memoer

C cross members 11/z' 11/z' 22'

D outer rails 11/z' 3" 75"

E- front legs 11/2" 61/2' 211ha" M

F- rear legs 11/2" 61/2' 17Va' M

G.tallarm brackets 11/z' 3" 101/z' M

H-shoil arm
brackets 11/z' 3u 73/q'

l* arms 3u 27/a' 287/rc" LM

J cross members 1 u 3u 225/s' M

K end caps s/qu 11/z' 22s/a' M

L seat slats 3/qu |s/a' 461/2' M

M back slats Vqn 15/e' 251/z' M

N dowels 7e"-diam. 21^ MD

0 braces 3/tu 1Vq' 141/z' M

P brackets 1u |s/a' 191/z' M

Q suppotls 3/q, 11/2, 221/z' M
.Parls initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

fulaterials Key: M-mahogany, LM-laminated mahogany,
MD-mahogany dowel.

$upplies: %" hardboard; #4x1",#8x1t/2", #8x2", and
#8x21/2" flathead wood screws; 3x2" hinges (2);
8"-diam. steel lawnmower-type wheels with /2" hub (2);
72" galvanized flat washers (4); %' steel push nuts (2);
t/2"-diam. galvanized steel rod 33" long (1); %" brass
escutcheon pins (2); glue; spray adhesive; clear
outdoor finish.

Fuying Guide
Wheel and hinge kit. 8"-diam. steel lawnmower-type
wheels with t/2" hub (2), 3x2" hinges (2) with screws.
Order kit WDCL, $29.99 ppd. from Mille/s Hardware
Inc., 1300 M,L. King Jr. Pkwy, Des Moines, lA 50314, or
call5151283-1724.

Cushion. Style 306 chaise cushion,23x75x4", approxi-
mately $80.00 (depending on fabric options), manufac-
tured by Carter Grandle, Sarasota, FL. For the retail
store nearest you, call 941/751-1000, or go to
www.cartergrandle.com for a complete list of stores

Written by Owen Duvall
Project design: Kent Welsh
lllustrations: Mike Mittermeier, Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

1r/z' 3" 22'

7a" Mahogany dowel 36" long (2 needed)

t  13/nx51/zx96" Mahogany (2 needed)
t 13/+ x 51/z x 72" Mahogany

t t  11 / tax71 /+x  72"  Mahogany 3/qx71/q x 96" Mahogany

3/+x91A x 96" Mahoganyt 13/+ x71/q x 96" M

1 13/q x 71/q x 96" Mahogany
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-Creatg a customPe_d design
from these rnodrrlar cotnponents.

box + door

box * drawers

down
base
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4 more ways to assemble the cornponents

esigned to match the futon sofa (issue 139) and the TV stand (issue 141),
this sleek, versatile cabinet system lends itself to any number of furniture
pieces that easily assemble and disassemble. We'll show you how to

build the components, detailed in the photo, left:you decide what your needs are,
and build to suit, The key to the system lies in the cam-lock knockdown hard-
ware, shown right, that lets you alter your furniture as your needs change or grow.
lf you don't foresee the need for the knockdown feature, you can join the parts
by conventional methods, such as screws or biscuits. For information on other
types of knockdown hardware, see the arlicle on page 62.

' \{{ l:* 
Y

!1\rl-#
li L/ t'i
\\ )F ''

\6"/
\p/
1 l l ^g
l l  , J

f
As shown in the examples, /eff, you can
build a bookshelf or display shelf,  side-
board, buffet cabinet, chest of drawers, or
any combination of these elements-tall
or short,  wide or narrow. Because the
shelf unit  looks the same from both
sides, and the door and drawer boxes
have finished backs, as shown above,
this project can be positioned away from
a wall ,  act ing as a room dlvider.

1T

For the items
needed to
bui ld th is
project, see
the Cutting
Diagrams
and Materials
List on
pages 58-60.

BY THE NUMBEnS-PL,ANNING y0UR pRoJEcT
The Materials List and Cutting Diagrams show parts for a pair of
long and shoft sides, a single and double base and top, one door
box (add the drawer shelf to make a drawer box), one door, and
two drawers. To develop a cutting list for the configuration you
want to build, draw your design on paper, then count the number
of each component you'l l need.

For example, the unit in the large photo, opposite, consists of two
pairs of tall sides, 10 shelves (two of which are bottom shelves),
one double base, one double top, six boxes with four drawer
shelves, two doors, and four pairs of drawers. The chest of draw-
ers, lower left corner above, is made up of one pair of short sides,
three shelves (one of which is a bottom shelf), a single base, single
top, four boxes with four drawer shelves, and four pairs of drawers.

This project owes its versatility to
special knockdown hardware. Simply
insert the screw stud into the cam
housing's socket. Turn the cam
clockwise to lock the stud in place.

-lffi
lsffi

www.woodonline.com



(tall)

5mm holes
1t/q" deep

t/sz" chamfer
on al l  banding

and edging

Cam housing

\

k n o c k d o w n  c a b i n e t  s y s t e m

613/q'

E TNII UNIT CARCASE

Reduce banding sanding
To reduce sanding time when applying
banding, carefully plane your banding
stock to just a paper-thickness thicker
than your plywood. Lay your panel and
banding across your bar clamps, as
shown in the photo, right. Apply white
glue for longer working time. Starting at
one end and working down the panel's
length, first clamp the banding flush with
the panel using a pair of quick-action
clamps, then draw it tight with a bar clamp.

With the glue dry, make a couple of
passes with a cabinet scraper followed by
a couple of swipes with a sanding block
to create flush edges.

54

First, brrild the carcase
From 7+" plywood, cut the sides (A)

' and shelves (B) to the sizes shown
on the Materials List. You'll need five
shelves for a tall unit, and three for a
short unit.

Rip the side banding (C), bottom
.:banding (D), and the shelf edging (E)

to width, and cut them about t/2" longer
than their mating plywood panels. Glue
and clamp the banding to the sides and
bottom shelf. Glue and clamp the edging
to the remaining shelves, where shown
on Drawing 1. See the shop tip "Reduce
banding sanding," below left, for a time-
saving method for applying the banding.
" With the glue dry, sand the banding
,,.,r flush with the faces of the sides and

the bottom shelf. Sand the edging flush
with the shelves' top faces. Trim the
banding and edging ends flush with their
respective panels' ends.

Mark the bottom end of each side
(A/C). Lay out the locations of the

25mm holes for the knockdown fitting
cam housings on the sides (A/C), where
dimensioned on Drawing 3. Measure the
locations for the top pair of 25mm holes
from the top end. Measure all the other
vertical locations from the bottom end,
as indicated on the drawing. See the shop

tip "Fast, foolproof marking," opposite,
for a good marking method.

Chuck a 25mm Forstner bit in your
' drill press, set the fence lt/2" from

the bit's center, and adjust the depth stop
to drill Vz" deep. Drill the cam-housing
holes at their marked locations.

To drill the pilot holes in the ends of
.,,,the shelves for the knockdown fitting

screw studs, build the jig shown in
Drawing 2. When drilling the 5mm guide
holes in the drill guide, use your drill
press and a fence fitted with a stopblock

[*

DRILLING JIG #B x 1 1/+' F.H. wood screw
1/q x 3/q x 3" stop

z/o+" pilot holes

Smm hole, centered
1/2" deep

3/q x 13/a x 1 6" dr i l l  guide

#8 x3/q" F.H. wood screw

E.t' 7sz" shank hole, countersunk
t r " t
L Z  I  v o x 3 x 1 5 " c l e a t

Smm hole, centered -f 
ulq]

7se" shank hole, countersunk
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DRAWERiDOOR BOX SIDE

With lts right stop against the shelf's
right edge, clamp the dril l ing j ig in place,
and dril l  the first hole. Unclamp, shift
the jig so its left stop is against the shelf's
left edge, and drill the second hole.

for maximum accuracy. Clamp the jig to
the shelves with their top faces up.
Chuck a 5mm bit in your drill so it pro-
trudes 3" from the chuck. Slip a #10 flat
washer over the bit, and drill the stud
pilot holes, as shown in Photo A. The
chuck acts as a depth stop, and the wash-
er protects the jig from the chuck's jaws.
i,r''? Rout a Vzz" chamfer on all the band-
'i?i' 1n* and edging, where shown on

Drawing 1. Finish-sand the sides and
shelves to 220 grit. Apply two coats of
satin polyurethane, sanding lightly with
220-gnt sandpaper between coats.
a,,,.i' Press the cam housings into their
'f,+pholes so they are flush with the sur-
face. Engage the end of your combination
square in the housings' slots to rotate
them into alignment. Orientthe stud holes
to the sides' top, except for the bottom
pairs. These stud holes are oriented
toward the bottom.
, ,, Drive in the studs with a screwdriver
,. " until the stud's flanse seats on the

shelf's end.

f'last, foolproof marking
To speed the repetitive layout
of the cam-housing holes,
mark the desired measure-
ments on a piece of m4sking
tape applied to your tape
measure blade. The masking
tape does not interfere with
the operation of your tape
measure. As long as you
always measure from the bot-
tom edge of the workpiece,
you won't accidentally mis-
mark the location of a hole.

unrvw. woodonline. corn

TALL SIDE
(lnside face shown)

19V4" ----1(=

\Tu."

11/2,  
( lns ide face shown)

*Thickness of 7a" plywood

SHORT SIDE
(lnside face shown)

Add a base arrd top
'.ij Miter-cut the single or double unit
",$l base stretchers (F) and base sides (G)

to size. Glue and clamp them into a rec-
tangular frame, as shown on Drawing 4.
,"',i, To make the six feet (H) for a dou-
+i;:;ble-wide unit. cut four tAx3t/sxl8"
mahogany boards and laminate them
into a 3"-thick blank. For the four feet
for a single-wide unit, use four
3/+X3t/exl2" boards. With the glue dry,
joint and plane the blank to 3" wide, then
crosscut the 2r/+"-long legs. Rout a %"
chamfer around the bottom of each leg.

,11/2"' r -

illMark
bottom
eno.

Mark bottom end.

1/q"
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# 8 x 1 1 / q " F . H .
wood screw

Mitered ends

(double)

x  1 t /2 "  F .H .

,'rp Clamp the legs to the base frame
i**$ with their edges flush with the edges
of the base stretchers (D and base sides
(G), where shown on Drawing 4. Drill
pilot and countersunk shank holes, and
glue and screw the legs to the frame.
Sand the mating edges smooth.
.# Miter-cut the reveal stretchers (I)

*'.$i and reveal sides (J) to size. Glue and
clamp them into the lower and upper
reveal frames. With the glue dry, glue
and clamp the lower reveal frame to the
base. The reveal frame sits in t/q" all
around from the base frame's edge.
:1"1 Finish-sand the base assembly and
-,,, the upper reveal frame to 220 gnt

Apply stain, if desired, and let it dry for
24 hours. We used Bartley Pennsylvania
cherry gel stain.

i;'.:.'For the single or double unit top (K),
'r,,rr.edge-join /+"-thick boards to make a
blank about I " wider and I " longer than

shown on the Materials List. With the
glue dry, cut the top to finished size, and
finish-sand it to 220 grit.
rT Apply two coats of satin poly-
,,S,, urethane to the base assembly, upper
reveal frame, and top.

d;: Witfr the finish dry, clamp the upper
ti ,i reveal frame to the top. The reveal
frame sits back from the top's edge 7+"
all around. Drill pilot and countersunk
shank holes through the reveal frame
into the top, where shown on Drawing 4.
Drive in the screws.

# 8 x 1 1 / z " F . H .
wood screw

j wood scr

\l F-44".4

#8 x  2"  F.H.

l.- t?o

,\
t/e" ChamferS n \ l- \

on bottom edoes fl!/ 7sz" shank hole, #8 x 2" F.H. wood screw
: \.^ countersunk
v ##&^

2V|)-Yi)p1/'/uo" pilot hole s/a" deeP

E EXPIODED VIEW
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Insert the shelf studs in the cam-housing
sockets. Turn the cams with a Phillips
screwdriver to lock the shelves in place.

Assernble the shelf unit
'$ Lay one side (A/C) on the floor with
#i; the cam housings up. Insert the

shelves (B/E) and bottom shelf (B/D), as
shown in Photo B.
#k Position the other side on the
fu upturned shelves, engaging the shelf
studs in the cam-housing sockets. Turn
the cams to lock in the shelves.

'ft Clamp the base assembly
q#(plClFyUl) and rop assembly (VJIK)
to the shelf unit. The base stretcher/side
frame (F/G) is flush with the shelf unit's
edges. The top (K) overhangs t/2" all
around. If you are building a double unit,
tightly clamp the units together side-to-
side with the ends and edges flush before
mounting the base and top assemblies.
Drill pilot and countersunk shank holes
through the base assembly into the bot-
tom shelf, and through the top shelf into
the top assembly, where shown on
Drawing 4. Drive in the screws, and
remove the clamps.

Brrild the bores
,$ 

Cut the box sides (L); top and bot-
#, tom (M); and, if you are building a

drawer box, the drawer shelf (N) to size.

{F Rip the box side banding (O),
fu toplbottom banding (P), and drawer
shelf banding (Q) to width, and cut them
about t/2" longer than their mating ply-
wood panels. Plane, glue, and clamp the
bandings to their mating parts as you did
for the sides (A) and bottom shelf (B).
*$ With the glue dry, sand the banding
..-#flush with the panels' faces. Trim the
banding ends flush with their respective
panels 'ends.

,'lft Lay out the locations of the 25mm''* 
6e1.r for the knockdown fittings'

cam housings on the sides (L), where
dimensioned on Drawing 3. Because the

cam-housing holes for the drawer shelf
in the drawer box are slightly below cen-
ter, mark the bottom ends of the drawer
box sides, and measure these hole loca-
tions from the marked ends.

ffi Cut the grooves for the back (R) in
'q*# the box sides (L) and top and bot-
tom (M) with a regular blade in your
tablesaw, where shown on Drawings 3,
5, and 7. To make a good fit for the ply-
wood back, cut the grooves in two
passes. If making a drawer box, pair up
the drawer box sides so you have right-
and left-hand sides.

;iff Ar before. press the cam housings
i*,i inle the sides. Use the jig to drill stud
pilot holes in the top, bottom, and draw-
er shelf ends. Drive in the studs.
ffi Clamp a box together, and check the
o#u groove-to-groove dimensions. Cut
the box back (R) to size. Note that the
grain runs vertically.
.ffi To make the rear edge of the drawer
{A# shelf (N/Q) fall inside the drawer
box back (R), rip t/2" off its rear edge,
giving the drawer shelf assembly a fin-
ished width of l3Vz".

ffiRout a t/zz" chamfer on all the band-
#ing edges and ends. Sand the box
parts to 220 git, and apply the finish.

Make a f,rarnG-ortd-
panel door

S Cut the stiles (S) and rails (T) to size.
& Install a t/q" dado blade in your table-

35mm hole t/2" deep

<.
€t 1,/r"

121/2"

5mm
holes

rh" deep

1i')

21/z'

(

European
cup hinge

Self-adhesive bumper

s/e" rabbets
+ deep

10%" ___!

BOX

I
1js/a"

14',

I
-t-*1,

3/+"J

t/q"* groove tA" deep tA" ttom back edge

Cam housing

121/2"

s/q')

.Thickness of t/+" plywood
E DOOR
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rh" groove't/q" deep

@ooon DETATL

saw, and cutt Vq" -deep grooves centered
in the thickness of the rails and stiles,
where shown on Drawing 6. To ensure
centered grooves, first make test cuts in
scrap that is the same thickness as your
parts, adjusting the fence as necessary.
When you are satisfied that the fence is
correctly positioned, cut the grooves in
the stiles (S) and rails (T).

ffi Install at/q" dado blade in your table-
ffi* saw. and form the tenons on the ends
of the rails (T). Test the fit of the rail
tenons in the stile grooves by first mak-
ing cuts in your scrap piece.

ffi Ctamp your door frame together, and
+,uFcheck the groove-to-groove dimen-
sions. Cut the ianel (U) io size. With a
7a" dado blade in your tablesaw, form a
centered tongue on the panel that fits the
frame parts' grooves and leaves a t/s"

reveal. To eliminate chipping veneer at
the comers, first form the cross-grain
tongues, then the parallel-grain tongues.
Sand the panel to 220 girt.

13/q"

ffi To enhance the reveal,
'*ffi 

stain the panel's
tongue with the same stain
used on the mahogany
parts. Apply masking tape
to the tongue's shoulder to
keep stain from bleeding
onto the panel's surface.

ffi wirh the stain dry,
*#squeeze glue into
the grooves. Use glue
sparingly so it does not
squeeze out into the
reveal. Clamp the door
together, making certain it
is square and flat.

ffiMark the hinge-cup
6#hole locations on the

back of the door's stile. where shown on
Drawing 5. Chuck a 35mm Forstner bit
in your drill press, and drill the Vz"-deep
holes. Drill the %0" knob hole where
shown. Sand the door to 220 git, and
apply the finish.
Wtrrtark horizontal and vertical center-
S lin.r for the hinge plates on one side
(LlO), where shown on Drawing 5.
Position the plates on the centerlines,
and drill the pilot holes.

Prrt together
a pair of drawers
ffi Plane enough lumber to Vz" thick for
*& the drawer fronts/backs (V) and

sides (W). Cut the parts to size. Install a
/q" dado blade in your tablesaw, and cut
the rabbets in the fronts/backs and the
dadoes in the sides to form the lock-rab-
bet joint shown on Drawing 7a. Cut the
r/q" -deep grooves in the parts for the bot-
toms (X), where shown on Drawing 7.

Use a regular blade in your tablesaw,
making two passes to match the thick-
ness of the V+" plywood.
tr$ Oritt the four %0" holes in the fronts
& tVl for mounting the drawer faces
(Z), where shown. The faces are fastened
to the drawers with washer-head screws.
The oversize holes allow you to adjust the
faces' positions during final assembly.
Sand all the drawer parts to 220 gttt.

ffiDry-assemble the drawer parts to
t#check their fit. and measure for the
bottoms (X). Cut the bottoms to size.
Apply glue to the lock rabbets and
grooves, and clamp the drawers together.
d Resaw a z/qx2Vzxl2" board in half
%and plane itto V4" thick for the draw-
er slide cleats (Y). Glue and clamp the
cleats to the drawer bottoms, centered
where shown on Drawing 7.

ffi Cut the drawer faces (Z) to size. Drill
dcentered 3/to" holes for the knobs.
Sand the faces to 220 grit. Apply finish
to all the drawer parts.

ffiResaw and plane a 3/sxz/qx8" blank
%#for the glides (AA). Cut them to
length, and drill centered countersunk
shank holes. Set the glides aside.

Assernble the bores

ffi Position the glides (AA) on the draw-
& er box bottom (MiP) and drawer shelf

(N/Q), where shown on Drawing 7. Drill
pilot holes, and screw the glides in place.

ffi Remove the optional rear bracket
fu from the undermount drawer slides,
and separate the drawer and carcase
members. Carefully centering the car-
case members, and keeping their front
ends flush with the front edges of the
bottom and shelf, screw them in place.

jffiN:'*'
lNKNfifl$ ff-7,'.q

cutting diagrarnrs

TALL SHELF UNIT CUTTING DIAGRAM
SHORT SHELF UNIT CUTTING DIAGRAM

3/+ x 48 x 96" Maple plywood
3/q x 48 x 96" Maple plywood

3/q x 71/a x 96" Maple 3/qx51/z x 96" Maple
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Screw
stud

1/sz" chamter
on al l  banding _l'o ' 'J r :"

:  I  l t / o "-i-T-T
--->1 t l<+il)

Cam housing

t/sz" chamfel
on al l  banding

I--  #8 x3/c"  F.H.
wood screw

121/z '

snap the hinges onto the pl4tes. Turn the
adjustment screws to center the door on
the box.
, Turn the drawers upside down.
, Carefully centering the slides' draw-

er members, and keeping their front ends
flush with the drawers' front edges,
screw them in place. Slide the drawers
into the box, and check to see if they are
square in their openings. If not, the
slides' slotted holes provide adjustment.

/+" dadoes t/q" deep 11/z' R.H. machine screw

t/+"* gloove 1/4" deep
1/t" from back edge Seltadhesive

bumper

13"  undermount
drawer slide

.Thickness of t/+" plywood

EDNNWER BOX

'tl.Insert the top, bottom, and drawer
',,u.''shelf studs in the cam housings of
one side of the door and drawer boxes.
Lock them in place. Slide the backs into
the grooves. Mate the other sides with
the protruding studs, and lock the cams.
{ Screw the hinge plates to the door',.1, 

Ss1. Press the hinges into the cup
holes, and using the holes' in the cup
flanges as guides, drill the pilot holes.
Drive in the screws. Install the knob. and

j,.,. To mount the lower drawer face (Z),
:.t,,{,place the drawer box on a flat sur-

face. Pull the bottom drawer out far
enough to accommodate the heads of
small C-clamps or bar clamps. Clamp a
drawer face to the drawer, as shown in
Photo G. Remove the drawer and, cen-
tering the bit in the %0" holes in the
drawer front (V), drill pilot holes into the
drawer face (Z). Drive in washer-head
screws, and remove the clamps.

a/q x 48 x 48" Maple plywood

BOX WITH DRAWERS
CUTTING DIAGRAM

1/q x 24 x 48" Maple plywood

.Plane or resaw to thicknesses
listed in the Materials List.

3/q x 71/+ x " Maple

DOUBLE BASE AND TOP CUTTING DIAGRAM

3 / q x 7 1 / q x 9 6 "

s/a x 7t/q x 96" Mahogany

s/t x 7t/+ x 96" Maple

3/+x71/a x 96" Maple

s/q x 31/2 x 96" Maple e/qx7t /q x 96" Maple
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Place a %e"-thick spacer underneath the
drawer face, and clamp it, centered, to
the drawer. The upper drawer is removed
to show the placement of the sl ide's car-
case member and the gl ides (AA).

Mount the upper drawer face in the
sarne manner ,  th is  t ime p lac ing

the upper face on a %"-thick spacer rest-
in-e on the top edge of the lower drawer
face. Clamp, drill, and drive in the screws.

Check the alignment of the drawers
and faces with the drawer box and

each other. Make any necessary adjust-
ments to the positions of the drawer
slides and drawer faces. When yoLr are
satisfied with the alignment. r-rsin-e the
holes in the drawer faces as -euides. drill
the knob screw holes through the drawer
fronts. Using the I %"-lon-e matchine
screws that come with them. screw the
knobs in place.

To keep the door and drawer boxes
from slipping around on the shelves,

adhere four self--adhesive br"rmpers to the
bottom of each box. dF

Written by Jan Svec with Charles l. Hedlund

Project design: Kevin Boyle

l l lustrat ions: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson;

T im Cah i l l

rrraterials list

A sides-tall 3/qu 131/t' 613/q' MP

A sides-shor1 3/q' 13Vi' 311/q' MP

B shelves-tall 3/qu 131h' 28'

B shelves-short 3/q' 13t/t' 28'

C. side banding-tall 3/c' 3/q' 613/4'

C- side bandino-short 3/q" 3/q' 31Vt'

D- bottom banding 3h' 3/,u tA'

E- shelf edging-tall 3/q' 11/e' 28'

E- shelf edging-shotl 3/q" 11/B' 28'

F base stretchers-
single 3/qu 3" 291/z' MY

F base stretchers-
double 3h'

G base sides 3/4' 3" 14e/q' MY

H- feet-single unit 3" ZVt' LMY

H. Jeet-double unit 3" 21/c' LMY

I reveal stretchers-
single 3/4'

I reveal stretchers-
double 3/qu 23/q' SBVz' MY

J reveal sides 3/t, 23/q', 141/4', MY

K. top-single 3/q, 153/t', 301/2', EM

K. top-double 3h' 157+ 60 EM

L sides 3/r' 12Vi' 14' MP

M top/bottom 3/tu 12Y2' 121/2' MP

N drawer shelf 3/qu 121/z' 12i/z' MP

0.side banding 3/au 3h' 14',

V ironts/backs 1/zu 53/e' 113/q'

W sides Vz' 53/a' 13"

X bottoms 1/qu 113/t', 121/2', MP

Y. slide cleats vi' 21/z' 12' M

Z faces 3/q' 67/a', 137/a" M

AA.glides 3/su 3/q, |t/z' M

.Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials Key: MP-maple plywood, M-maple,
MY-mahogany, LMY-Iaminated mahogany, EM-edge-
loined maple.

$upplies: #Bx%' flathead wood screws, #8x11/c" flathead
wood screws, #8x11/2" flathead wood screws; #8x2' flaf
head wood screws; B-32x11/z" roundhead machine screws.

Frrying Grride
l-lardware.
.Each pair of tal/sides (A) requires 20 cam housings
and screw studs. Order kit no, K1T09021, $9.40.
.Each pair of shortsides (A) requires 12 cam housings
and screw studs.Order kit no. K1T09022,$5.64,
.Each door box requires eight cam housings and screw
studs, two hinges and hinge plates, one knob, and four
bumpers. Order kit no. K1T09023, $9.94.
.Each drawer box requires 12 cam housings and screw
studs, two undermount drawer slides, eight 1 washer-
head screws, two knobs with 1% -long knob screws,
and four bumpers.Order kit  no. K1T09024, $14.16.
Note: The cam housings are available in almond
(ALM), brown (BRN), and white (WH). We used
almond. When ordering, specify the color that best
matches your plywood.

Dri l l  i : i ts. Smm dri l l  bi t  no. H001.41.168, $4.29; 25mm
carbide{ipped Forstner bit  no. CMT317.250.11, $19.95;
35mm Forstner bit no. MP31628, $9.88.
Hardware and drill bits available from Woodworke/s
Hardware, P.0. Box 180, Sauk Rapids, MN 56379.
Call 800i383-0130 or go to www.wwhardware.com.

Back issues. Back issues are available for $6.95 each.
Order issue 139 (futon sofa/sleeper) and/or issue 141
(TV stand). Call Schlabaugh and Sons at 800/346-
9663, or go to www.woodstore.woodmall.com,
Ariicle re prints, Article reprints are available for
$5,00 each. Write to: WOOD Article Reprint Service,
P.0. Box 349, Kalona, 1A52247. Specify issue 139,
pages 36-42, for the futon sofa/sleeper, and issue
141, pages 46-49, for the TV stand. Make your
check payable to WO)D magazine.

M P

MP

MY59"J

zyi 29', MY

P. top/bottom
0an0rng 3h' 3/i 12Vi'

Q-drawer shelf
banding 3/q' 3/q' 12Vz'

R back vi I J  I J MP

S stiles 3h' z  t J t / 8

T rails yi 2', 10%"

U panel 3/q' 10% 10%" MP

crrtting diagrarms

BOX WITH DOOR
CUTTING DIAGRAM

60

3 / q x 3 1 / 2 x 9 6

SINGLE BASE AND TOP CUTTING DIAGRAM

3/a x71/d x 96" Mahogany

3/+x31/z x 96" Mahogany

3/q x 48 x 48" Maple plywood 3/c x71/c x 96" Maole1/q x 24 x 24" Maple plvwood
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Ourd ustitig

Itts a lot easier to move big furnifure one part
at a fime, tharrks to these little fasteners.

=ryt,,,,.l,##Md*.

bodworkers usually try to
build furniture so that it will
never come apart. Some-

times, though, it makes sense to build a
piece with an eye to disassembly and
reassembly. Maybe it's destined to move
from apartment to apartment, or maybe
you know there's a winding flight of
stairs in its future

Whatever the reason: ]ou can reach
your goal with knockdown hardware.
Manufacturers use a staggering aray of
designs, but you'llfind what you need in
the smaller selections contained in
woodworking catalogs. A sample of
those choices can be seen above.

Some knockdown fasteners require
nothing more than a single drilled hole.
Others won't work right without a
sequence of precisely placed holes.
Those call for jigs, whether purchased or
shopmade, and probably aren't worth the
extra time and expense unless you're
building a large installation or several
identical pieces. In most cases, a catalog
that carries these fasteners also carries
the specific metric drill bits necessary for
installation. Here's what you can expect
from five types of conventional knock-
down fasteners.
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se these to join adjacent cabinets,
such as the components of an enter-

tainment center. They're designed to join
two t/q"-thick pieces. Preparation is
quite simple; clamp the cabinets togeth-
er, and drill a 5mm hole through both
cabinet sides, taking care to keep the bit
perpendicular to the surface. The size of
the hole isn't super-critical, so if you
don't have metric bits, use a l/tz" btt.
Install the connector, thread the parts
together, and tighten it with either a
sraight-slot or Phillips screwdriver.

A package of eight connectors costs
$2.6I from the Rockler professional cat-
alog. Call 8001233-9359 and order item
number 18350.

orunec;tor

fllhese are a heavier version of the
I panel connectors, suitable for hold-

ing separate boxes together. Again, just
clamp the components together, and drill
through both sides. You'll need a Vq"
hole for the bolt, plus an t/32" hole s/a"

deep to accept the cap nut. Tighten this
fastener with a 4mm allen wrench on the
bolt and a 5mm allen wrench on the nut.

A package of 10 connector bolts 1%"
long, good for joining two pieces of 3/+"

stock, costs $3.99 from Woodcraft.
(Other lengths also are available.) Call
800/225-1153. The corresponding cap
nuts also cost $3.99. Order item number
06M40 for the package of bolts and item
number 06M50 for the nuts.

corilrec;tors bolts

Knockdown fasteners don't get any sim-
pler than this. To join side-by-side pan-
els, drill a hole, insert a panel connec-
tor, and tighten with a screwdriver.

Similar to a panel connector, this design
places more surface area against the
sheet goods. Tighten it with allen
wrenches on the bolt and the nut.
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Miniftc fittingls
IlTittr this hardware, you hide the pin
YY and tighten the joint by means of

a cam. You can find several variations
on the pin design. Some pins screw into
the wood; some screw into a threaded
plastic insert; and some, like the one
shown, insert into a drilled hole, and then
expand slightly as you turn the cam. The
drawback to this fitting is that it requires
two perfectly aligned and spaced holes.

Because of the precision required, the
Minifix probably isn't worth the effort
for just a few joints, but becomes valu-
able if you plan to tool up for a small
production run. You must align the hole
for the housing with the pin hole, and
locate it at a precise distance from the
end of the board, so the cam will proper-
ly engage the head of the pin. As you see
at right, a wood and plastic jig is avail-
able to help you locate both holes.

RocHer item number 22161 contains
eight Minifix fittings (both housings and
pins) for 3/q" stock, at a price of $3.74. A
15mm Forsbrer bit for the housings, item
number 21249, costs $6.79. If you
choose to buy the 8mm brad-point drill
bit for the pins, it's $3.81 for item num-
ber 46763. The Minifix Jig It template is
item number 92t14, and costs $19.79.

A specialjig makes a big
difference when you're
installing Minifix hardware.
This connector demands
great precision so the cam
and pin mesh perfectly.

Gam

Gross dowel

You can draw a shelf
tight to a cabinet slde
with properly placed
cross dowelfasteners.
Take time to lay out the
hole positions aceurately.

Gross dornrcls To hold a shelf, drill a Vc" hole through
the cabinet side and into ttre end of the
shelf. Then drill a 10mm, in 3/e", hole
from the bottom of the shelf, perpendic-
ular to and centered on the first hole.
Make this hole sA" deep.Insert the bolt
and the dowel, thread them together, and
tighten with a 4mm allen wrench.

Cross dowels come in packages of L0,
at a price of $2.99, from Woodcraft.
Order item number 06K70.

fTrc these threaded steel dowels in
lJ conjunction with connector bolts,
and you have a piece of hardware that
holds two pieces at 90o, such as a sheffto
a cabinet side, or a railing to a leg. Like
the Minifix, this fastener requires precise
hole alignment. Another factor to con-
sider is that the bolt head remains
exposed on the outside of the cabinet.

www.woodonline.com

Unlike most other knockdown fasteners,
this one sits entirely on the surfaces of
the loined pieces. lt requires nothing
more than smallscrew holes.

Srr*f,acG.rtlourrt
fittingls
fflhis style offers easy installation, but
I the whole unit remains visible on

the inside of the cabinet. You can use it
to make 90' joints with stock of any
thickness.

Select a location where the connector
won't interfere with doors or hinges.
Attach the white plate to the cabinet side
with trvo screws, as shown above, mak-
ing sure to keep it slighfly above the
adjacent surface. Then slide the brown
housing over the plate and attach it with
screws that run perpendicular to the first
set of screws. Now you're ready to turn
the center slot with a screwdriver, mov-
ing the internal cam. As this cam
engages the plate, it draws the pieces
together for a snug fit.

Woodworker's Hardware carries sur-
face-mount fittings in brown and white.
Call 800/383-0130 to order. The internal
plate, item number 8M0.2020, costs 24
cents; it's 43 cents for each brown hous-
ing @040.2010BRN) or white housing
(8040.20 10WH). You'll receive mount-
ing screws with the fittings. i

Photographs: Baldwin Photography
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contemporary
flair

Bird's-eye
maple with
bubinga

Gontasting
and tapered legs
a real eyc.graltlter.

Don't let the refined appearance of this project fool you. 
'"

It's not difficult to make. We'll show you how to shape the '

tapered legs using patterns and a sander. You may have a harder
time choosing which woods to use. Select your own combination
of species, or try one bf the combinations shown here.In the Buying

Guide on the opposite page, you'll find a handy source for all of the

necessary stock milled to the required thicknesses.

$o
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Ftrst, rnake the box
From r/2"-thick stock. cut a 2x28"
blank for forming the front and back

(A) and sides (B) of the box. Also, from
t/2" -thick stock, rip two t/qx28" strips for
making the front and back trim (C) and
side trim (D).

Glue and clamp the trim strips to the
edges of the 2x28" blank. When dry,

remove the clamps and sand or plane the
glued-up blank to a thickness of /a".

From /s"-thick stock, cut four
t/sx3/Bx2t/2" splines for joining the

corners of the box. Make the splines
from the same type of wood that you
use for the trim so the ends of the
splines, which are visible in the assem-
bled box. will match the trim.

From %" hardwood plywood, cut the
bottom (E) to the size listed in the

Materials List. The bottom is undersized
to provide a t/32" clearance on all sides
when it is installed in the box.

On the inside face of the 2x28"
blank, cut a t/t" groove t/q" deep and

t/q" from the bottom edge to receive the
bottom (E), where shown on Drawing 1.
Finish-sand the grooved face of the
blank to 220 grrt.

With your tablesaw blade tilted to
45", miter-cut the glued-up blank to

form the front and back pieces (A/C) and
side pieces (B/D) to the lengths listed.

crrtti*rg diagrarrr

@ .@ .@ -@
1/zx3 x 28" Bird's-eye maple

"d?D1/zx2x 28"  Bubinga .Plane to thickness l isted
in the Materials List.

Il exploDED vrEW

s/ro" rabbet t/q" deeg

53/+ x B3/q" velvet

43/a x 73l6" cardstock

t/a" groove s/0" dgep

Corners cut at 45'

4
1 1/z'

A. front and back 3/a'

B- sides

C" front and back trim 3/s' hn

Ve" Vi'

1/t, 411/16" 711A6" HP

F. feet 3/q' 3/qu 2'

G-lid sides 3/qu 2t/q' 7lq' BM

H- lid center e l  l l

"/4 Vi' 7Vq'

l- handle braces 3/qu 1" 11/q' B

J handle Vd' 1/z' 63/q' B
-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials Key: BM-bird's-eye maple, B-bubinga,
HP-hardwood plywood.

Supplies: Spray adhesive, velvet, cardstock.

Buying Guide
Hardwood kit. Enough stock for one box, kit no. W1431,
$25.95 ppd. Enough stock for five boxes, kit no. W1435,
$99.95 ppd. Specify wood combination for kit (bird's-eye
maple/bubinga, lacewood/cocobolo, or ash/cherry). Some
blanks in kit are preglued and machined to simplify project.
Order from Heritage Building Specialties, 205 N. Cascade
St., Fergus Falls, MN 56537, or call 800/524-4184.

BM

BM

D. side trim
1/qxG x 12" Hardwood plywood E bottom

3/qx5 x 12" Bird's-eye maple

Grrt pafrs in seqrrerrce for continrrorrs grrain florp
To have continuous grain flow at the corners of a box, miter-cut the pieces
in sequence from the blank (e.9., cut the back first followed by left side,
front, and right side). ldentify the parts with numbers, where shown, to
make it easy to match up the corners during assembly.

6 eack
1 - 2 2@b"'J:,3 @ rront 

4 o @ 3i3:',

1/e x 3/a x 21/2" soline

t/s" round-overs
No round-overs

along bottom edge

ffi )n" g',oou"

fu{t}i7 Wt/e" round-

@
@

3/+xG x  12 "  Bub inga 1 /ax1x  l 2 "  Bub inga
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keepsake  b 'ox  w i th  con temporary  f l a i r

Use a stopblock to ensure consistent
positioning of the spline grooves in the
mitered ends of the box parts.

(We cut test stock first to verify tight
miters.) Use a backer board to avoid
chip-out.
rf Refening to Drawing 1a and to
I Photo A for setup, cut a Vt" groove

3Aa" deep in the ends of the front and
back pieces (A/C) and side pieces
(B/D) to receive the splines, where
shown on Drawing 1. (We made test
cuts in scrap first to verify the groove
position and depth.)

flCut or sand away a small amount of
flmaterial at a 45' angle at each cor-
ner of the bottom (E) to enable it to
clear the splines during box assembly.
Then, dry-assemble the front, back, and
side pieces; the splines; and the bottom,
and check that all joints fit together
without gaps. Remove rhaterial from

With the rabbet facing up, rip a 7c"-wide
strip from the blank. This rabbeted blank
will form the feet (F).

the corners of the bottom little by little
until all joints fit correctly.

OApply glue to the mitered ends of
{f the front, back, and side pieces, and
in the spline grooves and /q" grooves in
these pieces. Now, apply glue to the
splines, and assemble the pieces with
the bottom located in the V+" groove.
Secure the box with a band clamp, and
check for square.

Norlrr, do sorne footwork
t From 3/q"-thick stock, cut a 4x12"
I Utunt to form the feet (F). A wide

blank keeps hands well away from the
tablesaw blade when.ripping the foot
stock from the blank.

Cut a Vz" rabbet Vz" deep along one
edge of the blank.

With the box on a 1" spacer, make sure
that all four feet touch the work surface
before tightening the band clamp.

?nip a3/q"-wide snip from the rabbeted
tJside of the blank, as shown in Photo B.

I tvtate four photocopies of the full-
-lsize foot paffern, Drawing 2. Using
spray adhesive, attach the tapered foot
part of the pattem to one end of the
blank, bending it over the blank at the
fold line.

f Taper the sides of the foot by sand-
Jing to the pattern lines. (See the
Shop Tip, below left.)Then, crosscut the
2"-long foot from the blank.

QUsing the remaining patterns and
lJfollowing the same process, form the
other three feet from the blank.
?fTo complete the feet, sand VB"
* round-overs on all outer edges of the

feet, where shown on Drawing 1.

lQFrom a scrap of l"-thick stock, make
9a 33/qx10" spacer block to support
the box at the required height for attach-
ing the feet. Apply glue to the top 1" area
on the inside of the feet. With the box
placed on the spacer block, as shown in
Photo C, position the feet on the box,
and secure with a band clamp.

Prrt a lid on it
I From lc"-thick stock, cut two
L2t/qx9vz" pieces for the lid sides (G).

As shown on the Gutting Diagram, cut
these from a 5"-wide piece to.maintain
grain flow on the lid. Also, from 3/q"-

thick stock, cutaVaxSVz" sfrip for the lid
center (H).

{) Ctue and clamp the lid center (H)
frbetween the lid sides (G). After the
glue is dry, trim the lid (G/H) to its fin-
ished length of 73/q" .
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@ roor
FULL-SIZE
PAITERN

t/e" round-overs TOP VIEW

SIDE FRONT
VIEW VIEW

To cut the 18' bevel on the lid,
where shown on Drawing 3, tilt your

saw blade to 18o from vertical, and posi-
tion your fence t/2" away from the base
of the blade, where shown on Drawing
3a. Cut the bevel on the ends of the lid
first; then, cut the sides. Cutting in this
sequence minimizes chip-out.

Using your tablesaw or a rabbeting
bit in your table-mounted router, cut

a5/t6" rabbet V+" deep around the perime-
ter of the lid (G/H) on the bottom side,
where shown on Drawing 3. To avoid
chip-out, make several passes around the
lid, raising the blade or bit a little at a
time with each pass.

Sand the %" round-over on the top
outer edges of the lid (G/H), where

shown on Drawing 3. Finish-sand the
entire lid to 220 sit.

Ta" round-overs

El nnruoLE BRAcE
FULL-SIZE
PATTERNS

4u/.,u

s/ro" rabbet
t/q" deep

1/q" groove
t/q" deep

1/ez" clearance all around

To make the handle braces (I), first cut
a IxI2" blank from -/+"-thick stock.
Install a %"-wide blade in your
tablesaw and set it to V2" high.

Adjust your fence to center the blade on
the 34" thickness of the blank. Now, cut
a groove along the length of the blank to
accept the handle (J), where shown on
the end view of the full-size handle brace
pattern, Drawing 4. Then, crosscut the
blank to make two I r/+"-long pieces.

Make two photocopies of the full-
size handle brace pattern. Attach the

front view part of the pattern to the han-
dle brace pieces using spray adhesive.
Sand to the pattern lines to form the 14o
sides and %" round-overs. Remove the
patterns. Then, attach the end-view
pattern to the braces, and sand to the
pattern lines to form the t/8" round-

overs on the outer top edges and the 7"
bevel on the sides.

From %"-thick stock, cut the handle
(J) to the size listed. Ref'erring to

Drawing 3, form the t/+" radius at each
end of the handle by sanding.

Glue the handle in the slots of the
handle braces (I) so that the ends

of the handle extend 5/to" from the bot-
tom of the braces, where shown on
Drawing 3. Now, glue and clamp handle
assembly UJ to the lid, where shown on
Drawings 1 and 3.

Finish arrd line the box
Finish-sand the box, lid braces, and
handle with 220-grit sandpaper.

Remove all dust with a tack cloth. Apply
three coats of a clear finish of your
choice, sanding to 400-grit between
coats. (We used aerosol lacquer.)

Finally, cut a piece of cardstock to
43/tdx'/3/ro", and cut a piece of velvet

to 5t/+x8t/q". Referring to Drawing 1, cut
the corners of the velvet at 45". Apply
spray adhesive to the bottom of the vel-
vet and to the top of the cardstock. Join
the two glued surfaces together, center-
ing the cardstock on the velvet. Fold the
outer edges of the velvet onto the bottom
of the cardstock. Now, apply spray adhe-
sive to the bottom of the cardstock. Place
the cardstock/velvet in the box, and press
in place against the bottom. lF

Written by Owen Duvall with Thomas Frazier
Prolect design: Dave Morrison
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

R=1/+"

s7,u"4-
13/16t!

J ,u' /e" round-
over sanded

to shape

2"

* ] , , . I 1',70" ---l

FRONT VIEW
l- "/o'--;

END VIEW

BEVEL-CUTTING DETAIL

Blade t i l ted 18"
from vertical 

"/o,

Fold l ine

"7o'-=.-l- "70, 
-)
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Practical lessons from a renowned master

Woodworkers from all over the world

have made pilgrimages to learn from this

master craftsman. Though he recently

retired from teaching, you can still learn

from his experience as he walks you

through his process for designing and

building one-of-a-kind furniture.
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n the short list of the world's
leading masters of the craft,
most woodworkers put James

Krenov's name near the top. His work is
in museums worldwide. He's received
dozens ofhonors over the years, and has
written several books that have pro-
foundly influenced both professional and
hobbyist woodworkers. To learn more
about the man, see "A legend in his
time" onpage 71.

Krenov, though, is more devoted to
teaching than pursuing glory. Until his
retirement this year, he led the Fine
Woodworking Program at California's
College of the Redwoods, shown below.

Here, he shares his down-to-earth
techniques for designing and building
your own furniture. (To learn what the
future holds for Krenov and the school,
see "What comes next?" on page 72.)

Prrt llrenovts rlrrisdotn
to rnlork in yorrr shop
"It's fine to use somebody else's plans
when you're learning techniques but it's
only natural to want to do your own
work, too," Krenov says. "Even when
you're just beginning, you don't need to
limit yourself to other people's ideas.
You can make what you want to make
on the level where you happen to be.
And you can use the experience to learn
and move up a level or two."

No hrrrries, rro $r'orries
"Don't be in a hurry," Krenov always
told his students. And they listened-
during a nine-month course working
eight hours or more a day and five,
sometimes six, days a week, sfudents in
the program might end the year with one
or two finished pieces.

Krenov's next advice: "Decide what
you want to build and why." Purpose
almost always guides design. What you
want this piece to do and where you want
it to do it will determine its shape and
size. It also will help determine how long
it might take to complete.

"If you're making a jewelry box on a
stand for a particular person, think about
that person, how tall she is, what she
likes," Krenov says. "If you're making a
table, think about the people who'll sit at
it. How many are there? Are they large
people? Small? What do they like?"

Sometimes, furnifure's purpose is to
display a particularly nice bit of grain in
a prized board, but Krenov advises
against ignoring function altogether.

"I think anybody who works with wood
for any length of time will eventually
want to do something that's primarily
aesthetic, that shows off either the wood
itself or your design. But you should
always remember somebody has to live
with this thing so it should be serviceable
as well as pretty."

Krenov sketches a project, and then
makes a rough ruler from scrap paper to
get a sense of scale. "No need to be too
careful or precise with drawings. Let
yourself go. Just doodle," he says.

Prrt perncil to paper
Once the piece has shape in your mind,
put it on paper. Start with a pencil sketch
and don't worry about being pretty.

"And please, don't be careful about it,"
Krenov says. "Train your eye. Look
around for shapes and curves and lines
that please you. Play around a liule bit
and have fun. That's why we're drawn to
this sort of thing, it's supposed to be fun."

Krenov rarely takes time to convert his
rough sketches into scaled drawings,
"but if it makes you more comfortable to
use a straightedge and get all the dimen-
sions right, have atit," Krenov says.

Once you have a shape and design you
like, check the scale. You can use rulers
or proffactors, but "you don't need any-
thing fancy," he says, while sketching
ideas for a small display stand, as shown
in the photo, above.

"Start with the focal part of what
you're making," he says. "If I know I
want the top part tobe 24" high, I'11 use
the drawing to make my own ruler. Let's
say two marks equals 24" for the top
part." Krenov lays his scrap paper
against the sketch and draws hash marks
for the top of his cabinet, then follows
the pattern down the length of the draw-
ing, creating a crude ruler, with marks
roughly representin g 12 increments.

"Now we apply that scale to the stand
and see how high we've made it. If it's
way out of proportion-too high or too
low-now is the time to make big
adjustments. Little refinements can
come later."

Krenov presides over his classroom at the College of the Redwoods' Fine Woodworking
frogram. Students of any age can choose from an intensive nine-month course during-
the school year, or take several seminars and workshops otfered during the summer.
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James Krenov - Lessons from a master

With fresh paper wrapped around his cardboard model, Krenov sketches in doors for
a cablnet. "simple alterations In deslgn elements can change the way a plece will
look," Krenov says. "Making the outslde pleces go allthe way to the top and bottom
of a door frame will give you a vertical look and reversing that-maklng the top and
bottom go the entire width of the door-wlll give you a more horizontal look. The
door doesn't change size but the feel is different."

l}tqrinc frorn fiilo
dirneri:siorrs to tlrree
The heart of Krenov's process starts
now, with the building of a full-size
cardboard or paper model. The basic
process is shown in the photos, above.

The cardboard model can be a simple
box that happens to be the right size or a
complex cutting and taping job that sim-
ulates wood thicknesses as well as height
and width. Often, the simpler approach
is adequate, and you needn't worry about
making the cardboard pieces the accu-
rate thickness, unless the thickness of a
particular part affects overall dimensions.

"Most people, when they get to this
point and actually see the volume of
what they've drawn, say 'Gee, that's a
lot bigger than I thought it was going to
be,"'Krenov says.

If you're going to rethink your
design<hange the size, drawer config-
uration, reaffange shelves, curve the legs
a little more-now is the time to do it.

frfr lprrr ideas in wood
Next comes building a full-dimension
wood mock-up. This can be a complete
project, or maybe just a corner or the
framework for drawers, as seen in the
photo, right. If you've built someihing
similar to your piece before, and you feel
confident about the joinery techniques,
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you might skip or modify this step. But if
this is the first project of its kind to take
shape in your hands, or if you're consid-
ering using new techniques, Krenov rec-
ommends a dry run.

'oWhatever you're not sure of, you
should tf/ in practice wood first before
you use the good stuff " he says. Poplar is
a good choice-less expensive than other
hardwoods but similar in workability.

This is the time to experiment. Try dif-
ferent joinery methods. Krenov pretty
much sticks to the old school and uses
dowels for most joints. "But like Bobby
Dylan says 'The times they are a
changin,"" Krenov says.

"If you want to uy biscuits or some-
thing else entirely, 0y it. The way I do
things is just one way, not necessarily
ttre right way or even the best way.
Experiment, look for refinements."

Although Krenov and his students rely
highly on hand tools, he acknowledges
there are other ways to do things.

"We certainly use power tools.
Gadgets are fine, and we're not against
easing the pain," he says. "But when
your hands and eyes will do just as
good a job, I prefer to do it that way.
There are people who prefer to make
dovetails with a router. They're certain-
ly strong and they fit, but they don't
have the feeling that a human hand

made them. They don't make music.
We're trying to make music."

In many ways, the mock-up becomes
your teacher, allowing you to make
rookie mistakes as well as insightful dis-
coveries before you start the finished
piece. The mock-up's value shows when
it comes to gluing up a one-of-a-kind
creation. If you're assembling a complex
projecf it can be difficult to know where
to start. The mock-up will teach you.

To practice your joinery, make full-size
mock ups, such as these hand-cut
dovetail samples, the kind Krenov says
"make muslc."
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Krenov strives to help students develop
their "reading" ability with visual aids
such as these examples of multiple cuts
following the grain on cabriole legs.
Krenov emphasizes that with a little
planning, no matter what the grain does
in a furniture part, each cut can be laid
out to make the best use of grain in
harmony with design.

The mock-up also allows you to exper-
iment with character-enhancing details.
Certain hand-carved elements--drawer
and door pulls, spring-loaded door catch-
es and shelf brackets-have come to be
known as "Krenovian" touches and can
give a piece of furniture a personal flavor.

Norlrl for the real deal
When practice is over and it's time to
build the real thing, Krenov advises
starting with the trickiest part.

"If you're trying to show off some nice
grain in panel doors, start with those
panels and then build the doors," he
advises. "If something happens along the
way-the panels don't hold up or need
to be made smaller-you can adjust the
cabinet's carcase to fit the doors. But if
you start with the cabinet first, there's no
room for adjustment."

Choice of wood is a matter of individ-
ual taste. Krenov is regarded as one of the
best at choosing. His ability to read grain
and incorporate it in furniture, as shown
in the photo, above,has earned him much
of his reputation, but he encourages new
ideas and experimentation.

"There really is no right or wrong,"
Krenov says, "but there are degrees.

rvww.woodonline.com

A legend
in his tirne
James Krenov often is credited
as the spark that ignited a
renewed interest in handmade
furniture in the last quarter of
the 20th century. The first of
his four books, titled "A
Cabinetmaker's Notebook,"
published in 1975, generally is
considered the most influential.
As they do in any discipline,

masters become known for
their particular strengths.
Krenov is known for his keen
sensitivity of design and artistry
with hand tools.

"He's just phenomenal," says
Taimi Barty, a Harvard engi-
neering graduate who studied
under Krenov. "He has an
amazing eye and he's got a
talent for getting other people
to develop their eye."

Born in 1920 in Siberia, the
only child of aristocratic
Russian parents, Krenov was
raised in Shanghai, then
remote villages of Alaska and
finally in Seattle.

He remembers as a young
boy playing for hours by him-
self making intricate tbys from
wooden matchsticks. "Some of
the Alaskan children would
watch for a while, tf-ris thing
whatever it was taking shape,
and then they'd colne over and
we'd do it together," he says.

After a stint as a boat builder,
Krenov studied in Sweden with
Carl Malmsten, "Godfathe/' of
Swedish design.

From Sweden, Krenov went to
Boston and then New York as a col-
lege lecturer in design and woodwork.
He taught for a while at the Rochester
Institute of Technology. During a
lecture series in the 1970s, he visited
former students in Northern California

There is better and worse. There are
complementary woods-woods with
color and grain that work well together.
Mahogany and pear for instance. Maple
and ... well, there are a lot of things that
go well with maple ... like walnut, some-
times cherry, some of the exotic South
American woods.

"You have to judge each piece [of
woodl individually and keep your eyes
and your mind open to the possibilities."

and first encountered the Mendocino
coast. He moved West with his wife
Britta, and struck a deal with the
community college which, in 1980, built
a shop to his specifications in the little
coastal town of Fort Bragg. The Fine
Woodworking Program and Krenov
have been going strong ever since.

finishing torrclres
When it comes to finishing, Krenov stays
with tradition. Standard practice is to use
a combination of oil; shellac (which
Krenov calls "polish," as in French
polish); and wax, usually in that order.

"Once again, experimenting, a willing-
ness to try new things is good," Krenov
says. "I was brought up on polish and it's
still what I usually rely on, but depend-
ing on what kind of abuse your piece of

This eight-drawer
showcase is built
from Kwila and
broadleaf maple, with
wrought-iron hard-
ware. lt's elegant
lines and comple-
mentary woods
demonstrate
Krenov's talents as a
designer and builder.
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Finding the r ight use for the r ight piece of lumber is one of Krenov's fortes. A 2001
graduate put i t  this way: "He's got the most incredible eye for what wi l l  look r ight.
You can look at something for days, weeks even, wondering why it's not quite
right. He'll look at it for a minute or two, say 'Try this' and it works perfectly."

furniture is going to be subjected to, you Sometimes he uses a commercial brand.

might want to look at some of the other At other times he mixes up a wax of his

possibilities, like urethanes." own concoction.
Finishing often starts with a coat of oil,

but not always. "Something like Danish
teak oil can really bring out the grain in
some woods and offer good protection,
but you have to be careful," Krenov
adds. "If you put oil on pear wood, it
looks like the garage floor. You should
always experiment lwith some scrap
stock leftover from your projectl."

Next comes the "polishing," a hand-
rubbing process commonly called
French polishing in which a cloth soaked
in shellac and denatured alcohol is
balled up into a second cloth which is
rubbed on the wood's surface.

Finally, for protection and luster,
Krenov often applies wax as a last step.
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Farting tnrstrds
Over the past couple of decades, teach-
ing has become as important to Krenov
as the craft itself. He seems more pas-
sionate about connecting with people
and sharing ideas than finding a really
special piece of spalted maple.

"This is not an oddity what we're
doing here," Krenov says waving an arrn
across the landscape of his shop where
20 students are busy building hand
planes. "People are doing this all over
the world and I think the appreciation for
this sorl of work is growing.

"I would hope with magazine stories
like this you can show people they can

achieve great things. People tend to iso-
late me and they say 'Oh sure, he can do
that.' But really anybody can achieve at
a higher level than they thought they
could before they tried. The thing is, you
have to try." ?

For more infornmtion on the
Fine Woodworking Program, contact:

College of the Redwoods
Fine Woodworking Program
440 Alger Street
Fort Bragg, CA 95431
701t964-1056
ww w. crfi nefurniture. c om
e-mail: woodshop@mcn.org

Written By George Lauer
Photographs: Bill Holt

Wlrat corilres ne*t?
For the first t ime in more than 20
years, James Krenov is working in
his own shop, and not at the
school he helped make famous.
For everyone involved, Krenov's
retirement brings changes.
The College of the Redwoods

Fine Woodworking Program will
carry on-in fact, applications for
summer and fall classes are more
plentiful than ever. "We can't
replace Jim. I think we all know
that," said Michael Burns, who
founded the school with Krenov
and continues teaching there. "But
we intend to carry on the traditions
and style we've developed here,
trying to keep the same spirit that
Jim brought to this place."
Krenov, 82, plans more time on
the beach with his wife, Britta,
more time on the tennis court,
puttering in his new home
workshop, and "maybe a l itt le
writ ing if the spirit moves."
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Russ Filbeckb

5 easy steps does it

e first got to know Russ
back when his Appalachian
ladderback youth rocking

chair earned WOODa magazine's
Excellence in Workmanship Award at
the 2001 Design in Wood Show at the
Del Mar Fair near San Diego. (For
more on this prestigious event, and the
chair ,  see issue l39,page25.)

After one look at his winning entry,
we asked Russ if he would share his
finishing procedure with our readers.
He was more than glad to help. Of
course, the sharing of knowledge
comes natural to Russ, who retired
from his job working aboard nuclear
submarines in 1985. He operated a fur-
niture restoration business after his
Navy days, and became a woodwork-
ing instructor in 1989. Today, he
teaches courses on beginning finish-
ing, advanced finishing, and various
aspects of woodworking, such as mak-
ing rocking chairs, at Palomar College
in San Marcos, California.

Herets rlrrhat yroutll rneed
' Liberon Finishing Oi l

Wet/dry si I icon-carbide abrasive
paper in 220,320, and 400 grits
Hard paste wax with carnuba wax
(Russ prefers Liberon Black Bison
Clear Fine Paste Wax)
Wax applicator (Russ prefers old
shoulder pads)
Clean, white, cotton rags

See the Buying Guide at the end of this
article for a source of Liberon products.
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Illet-sanding is yorrr
first step to srrccess
I Prepare your project by sanding all
I surfaces to 220 gnt or hand-scraping

them. Place a drop cloth under your proj-
ect. Saturate the wood surface with oil.
Russ uses a small squin bottle to dis-
pense the oil in a controlled way.

Tear a sheet of 220 wetldry abasive
into V+-, Vt-, or %o-sheet pieces. Use the
V+-sheetpieces for large projects, such as
tables, and the %o-sheets for small proj-
ects or tight areas. Fold those pieces to a
size that feels comfortable in your hand.
Use the abrasive to create an oiVwood
slurry, as shown above. Sand with the
grain until the oil is absorbed and the
woodpores fill with the paste-like slurry.

Allow the slurry to thicken. Russ
prefers Liberon Finishing Oil because it
contains some alcohol to help it dry in
about 20 minutes. Other oils, such as
Minwa,r Antique Oil Finish, work fine,
but may take 4540 minutes to dry.
Thoroughly wipe off all excess slurry
with a rag, using a pointed stick with
cloth wrapped around it to get slurry out
of tight spots.

Do large projects in manageable sec-
tions. You can stop anywhere, wipe off

wrw.woodonline.corn

the excess slurry, and start up again in an
adjoining area with no lap rharks.
Note: For enclosed containers such as
jewelry boxes or hope chests, apply the

finish described here to; the outside of
the container only. "Oilfinishes leave a
musty,long-lasting smell onthe inside of
boxes, so I use shellac on the inside,"
Russ recommends. "Any fast-drying fin-
ish, such as lacquer, works well, too."

I Inspect the piece once an hour for six
Crhours or as long as necessary to wipe
off any "bleed-back," the term for oil
that seeps back out of the wood pores as
it dries. See photo below. Then, allow
the first coat to cure for 48 hours.

Note: You do need to be careful when
disposing of the oil-soaked rags and
abrasives. Immediately after use, place
them in a water-fiIled or airtight metal
container. Or, spread them out flat on
concrete until dry. Never ball them up
and toss them into the trash-the heat

from the drying could cause sponta-
neous combustion.

QRepeat Steps 1 and 2 using 320-grrt
tJwet/dry abrasive. Allow this second
coat to cure for 24 hours.

.,/| Repeat Steps 1 and 2 using 400-grit
'Iwet/dry 

abrasive. Allow 2-7 days of
final curing time.

EApply two or more thin coats of a
tJhard paste wax and buffto bring out
the sheen of the oil finish. At this stage,
Russ says most people tend to put wax
on too thick. For thin coats he applies the
wax with his wife's old shoulderpads, as
shown above, and buffs after only five
minutes instead of the 20 minutes cited
on some product labels. Old white, cot-
ton T-shins work great for buffing.

Horrl to rnaintain your
beanrtiftrt firrislr
Russ suggests you replenish the finish
with wax, not more oil. Do this no more
than once a year, and make sure to wipe
all dust off the surfaces before applying
and buffing the wax.i

Buying Guide
Liberon Finishing Oil. $23.35 for one liter; Liberon
Black Bison Clear Fine Paste Wax, $15.95 for 14
ounces, plus shipping, from Wood Finish Supply,
P.0. Box 86, Mendocino, CA 95460. To order call
800/245-561 1, visit www.woodfinishsupply.com,
or call 7071962-9480 for technical advice.

Written by Bill Krier with Russ Filbeck
Photographs:. Archie Breeden;
Baldwin Photography
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Star{ rrrith the post
assetnbly patts
Note: We usecl w,(lterproo.f polyurg71t,,,r.
glue .frtr all glue-u1ts irt this pro.ject. See
tlrc Shop Zrp, opposite page. .ftir guide-

lirrcs ott its use. AIso, where the projct't
cul I s .for rnetl i um -d en s itt, ove rl uy ( M DO )
plvroorl, use tlrc tt'pe that hos utt umber

,fac'e ott both sides.for best tlurttbilitv.
From a 4x4 nominal (3thx3t,h" actLr-
al) cedar post. cut post (A) and

crossarm (B) to the lengths l isted in the
Materials List.

Cut the 3%" dadoes in the post and
crossarrl  f  or the half- lap joint.

where dinrensioned on Drawings 1a and
1b. Also. cut the I %" dadoes and I %"
rabbets around the post.

Drill the pilot hole centered in the
top of the post for the post cap.

where shown.
Mark theZth" radius on the crossarm
at both ends. where dimensioned on

Drawing 1b. Bandsaw the contoured sur-
face. and sand smooth.

To make the post bottom trirn (C)

and top trim (D). start by ripping two

52"-lon-9 strips fronr 7+" cedar. Make one

strip 174" wide and the other 2t/s" wtde.

Rout a t/2" cove on the l;/s"-wide strip,
where shown on Drawing 1c. Glue (use

waterproof polyurethane type) the top of

the l7s"-wide strip to the bottom of the
2t/s" -wrde strip. makin,e their back ed-ees
f-lush. Clarnp the strips together. Afler
the -elue dries, bevel-rip the blank to
fbrm the 8'bevel. where shown.

Miter-cr.rt the bottom trim pieces (C)

and top trirn pieces (D) fiom thc
glued-up blank to f i t  the post. Glue.

Place the post on support blocks to
make i t  easy to instal l  the tr im. Lightly
spray the nonglued surfaces with water
to accelerate curing of the glue.
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9" plastic pot

i i

3" deck screw

I exeloDED vtEW

PLANTER BOX

,. Standard-size 21/z''f-

1t/z" deck
screw

Mitered
ends

2" deck screws

1/z" cove

11/+"

#20 biscuit
and slot

POST
SUPPORT

2" deck screw

(

El Posr suPPoRr
TRIM DETAIL

5" bevel

Wbrking with waterproof polyurethane glue
Waterproof polyurethane glue cures when exposed to moisture
in the air and in the wood. For best results, apply the glue to only
one of the two surfaces to be joined. Then, spray a light mist of
water on the nonglued surface, and join the parts together.
Because the glue can cause skin and eye irritation, wear gloves
and use eye protection.

#6 x 5/a" >-
61/e"panhead screws

7o+" pilot hole 7sz" shank hole, countersunk

I mailbox

2" deck screw into parl &-

Ta" chamfers

31/2"

rffi
50

'/2 
\

c o v e  \ \  J

o
assemble, and secure the trim to the post
with a band clamp, as shown in Photo A.

Make the crossarm brackets (E) by
first planing or ripping a piece of 4x4

cedar 30" long to 2Vz" thick. Crosscut
this piece to make two 3t/zxl4" blanks.
Make two photocopies of the full-size
arm bracket pattern from the WOOD
PATTERNSo insert. Adhere a pattern to
each blank with spray adhesive. Then,
cut the brackets to shape by bandsawing
to the pattern lines, and drill the counter-

wrvw.woodonline.corn

1/z" rabbel
1t le" deep
(all sides)

3t/z" dado
1e/q" deep

1t/2" dado
7e" deep
(all sides)
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f i r s t -c lass  rna i lbox  p lan te r

, l- 
Gd galvanized nail

s/e" chamfer
7 53/4' Btl+" hole

2114',

fl eururER Box 3" deck screw

thick. Rip two lVz"-wide strips from the
blank. Now, cut the trim pieces to size
from the strips.

? On your router table, rout stopped
t V4" chamfers on the trim pieces,
where shown. To do this, mark two sets
of start and stop lines on your router
table fence for aligning the ends of the
trim, as shown in Photo B. Measure from
the outside diameter of your chamfering
bit at the table surface in both the infeed
and outfeed directions to locate the
marks. For the horizontal trim. measure
Vz" in each direction. For the vertical
trim, meas\re2" in each direction. Then,
rout the chamfers on the trim, as shown.
(l Glue the rim to the box, where shown
{Oon Drawing 2. Now, glue the top (L)
to the box, making sure it is centered.
Drive 6d galvanized nails through the top
and into the box, where shown, and set the
nailheads /ro" below the surface.

finish utrl arrd install
I Clue and clamp the crossarm (B) to
* the post (A). Then, position the

assembly with the bottom of the post up,
and glue and screw the crossarm brack-
ets (E) to the post and crossarm, where
shown on Drawing 1.

ff niU all counterbored screw holes, nail
&holes, and voids in plywood with a
weather-resistant hardening wood putty.
(We used Durham's Rock Hard Water
Putty.) Sand flush when dry. Seal gaps in
joints with paintable silicone caulk.
Then, apply an exterior oil-based primer
to all wood surfaces, including the inside
surfaces of the planter box.

Use the inner set of starUstop lines on
your router fence when routing the
stopped chamfers on the horizontal
trim, and use the outer lines when rout-
ing the vert icaltr im.
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r/q" cham'ters stopped
t/z" from ends

171h",

121/a'

41/2"

7se" shank hole,
counterbored

<r
23Aa

3/au

1t/2" deck
screws

71h"

* l  l - -
1 /2 " \

bored holes for mounting screws, where
shown on the pattern. Also, rout a Vq"
chamfer on the curved edges of the
brackets, where shown.

ffi From 3A" MDO plywood, cut the
iu*if mailbox base (F) to size. The base fits
inside the bottom of the mailbox. The
bottom of our standard-size mailbox
measured z/qx6Vexl8(2" . If your mailbox
has a different size bottom, adjust the size
of the base accordingly. Also, make the
base l" shorter in length than the mail-
box's bottom length to allow clearance
for opening the mailbox door. Drill three
countersunk shank holes in the base for
attaching it to the crossarm with screws,
where shown on Drawing 1.

Make the 1lost su1lporil

ft] From 3/4" }l[DO plywood, cut the
,.#, post support sides (G) and front and

back pieces (H) to the sizes listed.
,fli; Using a biscuit joiner, cut slots for
,i'.;,#20 biscuits in the post support
pieces, where shown on Drawing 1. Glue
and assemble the post support with bis-
cuits. Clamp and check for square. Then,
rout a 3/e" chamfer on the edges of the
sides, where shown.
'{S From t/q"-thick cedar, cut a 5x28"
'*Fbhnk for the trim (I). Rout a Vz" cove
on the top edge, where shown on
Drawing 1. Then, bevel-rip the blank to
cut the 5o bevel along the top edge,
where shown on Drawing ld, with the
bevel sloping toward the cove.
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t/c" chamters stopped 2" from ends

ffi Miter-cut the trim pieces from the
*S'btant< 

to fit the post support. Glue
and assemble the trim to the support,
where shown on Drawing 1, and secure
with a band clamp.

Brrild the planter box
ffi From 3/q" li4DO plywood, cut the
S" planter box ends (J), sides (K), and

top (L) to the sizes listed.
r$ Using a jigsaw, cut two 8/+"-diameter
#* holes in the top, lvhere shown on
Drawing 2, to hold 9"-diameter pots. If
you use a different size pot, adjust the
hole size and spacing accordingly. Rout a
3/s" charnfer around the top, where shown.
{p Glue and clamp the ends (J) and
q#sides (K) to form the box. After
checking for square, drill pilot and coun-
terbored shank holes for the screws
through the ends and into the sides, and
drive in the screws.
$ Make the mounting base (M) by first

"ffiplaning a 24"-long piece of 2x6
cedar to lVq" thick; then, trim to the size
listed. Bevel-rip the 10" bevels on the
base. Drill four slz" shank holes with
counterbores in the base for the mount-
ing screws.

ffiGlue the base in the box. Drill three
#counterbored shank holes in the box
ends for the screws, and drive in the screws.

ffi Make the planter box horizontal trim
ffi pieces (N) and vertical trim pieces
(O) by first cuttinga3Vzx52" blank from
3/q" -thick cedar. Plane the blank to 3/s"



Mount the planter box and mailbox
base (F) to the crossarrn with screws.

where shown on Drawing 1. Leave a
small gap (ours was %") between the
back edge of the mailbox base and the
post to allow for the rear thickness of the
mailbox. Thread the post cap on the post.

Paint all exposed wood surfaces with
an exterior latex paint of your choice.
Refer to the sidebar "Before you
dig..." for guidelines on locating and

installing a mailbox. After determining a
suitable location, install the 4x4 pressure-
treated post (P) in the ground with con-
crete, as shown on Drawing 3. Trim the
post, where shown.

Finally, slide the post support (G/H/I)
over the post, stopping Vz" above the

ground, and drive two deck screws
through the support into the post, where
shown on Drawing 1. Insert the mailbox
post (A) into the support until the bottom
post trim (C) contacts the post support.
Secure the post in the support with two
deck screws, where shown. Apply paint
to the screwheads. Attach your mailbox
to the base. Place two pots in the planter
box openings and, when weather permits,
plant some colorful flowers in the pots.lF

Written by Owen Duvall with Thomas Frazier
Prolect design: Kevin Boyle
ll lustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography
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Before you dig...
Don't be too anxious
to plant your new
mailbox post. A
quick call to your
local postmaster
could save you the
aggravation of relo-
cating the post (and
possibly missing
your mail delivery) if
you put it in the

wrong place. Requirements for
locating a mailbox vary, depend-
ing on state and local regula-
tions and road/curb conditions.
Generally, the U.S. Postal
Service requires that mailboxes
be installed with their bottom
4248'from the road surface
and set back 6-8" from the front
face of the curb. Our project

positions the box height at
approximately 44". lf these
specifications don't meet your
local code, you can modify the
length of the mailbox post or
post support as appropriate.
Also, if you need to dig a new
hole or make your existing hole
deeper for proper post support,
make sure, for your safety, that
there are no underground uti l i-
t ies in the area. Many uti l i ty
companies l ist a toll-free num-
ber in the Yellow Pages for
information on locating under-
ground uti l i t ies. lf you have dif-
f iculty f inding a number, call
the North American One Call
Referral System at 888/258-
0808 for a number to call in
your state.

ffiKeae*ffiw$mKm Kffiw*

POST ASSEMBLY

A post 31/z' 31/zu 46"

B crossarm 31/z' 31/z' 351/z'

C- bottom trim 11/z' 21/s' 7' LC

D- top trim 11/2" 21/e' 51/2' LC

E* crossarm brackets 2%" 31/z' 133/q'

F mailbox base 3h' 61/a', 17t/2',

POST SUPPORT

G sides Vq' 5u 271/q"

H front and back 3/q' 31/z' 271/q'

l. trim 3/r' 5u 61/2'

PLANTER BOX

J ends s/qu 71/q' 10/a'

K sides 3/t, 71/q' 183/q'

L top 3/q, 121/s' 211/q'

M.mounting base 11/q' 41/z' 18/q'

N. horizontal trim 3/a, 11/z' 17r/+'

0-verticaltrim 3/a' 1t/2" 71/q'

SUPPORT POST

P**posl 3Y2' 31/z' 48" PT
-Parts initially cut oversize. See the inshuctions.
**Minimum post length is 36%". See text for installation
requirements.

l',,teii:i'ra ii: K*y : C-cedar; LC-laminated cedar; P-ply-
wood, type MD0; PT-pressure-treated lumber.

$uppii*s: Waterproof polyurethane glue; spray adhe-
sive; 'l%", 2", and 3"deck screws;#6x%" panhead
screws; #20 biscuits; 6d galvanized nails; weather-
resistant hardening wood putty; post cap; standard-size
mailbox; 9"-diameter pots (2); paintable silicone caulk;
oil-based exterior primer; exterior latex paint; 8"-diame-
ter lube form; concrete; gravel.

-t

.Plane or resaw to thickness
listed in the Materials List.

L 6 L

31/zx3/z x 96" Pressure-treated lumber (4x4"x8')
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SUPPORT POST HOLE
Trim post @12''/r'

4x4 pressure-
treated post

Leave 1/2"
between base

Depth of hole
must be at

least 24" for
support.  

I
I
I
I
L

8"-diameter
tube form

s/qx48x48"

31/z x 3t/z x

11/z x 51/z x 24" Cedar (2x6"x2')

3/q x 31/z x 72" Cedar (1 x4"x6')
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Here's how one man
made it work, and how
you c€rn, too.
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Hollow-chisel
mortiser
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Scrollsaw

'D r i l l
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I I ]hcthcr you hnve a tiny basement slnp or a spacious

lf,t "Garage Malnl" with plenty of room to worl<, you
U U probably couldbenefitfromanew orimproved

dust-collection system Dust and chipsfrommachining and
sanding operations add clutter to your work area" and can
damage your lungs, as well.

Unforturntely, setting up a system can seem perplexing, wlnt
with complicated terrns, such as fan curye, static pressure, cubic
feet per minute (cfu), and airtbw velocity. Then tlrcre are those
calcul.ations required to determine the proper dust collector, duct
sizes, and system lqtout.

But don't give in to frustratian and the dust. We'll simpffi it all
for you. To da tltnt, we worlecd with a dust-collection expert: Jeff
Hill, an engineerwith Oneidn Air Systems, a leading mnl<er of
dusrcollection equipmcnt. Jeffand I traveled ro WOODo
mngazine reader Joltn McCauslmd's slnp in Jarncstovtn, Pa

There we analyzed Joltn's dust-collection system to see lnw
well it performed and wlrcre we could mal<e improvements. See
"Performance-4y the rutmbers" on the nextpage to learn Inw
we tested tlrc system We learned a lotfrom this slnp visit, and
so will you.

Following tlnt, we'll distill all tlrc technical mumbo-jumbo into
afew basic rules of thumb tlnt you can use to size your ducts and

4" branch to (5" dianprer port)

saw

2tlzcar
, garage

Cleanout /
extra port 4" branch

to jointer

7'entry with
sliding door

One rrrants slrstetn: a case strrdy
fohn McCausland taught
I woodworkins. metal-

#orking, and drifting for 30
years. So he knew a thing or
two about what he needed
when he designed and built
his new shop in 1998. The
26x28'space, shown in the
photo, lefi, and in the floor
plan, right, provides John a
place to pursue his hobby
when not working as a
ranger at a nearby state park.

John built his system using
off-the-shelf components,
and was happy with its
performance. We knew the
system worked, but we
wanted hard data to see its
strengths and weaknesses.
We asked: "How can it be
even better?"

Letts stant wlth
the collector
A 3-hp dust collector with
four bags powers John's
system. To save space and
reduce noise, John installed
the collector in a shed attached to the
shop, shown in the photo at the top of the
next page. He ran the main duct through
a hole in the wall, just below the peak of
the vaulted ceiling.

www.woodonllne,com

Placing the dust collector outside the
shop brings another benefit. The
machine's stock bags filter only panicles
20 microns and larger. But it's the fine

John (middle), Jeff (right), and I discuss the rcsults of various tests, plotted
in softwarc on Jeff's laptop computer.

collector and l,ay out a customized systemwith only a minimum
of calculations. We'll slnw options in duct-,,vork andfittings to
help you get started. rhr \* ?

I  \^ - - r  " '
I -Jilrs --iDfrrc
1- Features Editor

4" branch
to bandsaw

4" branch
to sanders

5" branch
to planer 4" flex hose

totablesaw I ^ |
(atfloor) 

| 
- 

|

particles 20 microns and smallrcr that are
most hazardous to breathe. To capture
them before the air returns to the shop,
John cut holes in the wall that separates

Return air filters

3-hp, 1,800 cfm
dust collector

Allthe dust-
producing
machines
attach to the
dust-collection
system. A
broom and
floor sweep
take care of
other dust.
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d u s t  c o l l e c t i o n

A shed houses the dust collector out-
side the shop. The large bags on the left
are oversize, 1-micron units; at right, the
collector's stock 20-micron bags.

the shed from the shop, and added
frames that hold four high-efficiency
furnace filters.

Our expert saFs.' The dust collector
does the job, but isn't performing to its full
potential. With stockfilter bags, it musters
only 736 cfin. The collector is rated at
1,800 cfm, which it probably can't
achieve, but it's still short of the mark. The
motor generates only about 60 percent of
its maximum amperage (14 amps at 220
volts) due to ductwork infficiencies.

To reduce the number of long duct runs, a
5" section does double duty, seruing the
15" planer and a 4" branch to the jointer.

Jeff agreed that mounting the collector
outside the shop saves space and reduces
noise. But, he adds, "Why filter the air
twice? Replacing the 2}-micron bags with
l-micron bags would eliminate the small
dust, and make the f i l ters unnecessary."

John also could install a cyclone sys-
tem in place of the current collector. A
cyclone captures the big chips and most

Petf;orrnarilGG-by tlre rmrrm,It(ers.
To get an idea of how well John's dust-collection system worked, we started by
dril l ing a small hole in the main duct, just beyond where it comes through the
wall. That allowed Jeff Hill to insert the pitot tubes for two different gauges: one
that measured airflow in cubic feet per minute (cfm), and one to check static pres-
sure (sp), as shown in the photo at right. Using an ammeter, we also measured
the motor's amperage draw, /eff. See the results in the table below.

We took readings under three conditions: First, with all the
blast gates open to check the system's maximum achievable
flow. Next, we closed off all gates except the radial-arm saw
to determine maximum flow farthest from the collector.
Finally, we tested with just the bandsaw's gate open to deter-
mine flow at the most-restrictive port.

The first sets of numbers show performance with the collec-
tor's stock 2O-micron filter bags. Performance was adequate

everywhere but at the bandsaw. The second set reflects the impressive improve-
ments made by install ing 1-micron polyester felt bags.

20-Micron Filter Bags 1-Micron Filter Bags

Gates open Port dia. CFM Motor Amps CFM Motor Amps

vanous 745 8.5 1,054 1 0 . 5

Radial-arm saw 4' 484 736

Compared to the tee (installed), a wye and
adjustable elbow provide smoother tran-
sition from a branch to the main duct.

of the fine dust in an easy-to-empty tub.
Therefore, the filter bags don't clog as
quickly, and John will only face the mess
of cleaning them every few months or so,
rather than every few weeks.

We couldn't install a cyclone that day,
but, following Jeff's advice, we did
install four l-micron bags ($45 each) on
John's collector. As the chart below

Jeff Hill inserts a pitot tube into the
main duct to measure airflow. Opening
various gates allows whole-system
readings from one location.

Atl

9.07.4

7.5
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5'branch

4'duct to sanders

Sharing duties reduces duct length. Here, one 5" branch serves the tablesaw, floor sweep,
and a 4" pipe to two sanders. Blast gates direct airflow to just the ports in use.

shows, airflow increased by more than
300 cfm due to the bags' greater airflow
capability. That means the motor can
pull more air and produce more of its
potential power, as demonstrated by the
increased amp draw.

Drrct dos anrd dontts
Because the price was right, John used
HVAC (furnace-style) pipes to create the
ducts in his dust-collection system. All
the pieces consist of 26- and 28-gauge
galvanized steel.

Our e4tert safs.' Snap-lock HVAC
pipe works fine, and is economical. But
Jeff prefers 24-and 26-gauge galvanized
steelfor any ducts larger than 4" because
it's strong enough to resist being sucked

flat by a powerful collector. Never use
lighnueight 30-gauge or dryer-vent pipe.
Even a modest collector can do them in.

Where ducts intersect and turn, John
used short-radius elbows and tee fittings
designed for HVAC use. These increase
resistance in the system, preventing it
from moving all the air it could.

Ow expert says: These fittings really
hinder the performance of John's sys-

www.woodonline.corn
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tem. Fittings designedfor dust collection
would get the most from his collector, or
possibly allow using a smaller one.

For best airflow, elbows shouldbend at
a gentle radius-at least ll/z-times (1.5x)
the diameter of the pipe. The radius of
HVAC elbows usually equals pipe diam-
eter (lx). Where pipes join, wye fittings,
seen in the photo, opposite page, upper
.ight, allow air and chips to flow through
the transition with little turbulence.

Duct sizing in John's system is straight-
forward, starting with the 6"-diameter
main line. A 5" branch, shown in the
photo above, seryes the floor sweep, and
has two additional4" branches that serve
the tablesaw and spindle- and belt/disc-
sanders. At another point on the main, a
5" branch feeds in from the planer (with
a 4" off-shoot to the jointer). All other
branch lines are 4" diameter.

Ittaclrine hool-rrps
John connected all of his machines to the
ductwork using flexible hoses. Even
machines he doesn't move around, such
as the thickness planer and jointer, con-
nect this way to simplify hookups and

A 2" hose restricts bandsaw duct pickup.
Options for improvement include a 4"
hose with a reducer or making a 4" port.

prevent machine vibration from rattling
the ductwork. In most cases, the flexible
hoses are less than 3'long.

John's bandsaw represents one excep-
tion to this rule. It's connected to the 4"
branch line with approximately 8' of 2"-
diameter flexible hose, as shown in the
photo, above. This small hose fits the
bandsaw's stock, under-table port.

Our expert safs,' The long, small-
diameter hose greatly reduces the cfm of
ai(low at the bandsaw, yielding marginnl
dust-pickup. Always run the largest
appropriate hose as far as possible, then
reduce it to a smaller port size only at the
end. Betteryet, modify the machine, if you
can, to accept a larger port.

Finat ana$sis
John's system serves him well, remov-
ing chips ffictively, even if lacking in
fficiency. There's room for improve-
ment, as we pointed out. But this case
proves that, if you understand the basics,
you can control workshop dust. Now,
let's check out some rules for setting up
a dust-collection system in your shop.
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I

Type

SpiraVindustrial rnetal

General information

. Designed specifically for dust collection, and therefore the most efficient.

. Available only through specialty suppliers, such as industrial supply catalogs
and online retailers. See the sources at the end of the afticle.

. Costlier than HVAC-style: Ductwork: $1.40+ per foot; wye fitting: $15+ each;
elbow fitting: $10+ each (prices given are for 4" ductwork).
Note: Prices for heavy-gauge industrial tees and wyes can run much higher.

. Used in professional shops and ruggedly built.

. Fittings are designed to maximize airflow and material movement in system.

. The spiral style is very rigid and has a smooth seam to minimize resistance.

. May be available in a wider range of diameters.

. Fittings generally work with metal, pvc, or plastic pipe.

. Flexible metal duct can make gentle bends around obstructions.

. Designed to move air only, not solid materials, such as dust and chips, so
less efficient overall than the industrial components above.

. Readily available at any home center in 24- or 26-gauge steel.

. Priced economically: Ductwork: $1,50+ per foot; tee fitting: $6+ each; elbow
fitting: $2+ each (prices given are for 4" ductwork).

. EaSV to assemble and install using screws or rivets.

. No wye fittings available, just tee-style. Choose flared tees over straight tees.

. No long-radius elbows available, shofi-radius only.

. Fittings generally work with metal, pvc, or plastic pipe.

. Designed to move liquids, but capable of carrying air, dust, and chips.

. Readily available in any home center or hardware store.

. Economical in 4" sizes: Ductwork: $.gS+ per foot; wye fitting: $2.25+ each;
elbow fitting: $1.25+ each (prices given are for 4" pipe).
Note: lJse "schedule-35" type (drain, waste, vent), not "Schedule-40."

. Diameters larger than 4" may be difficult to find and costlier.

. Easy to cut, assemble, and install using special adhesive, screws, or rivets.

. We recommend grounding to prevent static buildup in system.

. Long-radius elbows and wye fittings are available, but only fit pvc pipe.

. PVC is quieter than metal.

. Designed for dust collection at lower cost less than industrial metal.

. Only available through ductwork suppliers and woodworking retailers.

. Flexible hose available in black or clear.

. Plain flexible hose is economical, Vpe with spiral wire costs more: Black
hose, no wire: $1.60+ per foot; black or clear w/wire: $3.60+ per foot (4").

. Flexible plastic hoses join rigid ducts to machines and fit around obstacles.

. Flexible hose is well-suited to temporary use and for runs that get
disconnected when not in use (such as an acrossthe-floor run to a tablesaw).

. Spiral-wire hose provides crush-resistance and simplifies system grounding.

. Static pressure loss of flexible hose is approximately 3 times higher than rigid
pipe, so it is not well suited for building an entire system.

. Clear plastic rigid ductwork allows views of blockages in ducts. Usually
smaller in diameter, this style requires pvc "sleeves" to connect with fittings.

. Absolutely necessary for controlling airtlow in any dust-collection system
serving multiple machines.

. Available through ductwork and woodworking retailers in plastic or cast
aluminum styles.

. Moderately priced: Plastic gate: $5+ each; aluminum: $7+ each; aluminum
half-gate: $15+ each (4").

. Blast gates allow you to close off airflow at individual machines or branches
to maintain optimum airflow to the machines being used.

. Half gate can be inserted at any point in duct by cutting a narrow slit.

. Blast gates generally fit inside-diameter of any pipe or hose above, though
they may require gaskets to achieve a tight seal in non-matching applications.
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Systerm Setrrplf,lhat you need to lororr
To design your own system, you'll have
to consider many factors, such as what
machines you'll connect, where to place
them, what size dust collector to buy, and
what type and size duct system you'll
need. Thankfully, you can build a great
system following a few rules of thumb:

Note: The following rules may yield a
system with more power than you actu-
ally need, but too much power is better
than too little. Plus, an oversized system
can handle future expansion.

Step l. Find airflow needs: Start the
process by determining how much air
your tools need. Find the airflow require-
ments of each machine you'll connect to
the system, and the corresponding duct
size necessary using Chart 1, below.

Step 2. Lay out the ducts: Now lay out
your duct system on paper, keeping the
following in mind:

I Position the air-hungry machines
closest to the collector.

I The largest duct diameter required
from Ghart 1 determines the mini-
mum size of your system's main
duct. (The collector you choose in
step three will influence this as well.)

I Whenever possible, build branches
that serve more than one machine.

I Make duct runs as short as possible,
minimizing the number of bends.

Plan the shortest, straightest runs you
can because every bend and foot of duct
adds air resistance, known as static pres-
sure loss, shown in Chart 2, below right.

After you've laid out a tentative duct
system, determine the static pressure loss
for each branch using the chart. Be sure
to include the equivalent footage for 45o

Machine Min. c'fm Min. duct
requircd diameter

Bandsaw (12-16') 350
Belt/disc sander 450
Drillpress
Drum sander (12-24')
Floor sweep 350450 4-5'
Jointer (up to 8") 350450 4-5'
Jointer (over 8") 45S550
Radial-armsadmitersaw 450€00
Router. table-mounted 200
Scrollsaw
Spindle sander 400
Tablesaw (10")
Thickness planer (1 0-1 5") 400
Thickness planer (16-20") 60&800

rvrvw.woodonline. corn

4',

wyes and 90o elbows. For each branch
you also need to include whatever
amount of the main duct exists between
that branch and the collector.

Note: Eachfoot of flexible hose equals
3' of rigid duct, so include these runs in the
total. Also, port designs vary, so it's tough
to calculate their static-pressure loss. To be
safe, add I.5" for each por-t on the branch.

As an example let's say you have a 6"
straight main duct. At 14' from the col-
lector, a 45o wye branches into a 4" line
to the tablesaw. That branch is 12' long
with two 90o bends, and connects to the
saw with 3' of flexible hose. Here's the
static pressure loss for that branch:

14'(6'straight) x.045 = .ffl" sp loss

3'(one 4u 45o urye) x.07 = .21" sp loss

12' (4" straight) x.07 = .84" sp loss

12'(two 90' @ 6') x.07 = .84" sp loss

9'(3'of flex hose) x.07 = .ffl" sp loss

One tablesaw dust port = 1.5(1" sp loss

The branch with the greatest total static
pressure loss is the one that determines
what your dust collector will have to
overcome. If you ever run your system
with two blast gates open at the same
time, add both totals to get your static
pressure loss.

Step 3. Choose a dust collector: Now
you can buy a collector. Each should be
rated by horsepower, cfm, and a maxi-
mum static pressure. Eliminate any col-
lector with fewer than 1.5 hp. Smaller,
portable machines generally lack the
power needed for a built-in system.

The cfm rating will be shown promi-
nently, but the static pressure rating is
more important. The number must be
higher than the highest loss in your sys-
tem, calculated in Step 2, to prevent
chips and dust from settling in the ducts.

You'll also need to know the highest
airflow value (determined in Step 1) to

Duct diameter 45" 90o SP loss
per f99J .

3u 2.5', 5' .10
4" 3' 6', .07

6', 12' .045

find the minimum cfm rating you should
purchase. Don't be surprised if the dust
collector that meets your static-pressure
needs is rated at about double the cfm any
of your machines requires. Manufacturers
often rate cfm with no ducts attached, so
their ratings are higher than you'll get in
real-world use. (To learn more, see our
dust collector review in issue 140.)

Your dust collector also needs to
accommodate the largest diameter duct in
your system. In fact, agood rule of thumb
is to make your main duct the maximum
size your dust collector can accept.

Options for drrctwork
and littings
You've sized your collector and planned
the duct layout, now you need to choose
what ducts and fittings to use. You have
a lot of options. See the "Ductwork and
fittings selector" on the opposite page.

Even with the process simplified, set-
ting up a dust-collection system takes
planning. If you prefer to have someone
else do the calculations described here,
the companies below can help. Oneida
Air Systems, for example, will design
your system for $50, applicable toward
the purchase of a cyclone or ductwork.

Once you've made all the decisions
and bought your components, tempora.r-
ily connect the ducts and fittings, and
then check how well everything works.
When the system performs to your satis-
faction, screw, glue, or rivet the compo-
nents together; seal the seams with tape
or caulk; and start making sawdust. You
won't have to clean it up. i

Written by David Stone
Photographs: Donna Chiarelli Studios;
Baldwin Photography
lllustration: Roxanne LeMoine

These companies provide infomation and products for
setting up a dust-collection system in your shop:

Air Handling Systems, lnc.
Ductworldhose, fittings, accessories, design assistance
800/367-3828; www,airhand,com

American Fabric Filter Co.
High-efiiciency filter bags
800/367-3591 ; www.americanfabricfilter,com

Grizly lndustrial, lnc.
Dust collectors, ductworUhose, f ittin gs, accessories,
filter bags, design informalion 800/523-4777; www.grizly.com

0neida Air Systems, Inc.
Cyclone systems, ductworldhose, fittings, accessories, filter
bags, design assistance 800[32-4065; www.oneida-air.com

Penn State Industries, Inc.
Cyclone systems, dust collectors, ductworldhose, fittings,
accessories, filter bags, design information
800 | 377 -7 297 : www. pen nstatei nd. co m

5"
35&4m 4u

55S700 5u

6"350

200

5-6"
Note: The 45o and 90o readings are based on long-
radius industrial fittings. HVAC and PVC fittings will
be less efficient, yielding more static pressure loss.
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Small treasures get top bilting behind glass
with this versatile wall-hung showcase.

early all of us have a small
collection of one type or
another. And those collec-

tions vary considerably. So we
designed a display case that looks
great, goes together quickly, and,
most importantly, can be cus-
tomized easily to fit any collection.

For lightweight collectibles that
can be attached with adhesives or
fine thread, build the case without
dividers, as shown at left. For heav-
ier items requiring a little more sup-
port, build dividers like those shown
below. Later in this article you'll
find tips for properly securing light
and heavy objects.

Your collection dictates
the casets depth
Before you build your case, measure
the depth needed to display the
items in your collection. Include the
size of stands or fixtures you'll use
to position the items. Our display
case has a 2Vz" inside depth. If the
objects you wish to display require
more or less depth, simply vary the
widths of the sides (A); glass stops
(B); and, if you are using them, the
dividers (F). The glass stops and
dividers are the same width as your
desired inside depth. Add 1 Vq" to the
inside depth for the finished width
of the sides. Depending on the width
of the sides, you also may want to
adjust the number and placement of
the corners' dovetail kevs.

Dividers add versatility to your
showcase. See page 89tor instruc-
tions for fitting your case with these
easy-to-build dividers.
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For the items needed to
build this proiect, see the
Materials List and Cutting
Diagram on page 89.

l--.....--- 17%"

4-gs/o" 
I

\ -
s/e"-degp
notch
2" long

17s/e

I LW ftW 7 
s/64"shankhore

| ,----'T l-- ilatooard
| _--.' -y' 2Y2'

)

s/o" rabbets
2/z" wide

1/ax175Aa x 17slrs" glass
s/gz" pilot hole s/0" deep

Start with the frarne parts
I Plane two 3/+x4z/+x40" boards to t/2"
I thick for the sides (A). Cut side

blanks Vz" wider and 1" longer than the
size shown on the Materials List. Install a
V+" round-over bit in your table-mounted
router, and rout the sides' front edges,
where shown on Drawing 1.

Dfo form the 3Aa"-deep rabbet in the
fr sides (A), install a3/+" dado blade in
your tablesaw, and plow out a groove,
where shown in the three steps of

E CumNG THE RABBET

l/ the back. This will keep the stop tight
21/2" against the side when the frame is assem-

bled. Adhere double-faced tape in the
sides' grooves near their ends, and press-/1 

ll EXpIODED VIEW irt. rtoi. in ptace.
ETilt your tablesaw's blade to 45".

Drawing 2. As indicated in Step 3, the rJAttach a 24"-long auxiliary exten-
sides are trimmed to final width after sion to your miter gauge, positioning it
tEy *" mitered. so the blade will cut through its end.

QResaw a zAx3Vzx4O" board in half, With the taped-in stop blants against the
rJandplanethetwopieces to3/ro" thick saw's top, miter one end of each side.
to make blanks for the glass stops (B) Clamping a stopblock to the extension,
and back stops (C). Cut the blanks to the miter-cut the parts to finished length.
sqne oversize length as the sides. Q Remove the stop blanks, and cut the
Ap^, up each side blank with a stop l9sides (A), glasJ stops (B) and back

=blank. Mark the plowed-out area of stops (C) to finished ,"iOtfr. Trimming
the side and the back of the stop so each the excess width from the sides com-
pair can be reassembled in the same pletes the rabbets, as indicated in Step 3
order. If there is any bow in the stop of Drawing 2. Drill centered holes in the
blanks, mark the outside of the bow as back stops for the panhead screws, where

shown on Drawing la.

nfo hang the shad-
I ow box on a pair of

nails or wall anchors,
choose one side (A) as
the top. With your
dado blade, cut two
3Ae"-deep notches 2"
long in its mating back
stop (C), where shown
on Drawing la.

e/o+" hole 3/16,,

STEP 1
Cut the front dado.

STEP 2
Rotate the piece end for

STEP 3
Clean out between
the dadoes.

Fence
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V+x9 x l6" plywood

#8 x  2"  F.H.
wood screws

Glue and spline the fnrne
I Prepare the frame for gluing, as
I shown in Photo A. Turn the taped-

together sides over, and spread glue on
the miters. Form the frame, as shown in
Photo B. Wipe away any glue squeeze-
out with a damp cloth. Check for
squareness by measuring the diagonals,
and set the frame on a flat surface to dry.

llMake the corner slotting jig shown
flin Drawing 3. Install aVz"-I4o dove-
tail bit in your table-mounted router, and
adjust it to cut t/ra" deep. Position the
fence IVz" from the bit's center. Rout
dovetail slots across the corners, as
shown, then flip the frame so the oppo-
site face is against the jig's back, and
rout a second set of slots. ,

QCut az/+x3x24" blank for the dove-
fftail keys (D). Tilt your tablesaw's
blade to 14" (the same angle as the dove-
tail bit), and bevel-rip the blank, as

a/+x4x101 /2 "
stock

101/2'

shown in Step 1 of Drawing 4. Flip the
blank end-for-end so its opposite face is
against the saw's table. By careful mea-
surement, position the fence to make the
cut shown in Step 2. Make a cut about 2"
into the blank's end, then carefully back
the blank away from the blade. Test the
key's fit, as shown in Photo C. Make any
necessary adjustments* and repeat the
test until you are satisfied with the fit.
Rip a key strip the length'of the remain-
ing blank, and cut off eight l"-long
pieces for the keys (D).

illCtue the dovetail keys (D) into the
'f dovetail grooves. With the glue dry,
trim them close to the sides' surface with
a handsaw, then sand them flush.

f Have a piece of single-strength glass
tJcut t/r0" smaller in length and width
than the frame's rabbeted opening. Cut a
piece of matboard for the back (E) the
same size as the glass. Look for mat-

board at an art-supply
store or a framing shop.
Choose a color to com-
plement the objects
being displayed.

e with the frame
t\flying face down
on your workbench,
insert the glass, then
slip the glass stops
(B) in their marked
places. Add the mat-
board back (E) and
the back stops (C).
Pressing the back
stops snug against the
back and using the
holes in the stops as
guides, mark the loca-
tion of the pilot holes
on the frame. Remove
the back stops, back,

glass stops, and glass. Drill the pilot
holes in the frame.
y' Sand the frame, glass stops, and
I back stops to 320 grit. Apply three
coats of penetrating oil finish, follow-
ing the directions on the can. Let the
parts dry for a couple days after apply-
ing the last coat.
(!Attach the items you wish to display
ff to the back. See "How to mount your
collectibles," opposite, top, for tips on
mounting your pieces. Reassemble the
glass, glass stops, back, and back stops.
Make sure the top of your display colre-
sponds with the back stop that is notched
for hanging. Secure the back stops with
#6xz/s" panhead screws, as shown on
Drawing 1. Drive nails or anchors into
the wall, leaving t/s" protruding, as
shown on Drawing 1b. Hang the display
so the fasteners' heads engage the slots
in the top back stop.

Align the sides (A) with a straightedge,
slipping the glass stop (B) underneath
so the sides lay flat. With the points of
the miters touching, apply masking tape.
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Fold the taped-together sides, closing
the miters, and forming the frame. Apply
tape across the last pair of miters,
tightly pulling them together.

Bandsaw the end off the key blank,
freeing a test key. Check the key's fit in
a slot. The key should slide in with iust
enough space for glue.
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E curnNc THE DovETAtL KEYS
STEP 1

Fence

3/qx3 x 24" stock

Blade tilted
Tablesaw \\ 14" from vertical

STEP 2 Fence
(moved %")



Malce the
optional dividers
Note: We dividecl our displat case in
thirds, both horizontally ancl verticalb',
giving trs nine idettical niches. You can
divide your cose ot'tyt vlot' ),ott tvish; the
divisions can even be dffirent sizes. Just
vary the nnntber and placentent of the
dividers, notching them together, os
explained below.

I Cut two 3/+x21h.x20" boards for the
I dividers (F). Resaw them in hali and
plane the resulting four pieces to t/t"
thick. Check the inside dimensions of
your case, and trim the divider blanks to
fit the opening.

Dto notch the dividers, install a t/+"
I'r dado blade in your tablesaw, and
adjust it to cut lt/t" deep. (If your display
case has a different depth than ours,
adjust the dado blade to cut half the
width of your dividers.) Anach a 3"-tall
auxiliary extension to your miter gauge
so it extends about 7" to the right of the
blade. For accurate repeat cuts, clamp a
stopblock to the extension, and cut the
notches, where shown on Drawing 5.
Because our dividers are partitioned in
thirds, all the notches are cut using one
stopblock position.

Q Sand the dividers to 320 grit. Apply
tJ finish to the dividers, as you did with
the fiame and stops. Let the finish dry for
a couple of days. Assemble the dividers
by interlocking their notches, as indicat-
ed on Drawing 5. Slide the divider unit
into the display case after the glass stops
are in place. See the sidebar above, right,
for a tip on securing items to the
dividers. Position the back, screw the
back stops in place, and hang the display
case as before. jF

p ouoens

Written by Jan Svec with Charles l. Hedlund
Prolect design: Charles l. Hedlund
lllustrations: Roxanne l-eMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Baldwin Photography

wwvy.woodonline.com

Horp to tmourrt
youa collectitrles
With your display case complete, you'll
need a method for fastening the items to
the matboard back, or if you are using
dividers, securing the items to them.

Secure items to the matboard back with
small dots of silicone adhesive, or tie them
in place with thread, monofilament fishing
line, or very fine copper wire. To tie your
items, first poke holes through the mat-
board with a sewing needle. Loop the
thread, line, or wire around the item, feed
the ends through the holes, and tie the
thread, line, or wire at the back.

lf you are using dividers, insert them in the frame and set it upright. To secure items
that will stand on their own, roll small balls of Tacky Wax removable adhesive, and
stick them to the bottoms of the items. Look for Tacky Wax at art or craft supply
stores, or order it from the source in the Buying Guide, below. Position the items on
the dividers, carefully pressing them in place. For some items, special stands are
available, as shown above. Secure the stands to the dividers with Tacky Wax. Keeping
the display case upright, add the back, screw in the back stops, and hang it on the wall.

cxn**ing diagtrffiffa*.

*Plane to thickness l isted in Materials List.

and then plane to thickness l isted in Materials List.

3/qx31/z x 96" Walnut

3/a x 20 x 30" Matboard

x?rsn*erffmHm &&m*

A- sides t/z' 33/4" 18'

B- glass stops 3/t6" 21/z' 17s/a'

C'back stops 3/6" 1/zu 173/a' c

D- keys 7/t6" 1/z' 7/au

E back 3Aa" 17s/ra" 17sAa" M

F. dividers 1/qu 21/z' 17'
-Pads initially cut oversize. See the instructions.
iririarrn !s ii*y ; C+herry, W-walnut, M-matboard.
Sl$;""ii*l: Single-strength glass, #6x7e" panhead screws (8),
nails or wall anchors, For the slotting jig: %x9x16' plywood,
shx4x101/2" solid stock (2), #8x2" flathead wood screws (4).
llrti a* i:lar*E: %' round-over andl/2"-14" dovetail router
bits, and a stack dado-blade set.
i:ieiherard: The matboard for the back (E) is available at art
and craft supply stores and lraming shops.

ffiery*ng'#rxid*
ilispie'y slands. Stands for just about anything you wish to
display are available from The Stand Man. To view the catalog,
go to www.thestandman.com. To request a catalog or place an
order, call 888/782-631 2.

-t

l
I

Here's a sampling of stands for displaying every-
thing from baseballs and dolls to spoons, plates,
and teacups. See the Buying Guide for our source.
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7208) sport this feature; Delta's miter
scale itself is marked rn Vz" increments.

Once we adjusted them in the setup
process, all of the saws' miter scales
proved accurate. However, some detents
were sloppier than others, making them
less reliable.
r Bevel-cutting accuracy. All of
the tested saws offer bevel stops at 0o
and 45o, but the Bosch 3924 adds a
crown-molding stop at 33.9'. (Others
have the 33.9' bevel marked, but try
eyeballing Zoo when each full degree
mark is less than t/to" apart!) Most can
go slightly above and below the 0o-45o
range, but only the Ridgid MSl060 and
Milwaukee 6494-6 allow you to do so
without resetting the stops. Again, once
adjusted at setup, all of the bevel scales
proved accurate.
o Quality of cut. With identical blades
installed, we saw linle difference in cut
quality from one saw to another. All of
the saws come with carbide-tipped
blades, but many are rough-cuttrng 24-
tooth configurations. Others come with a
smoother-cutting 40-tooth blade;
Milwaukee supplies a high-quality 60-
tooth blade.

Table inserts contribute to cut quality
as well, and we like saws with a zero-
clearance insert. Besides helping reduce
tear-out, they also prevent small offcuts
from dropping into the saw, which can
inhibit turntable movement.

Finally, for the best possible cuts, such as
when making picture frames, you'll need a
stock hold-down to prevent the workpiece
from shifting during the cut. Only about
half the saws come with one of these
devices; for the rest, it's an accessory.
. Fence quality. A compound miter-
saw's fence must be tall enough to solid-
ly support stock cut standing on edge,
yet open enough to clear the tilting head
when beveling. Some of these saws
answer that paradoxical challenge with a
fence that snugs up to the blade for 0o
bevels, then flips or slides to the left for
other bevel angles. We prefer these

Rating the miter scales

EXGELLENT: A hairline cursor,
vernier scale, and high-contrast back-
ground place Black & Decker's miter
scale among the best in the test.

GOOD: Despite a small gap between it
and the cast-in scale, Ridgid's fine-line
cursor reads easily and accurately.

FAIR: Pro-Tech offers a hairline cur-
sor and vernier scale, but the dark
background makes it difficult to read.

fences to the others that just leave that
gap wide open all the time, reducing
support for taller workpieces. Of course,
you can add your own fence faces, and
all saws but the Black & Decker come
predrilled for the task.
o Dust control. Grabbing flying dusr
from a mitersaw blade is like trying to
catch hailstones in a bucket: You can't
make a bucket big enough to catch 'em

all. Still, any dust collection is better
than none at all. Although all of the saws
come with dust-collection bags, some
were more effective than others.
o Handle comfort. We like saws with
a horizontal "D" handle because we find
them more comfortable to use. Vertical
Ds and straight-handled mitersaws put
your wrist in an awkward and uncom-
fortable position with the blade at full
height. You might not notice this mak-
ing one cut, but after a few your wrist
will make its opinion known.

rom its humble beginning 40
years ago, the ttpower miter box"

has evolved into a precision cutting
machine suitable for most fine cross-
cutting tasks. Today, you'll find four
styles of power mitersaws on the mar-
ket: Straighl mitersaws have a motor/
blade head that rotates side-to-side to
miter-cut stock laid flat or bevel-cut
stock standing on edge; compound
mitersaws also tilt one direction to
miter and bevel simultaneously; dual-
bevel mitersaws rotate and tilt both
directions; and sliding compound
mitersaws miter, bevel, and f'eature a
sliding head that increases cutting
capacity to about 12". For this article,
we focused on  10"  compound
mitersaws because they strike the
best balance between cost and capabil-
ities for the home woodworker.

The lcey corrrporrents in
a cornpournd rnitersan^'
o Miter-cutting accuracy. For max-
imum repeatability, miter detents (stops)
should drop in solidly and accurately.
All of the saws have detents at 0o, 22.5",
and 45o, left and right, to simplify set-
ting the most common angles you're
likely to use. If you plan to cut crown
molding, several have a detent at 31.6'
(which, combined with a 33.9" bevel
angle, allows you to cut crown molding
flat on the saw table). Nearly all of the
saws go at least a couple of degrees past
45o, both left and right, for when you
need a little more angle for a perfect fit.

Miter scales should be easy to read:
Generally, we prefer a bezel-and-hair-
line-cursor arrangement over cast-in
scales with pointers (see top right pho-
tos). A vernier scale-a secondary scale
on the bezel with wider-spaced markings
for partial degrees-makes it easy to
precisely hit a fraction of a degree. Four
saws (the Bosch 3924, Black & Decker
BT1500, DeWalt DW703, and Pro-Tech

Testing for power and accuracy
Before we began our shop trials, we assembled all of the saws and installed
identical 8O-tooth, carbidetipped crosscut blades (CMT #219). After adjusting
the saws according to the process described in the "Maximize Your Mitersaw"
articf e on page 96, we tested each machine's power by slicing slabs off the end
of a pressure-treated 4x4 post. We then examined those cuts for signs of blade
flutter and tear-out.

To check the accuracy and repeatability of the miter stops, we made 4- and 8-
sided MDF frames using the saw's 45" and 22.5" stops. Next, we repeated this
test using the saw's 45' bevel stop instead. Finally, we measured each tool's
width-cutting capacily in V+" material at 0' and 45' miter settings.
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I 0 "  c o m p o u n d  m i t e r s a w s

low points
O Miter-locking knob requires llzturns to free the

turntable (others required %-1 turn).
S Motor didn't sound as smooth as more-expensive

saws, and still emitted a "hot" smell after more
than a month of use,

More points
+ A nicely featured saw for the money, but we won-

der how it will hold up under continous use.

Norrrr letts look at eaclr cornpound rnitelsarlrr

High points
C tatt left fence slides aside for bevel cuts.
O Miter-detent release lever depresses easily.
O twin bevel scales show cutting angle from either

side of the saw.
O Vernier miter scale is a plus (although it goes only

lo Tz" , while others go to l/n").

High points
O Laser cutting guide (shown at right)

proved handy and surprisingly accurate.
O tvtiter and twin bevel scales (similar to the

Black & Decker BT1500) read easily.
O Markings on sliding left fence tell you

where to set it for various bevel angles.
Low points
O Motor isn't as powerful as more expensive

mitersaws.
More points
O As we went to press, the 24315 we tested

was replaced by the model 21250. According
to a Craftsman official, it's the same
machine, but sports a sharper laser line with
longer battery life, and an extruded aluminum
table extension with an adjustable stopblock.
The 21250 should be in stores by the time
you read this.

Craftsman's arbor-washer-mounted laser creates
a dashed line that overlays your cutline.

High points

O Powerful motor is surprisingly quiet.

O Crisp miter detents snap into place.

t yz" increments on miter scale are more intuitive
than vernier scales.

O Scales read easily, especially the bevel scale with
its clear line of sight and clean, wide markings.

C Oust collection ranks best in the test.
O Free-sliding table extensions double as carrying

handles.

High points
O Starts fast and powerfully, yet brakes quickly.
O Bezel-and-cursor vernier scale goes tolqo.
C Turntable frees with just % turn of the locking

knob, then glides smoothly.
O fnis is the only tested saw that breaks the 6"

width banier in %"-thick stock. (See chart,
opposite.l

O StiOing left fence is the tallest in the test.

low points
O trto zero-clearance insert included.
O R sliOing or flipping lett fence would make this

saw compete with higher-priced saws.
More points
C We named ftis saw one of tre best values in tre test.

Low points
O At 103 decibels, it's loud (others ranged from

92 to 102dB).
$ eap between the pointer and bevel scale forced us

down to table level to get a good reading.
More points
O Well-built and smooth-operating, this saw earned

one of our top recommendations.
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High points
i lrto manual detent release: Simply rotate

turntable to the next detent,
1t lt's the only tested saw with a 35.3' miter stop for

,  45'crown molding.
J Hinged left fence flips in for stock supporl.
i,:' No tools required to access arbor nut, making for

easiest blade changes.

low points
i Sott miter detents can't be trusted and make it

difficult to get within a couple of degrees of a detent
without "fall ing" into it.

i' Must look around head pivot to read bevel scale.
: Vertical-D handle is uncomforlable to use,
More points
{ A powerful saw with some nice features, but we

can't overlook the soft miter detents,

/"^{i
High points
L' lt's the lightest saw in the test by far. (At 24.2\bs.,

it's 6 lbs. less than next-lightest Ryobi, and 14%
lbs. less than heavyweight Pro-Tech.)

f RinOeO support rod inside dust-collection bag
provides wide berth for incoming dust.

{; Motor is one of the quietest tested.
'; Turntable glides smoothly and left fence flips out.
Low points
<-! Bevel scale unreadable from normal operating

position because of its location, orientation, and

tiny increment markings (see photo belonl.
ii Vertical-D handle is uncomfortable to use.
More points
( We found this to be a middle-of-the-pack mitersaw

for a premium price,

Makita's bevel-scale cursor hides behind the
knuckle and 45" stop. Reading the scale
becomes harder yet as you tilt the head to bevel.

Dual-be\rel rnitersaws :
The kings of crown
Two of the manuf-
caturers in our
test also make
dual-bevel 10"
compound saws.
Delta's 36-085
and Hitachi's
C10FCD make
cutting crown
molding intuitive
because you cut
the workpiece flat but in the same orientation
as it will be installed. Finish carpenters use it
enough to justify the extra $50-$55 cost.

For the home woodworker, though, work
support can be a problem in a couple of
ways. First, the fences on these saws must
be wide open around the blade (see photo
above) to allow for the wide bevel range, so
they run 1-3" lower than on a single-bevel
mitersaw. And, to properly use the dual-bevel
function, a 10' length of crown molding
requires more than 20'of clearance-at least
10'on both sides of the saw.
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AS+ = t fl:'[[J reft rence detaches and rtips (nsrtphoto).
\ * \S- t Spring-loaded bevel stops don't require resetting

High points

f Premium 60-tooth blade comes standard.
? Miter detents lock solidly, and detent-override

system allows uninhibited turntable rotation.
'j The miter range is the widest in test. (See charl

below.\

to go beyond 0' and 45'.
Low points
O Spring pressure works against you when

"bumping" the bevel angle just a l itt le more.
i-> Straight handle is uncomfortable for lengthy use,
O Rt t03 dB, it 's louc,
More points
4.,lf you can afford this $325 saw, you'll love it. lt's

the best pedormer in the test.

For sol id support of 0" bevel cuts, Milwaukee's
left fence can be oriented as shown above, or
flipped for bevel cuts.

High points
? Dual-position fence mounts in fonrvard loca-

tion to maximize thickness capacity; at rear
to maximize width.

/J Bezeland-cursor miter scale goes to %".
Low points
O Poor color contrast makes miter scale diffi-

cult to read.

LEFT

O Stitr-titting head hindered our best efforts to
"sneak up" 0n a specific bevel angle.

it Oust bag wouldn't stay open, rendering it useless.
ii Vertical-D handle is uncomfortable to use.
More points
i' Even at this price point, the 7208 needs

significant improvements to be a contender.

Bosch 3924=Gan cordless cut it?
When we started
looking at saws for
this test, we decided
to include the Bosch
3924 24-volt cord-
less mitersaw, a full-
featured 10" saw.
The saw has al/q"
vernier miter scale,
sliding left fence,
and a stop at 33.9'
bevel for cutting
crown molding.

As you might
expect, though, power and run time concerned
us. Powerwise, the 3924 earned a "Fair" rating,
regardless of whether we used a full-kerf 80-
tooth blade or the supplied thin-kerf 40-tooth
blade. Runtime depends on how you measure it:
We cut pretty much continuously and drained the
battery in less than eight minutes. In that t ime,
we averaged 15-20 cuts through a pressure-
treated 4x4 post.

Honestly, we don't see this mitersaw replacing
the corded saw in your shop anytime soon. But
for trim carpenters who must move from room to
room, or deck-builders who may not always have
easy access to AC power, we think it'll be a hit.

www. boschtools.com . 877 1267 -2499
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MITERING TO THE MAX
Maximum miter angle left  and r ight

"r'*"
I
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{d&; High points Low points
? Bevel-stop pin opens up the saw's full -3o to 47o O Bevel scale forces eye to table level for accurate

--.l

'?dI bevel range without resetting stops. reading, and bevel-tilting action is stiff.
t Feels more powedul than some more-expensive ! Miter-locking knob crowds hand against benchtop.

A mitersaws.
//"r 'r' Soft-grip miter-locking knob provides good
-' purchase.

More points
* We found this saw a mixed bag with some fea-

tures well designed and others needing work."f

Our picks frorn the pack
It's a tough choice between the DeWalt DW703 and the
Milwaukee 6494-6 for top-tool honors. We lean toward the
DW703, based on its big crosscut capacity, horizontal
D-handle, and price. But for an extra $100, the 6494-6
includes a clean-cutting 60-tooth blade, a wider miter and
bevel range, and lifetime warranty.

High points
t Widely spaced degree markings on the miter

scale allow easy eyeballing of even fractional
degrees.

{,' Good-sized bevel-lock knob is located left of
knuckle for good access.

low points
4 Miter-lock knob requires a full turn before freeing

turntable.
4 Small gap between the bevel scale and cursor

forces your eye to table level to ensure accuracy.
More points
{ In spite of its modest construction, we were gener-

ally pleased with the performance of this saw.

For best value, we also have two picks: the Craftsman
24315 and Delta 36-225. The Delta proved powerful and
quiet in our tests but lacks a movable left fence. For about
$10 more, you enjoy the benefits of Craftsman's sliding
fence, laser cutting guide, and zero-clearance insert. But,
you'll trade a little muscle for those features.fl
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BLACK & DECKER BT1 500 5,500 41|c, 21lz 1 5 , 3 0 47- ,2 - u c I o tl u F X 2 y r . I 30.0 $1 60

CRAFTSMAN 24315 5,000 41/e,21lz JU 47-, O o I o u (f 1 0 1 H , L , S , X 7' lyr- T 34.0 200

DELTA 36-225 5,000 N 21/2,21lz 1 5 , 3 0 45, 0 e  E c I l e u u 95 H , X 8',6',2 y r . T 33.0 190

DeWALT DW7O3 5,000 N 43/q,31 lq r  0 ,  1 5 ,  3 1  . 6 48-, 3', (f u n F 10c C , H , S , X 7'4" 1 yr. T 33.0 230
HITACHI c1oFcB 4,900 31lz,Zs la1 5 , 3 1 . 6 , 3 5 . 345, 0 r l c F r l e u F t v z H , S , X 1 y r J 31 .0 1 8 5

MAKITA LS1 040 4,600 N 4' /2, 3'lq 30 45, 0 G I G r lEo L] u 96 C , H , S , X 7' 1 yr. U 24.2 250

MILWAUKEE 6494-6 4,800 31/z,23la 1 5 , 3 0 CU.  J c f f i c r f,ro: H , S , X 7' LIFE U 37.5 325

PRO-TECH 7208 4,500 N 31/2,21lz 1 5 , 3 0 45,0 o H r F u (f (f u F P F 0c H , S , X I  t u 2 y r T 38.7 1 6 5

RIDGID MS1060 4,600 3 , 2 1 l z 1 5 ,  3 1  . 6 47,2 o H e o E c Lf F 0 1 S , X H 9'6" LIFE U 34.0 190

RYOBI TS135ODX 5,000 3 . 2 1 1 1 5 , 3 0 47- 2. u (, Lr F. F 00 H , S , X 7'6" 2  y r . T 29.9 1 5 0

BOSCH 3924 3,600 31/z,31lz 1 5 , 3 1 . 6 47- ,2 - G H G F (f F
^ t ^{ r l u F (: 92 H N/A '| yr. I 30.0 460

NOTES:

1. (-) Requires resetting bevet stop 2. fi Excellent
ro achieve rhis angte. 

ffi CooO

fl rui,.
lFlpoo,.

| "Tool Comparisons" at www.woodmall.com. I

(J) Japan
(T) Taiwan
(U) United States

Prices current at t ime of art icle's
production and do not include
shipping, where applicable.

As equipped.

Rating for manufacturer-supplied blade.

Measured at operator's ear level while cutting 4x4.

(C) Crown-molding fence 8.
(H) Stock hold-down
(L) Laser cutting guide

/Q\  |  onnth  c inn

(X) Table extension(s) 9.

(LIFE) Lifetime warranty against
{ ^ ^ } ^ - ,  i ^ a ^ ^ r ^
r 4 u t u r  y  u E t E U [ D .

7 .

Writ ten by Dave Campbellwith Rich Bright Photographs: Baldwin Photography Charts: Tim Cahill and Roxanne LeMoine





ou can build wood projects for a
long time without a power
mitersaw, but once you have

one, you find all sorts of ways to use it.
It's handy for crosscutting long stock,
making repeatable cuts, cutting flat
miters, making compound cuts for
angled sides, and more.

Like any tool, the mitersaw becomes
more valuable and more fun to use if you
set it up properly and learn how to use it
to its full advantage. So try these keys for
making your mitersaw do its very best.

Get squared rrp
Start by aligning your mitersaw accu-
rately. Use a reliable square to see if the
blade sits exactly 90' to the fence with
its miter pointer set at "0." If the setting
is off, check the owner's manual for the
proper adjustment procedure. You'll
either loosen the fence and square it to
the blade, or loosen and adjust the gauge
and turntable assembly, as shown in the
large photo, opposite.

Now use your square to align the plate
of the blade with the table. Make any
adjustment by loosening the knob or
lever that holds the saw head in place,
tipping the head out of the way, and turn-
ing the stop bolt, as shown in Photo A.
Set the bevel pointer to zero,

Also check the 45" setting. It can be
difficult to fit a standard gauge in place
for this step, so make a 45o cut on the
end of a piece of scrap, using your newly
calibrated miter scale. Hold this piece
against the blade plate, as shown in
Photo B, and adjust the bevel stop
according to the instructions in your
owner's manual.

Upgrade yorrr blade
The blade that came with your mitersaw
might not be the best one for your pur-
poses. Make a few test cuts. If the results
show excessive tear-out or rough saw
marks, improve your saw's performance
with a replacement blade. Look for a
high-quality blade with 60 carbide teeth
for most jobs, or choose 80 or even 96
teeth for the smoothest possible results.
Match the tooth configuration to the
task, aS you would with a tablesaw blade.

If you have a sliding compound miter-
saw, use zero- or negative-hook blades.
They.'re safer than blades with more
aggressive configurations because they
don't "grab" the workpiece. Save your
best blade, or blades, for fine wood-

www.woodonline.com

Different mitersaws have different meth-
ods of adjustment, but this is a common
situation. The saw head rests on a bolt
when set for vertical cuts. Turn the bolt
to adjust the setting to exactly 90".

working. When it's time to cut 2x4s for
a carpentry project, use a less-expensive
blade with fewer teeth.

Along with the traditional ways of
shopping forblades, you can find helpful
information for each manufacturer's
blades on the company's Web site. For
one example, www.freudtools.com, the
Freud site, takes you through a short
series of options to find the right blade
for any mitersaw application.

Grrts that look shqp
When you need precise results, use the
hold-down that came with your miter-
saw, or clamp the workpiece to the fence
or table. No matter how firmly you hold
it, an unclamped workpiece can shift
imperceptibly as you make the cut.

Decrease the chance of splintering on
your workpiece with a zero-clearance
auxiliary table and fence, as shown in
Photo C. Cut two pieces of Vc" hard-
board, one the size of your mitersaw
fence, the other to match the table, and
secure them in place with cloth-backed,
double-faced tape.

Here's another tip for top results.
When you need to "nibble" a blade's
width of wood, or less, from the end of a
workpiece, slide a scrap piece against it,
and clamp them both firmly to the fence
or table. This puts a solid mass of wood
under the blade, as shown in Photo D,
and your blade will cut straight, rather
than seeking the path of least resistance

For the clearest look at your cut line,
place the workpiece on the table with the
keeper part on the left and the waste on
the right. In our experience, more accu-
rate cuts result when you lower the blade
before furning on the saw, and match a

Use the 45" angle setting to cut a tem-
plate for the 45' bevel setting. lt'i easier
to slide a piece of wood against the
blade than to fit a combination square
under the opposite side.

Even the best blade can create some
tear-out on your workpiece. A zero-
clearance arrangement such as this one
keeps the splintering to a minimum.

A sawblade tends to slide off into space
when it's only partially on the work-
piece, which causes inaccuracy as you
trim the end of a board. A second board
solves the problem.

left-leaning tooth to your line. Finally,
resist the urge to race through each cut.
For the cleanest possible cuts, wait until
the saw gets up to speed before lowering
the blade into the wood, and give it time
to make the cut, too.
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Miter and bevel settingis for compound angles

$ffi
W@
Bevel angle Miter angle
44.75"
44.25'
43.25"
41.75"
40"
37.75"
35.25'
32.5"
30"
27"
24"
210

Four sides, angle of side
measured from veftical.
Angle of side
5"
1 0 "
1 5 '
20"
25"
30"
35"
40'
45'
500

55"
60"

50

9.75'
14.5"
18.75 '
23"
26.5'
29.75"
32.75"
35.25'
37.5"
39.25'
41"

cut tight rniters r rith tlrese taltles
A compound mitersaw gives you a great advantage in making
angled sides, but first you have to find the right settings. Keep in
mind that mitersaws have detent settings for the most common
angles, making set-up quick and easy. In charts, left and below,
we've compiled the information you need for a variety of situa-
tions. Use these settings with your stock lying flat on the table.

For a flat frame, refer to the chart below and simply set the
miter angle of your saw by pivoting the head. For a box with
angled sides, set your miter and bevel as shown in the chaft to
the left, and make a compound cut at each end of each piece.

Note: Bridge City Tool Works offers a complete listing of compound-angle
settings in a $5 booklet called "Woodworker's Guide to Compound Miters."
Call 800/253-3332 to order a copy.

give your rnitersaw
a resting place

say, a cordless drill. A mitersaw , ;'d wheels suitable only for rolling on a smooth, hard floor. Choose , i \
is much more convenient to use , l:{ the style that will suit your needs. Also, if floor space is at a pre- ' \

if it has a permanent home. li{ mium in your workshop, and you have a storage spot for your
You can find plans for our idj mitersaw, consider a stand that you can quickly fold up and stow :
"Mobile Mitersaw Center" in , ,il in tight quarters.
issue 119, or log on to . ,',f,S*it o Size, Make sure your saw will fit on the stand's table and turn
www.wood store.woodmall.com/ ,$/ tnrough its cutting range without intederence. Also, check to see if i

shoptoolac.html i ,lif it's big enough to hold other portable machines, such as your planer.
lf you don't have room for i f;g . 

. tloo :.y"]:i. Sometimes you'll wanlto t+"":u_"Tl 
"ul:"] 1,

store the saw away and ffif i tasks-but some don't include a stop system at all.
place it on your workbench ff*:rl . Workpiece support. The most portable stands tend to use single-
when you need to use it. tr Sj point supports to hold long boards. lf you're willing to sacrifice some of that
Or, you might prefer to tr d#/ portability, you'll find models with extension wings that do a better job.lF
buy a portable stand. fl W

I
I

I

I
I

-J

ow, where are you going to
put your saw? Mitersaws are o Portability. Some models sport big wheels that make it

portable, but not as portable as, , f{ easy to move them outdoors and on stairs. Others have small

a permanent stand, you can N !'' i given length. Miter stands offer a range of ways to set a stop for such
store the saw away and ffil i tasks-but some don't include a stop system at all.

lf so, consider the I
features at right. E Photographs: Baldwin Photography

d
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Miter settings for frame corners
Number of sides Miter angle

45"

360

30'

22.5"

lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine
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shop-pl'oven products
These woodworking wares passed our shop trials

Panflel.claltrp
rrniverse er1lands
Since introducing the Bessey K-body
clamp in 1988, American Clamping
Company has virtually owned the
parallel-clamp market. The jaws on these
clamps stay parallel to maintain square-
ness and prevent bowing or "lifting" of an
assembly during clamp-up. That feature,
and the large jaw faces that distribute
clamping pressure over a wide area, make
these clamps a shop favorite despite their
premium pricing.

Recently, two manufacturers stepped
into the ring to take their best shots at the
reigning champ of the parallel clamp. The
challengers? Adjustable Clamp' s
Jorgensen Cabinet Master and Gross
stabil's PC'?.

The clamps feature several similarities:
Clamping pressures spec out at 1,000

Jorgensen Cabinet Master
Performance *****

rc
*****

Call Adjustable Clamp Company at
31266S0640, or visit
ww.adjustableclamp.com.

Bessey K-Body
Performance *****

Value *****

CallAmerican Clamping Company al
800/828{004, orvisit
www.americanclamping.mm.

Gross Stabil PC'
Performance ****)t

re
Value *****

Call Gros Stabil at 800/67'l{838, or visit
www.grossstabil.com.

Continued on page 102
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Golleetthe
Before your lung

2mhEtnalliltet
$ 0gg - $ Ag+ (Systems OnlY)

FREEduct design with $ 50 purchase!

Syracuse, NY 13204

ffi
, Ill0lG filter oRtions!

1.Shp and larger systems and components also available.

Ask about our FREE brochure!

l-800-102{008
www.oneida-air.com

Oneida Air Systems, Inc. 1001 W. Fayette St.
Circle No. 2039
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SUBSGRIBERS:
PLEASE NOTE!

Many of our customers are mail-order
buyers. These consumers are interested
in receiving offers for other products
and services from our comPany
(Meredith Corporation) and for prod-
ucts and services offered by other rep-
utable companies.

In order to promote our other Prod-
ucts, we retain your name and address
in a prospective customef file. 

'$7e 
also

provide that name and address to other
ieputable companies who offer prod-
ucts we consider to be of value and
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However, we also respect the rights of
those customers who prefef not to
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shop-ptloven products

pounds or more; bar deflection, measured
at various pressures, is virtually identical;

and the jaws lock solidly and remain par-

allel when clamping. So, let's focus on the

differences. Cabinet Master boasts the
deepest jaws in the test-its 4" jaw mea-
sures /+" and s/s" longer from bar to jaw

tip than the PC2 and Bessey, respectively.
The newcomers also top the Bessey in jaw

width, as shown at top right.
Sliding the movable jaw into position is

easiest on the Cabinet Master, thanks to its

smooth bar and forgiving lock/release
mechanism. On the PCz, I had difficulty
finding the jaw's "sweet spot"-the exact
handle position where the jaw slides
freely, especially when dried glue accu-
mulated on the bar's serrated edge. The
Bessey suffers a little from glue buildup
on the serrations, too, but the tight internal
tolerances of the PCt made the bar down-
right impassable at times.

When it comes to capacity, sometimes
you get more than you pay for. For

CanFibre MDF
Specialty MDF Panels Ca

*

nFi bre

.ng(+ fr(+rwr

Cabinet Master and PC'(shown) provide
s/q" ol jaw face on both sides of the bar,
applying equal pressure across a/n"-thick
glue-ups, such as face frames. Bessey has
only th" of jaw face available for that task.

Cabinet Master's clamp stand/iaw stop
raises the bar so the iaw slides smoothly.
The stop removes easily to convert the
clamp to a spreader.

instance, of the 24" clamps we tested, the
Bessey opens to25t/q"; the Cabinet
Master. to 25": and the PCt, to 24" .

One unique feature of the Cabinet
Master is the clamp stand/jaw stop at the

end of the bar. (See photo above.)By
holding the bar up off my benchtop,
regardless of the jaw's location, I could
line up a row of clamps, lay out my glued-

up assembly on the bars, and slide the jaw

without the clamp tipping or falling over.
I was surprised to find the Cabinet

Master clamps priced competitively with

the Bessey, especially given the extra fea-

tures of the Cabinet Master. The harder-

to-find PC'clamps run about $5 per clamp
more than the other models.

-Tested by Jeff Hall

Continued on page 106

Introducing CanFibre MDF
From the people that brought you AllGreen MDE
North Americas first MDF made from 1000/o post-
consumer. post-industrial waste wood comes an
entirely new product l ine CanFibre MDF

CanFibre FR
F I R E  R E T A R D A N T  M D F

CanFibre MR
M O I S T U R E  R E S I S T A N T  M D F

CanFibre PR
P R E M I U M  M D F

CanFibre LT
L I T E  M D F

Using an extensive wood chip cleaning process
and steam injection technology developed for
urban waste wood the new CanFibre MDF now
uses hardwood chips from forest residuals including
sawmill waste and silviculture waste. The result
is a finished product that is l ight in color, uniform
in density and with very low ash and grit levels.
CanFibre MDF is available in four grades and in
thickness' from t/2" to 2".

Call today for information.

888-3ss-+733
Visit www.canfibre.com

See us ar the 2002 IWF Atlanta,
Bu i l d ing  B l ,  Boo th  4335 . Sunnr Woop

,s,  RUI ) ISCOVERED. iF

AttGREEN MDF is  a product  of  The CanFibre Group Ltd.  ALLGREEN is  a regis tered t rademark of  The CanFibre Group Ltd.
WOOD magazine September 2002



5-Piece Gove $et
1ff Shank Rouler Bits
1/4"R, 3/84R, lffR,

f|3)ffi. 
5/trR' 3/4"R

WL-2015 OUR PRIGE olllV $49 set

13-Piece DovetailSet rf l lSm
12" $hank Router Eils
3 Shaight blts
10 Dovelail bits

wL-2014 oUR PRTCE 0XtV $f9 srt

6-Piece Bullnose Set
12" $hank Router Blts
1l4"D,glvD,uro,
5/8'0, 3/4"0, 1"0

PRIGE 0tlV $89 set

ilrytrffiffitr 5-Piece Moulding Set
J l t r l l r  . 1
ill!,l t ln'$hank Router Bits
$ E F F n T :  r f l ? 3 w

WL-2011 OUR PRICE 0ilLV $99 set

Get your FfiEE
eatalog and sse our
great solec{lon of
Bits and Gullen

WOODLINE ARIZONA' lne.
p.O. Bo:( 208 . Tenrcculc' CA 9i1593

Qrcet Routet Btts * $hryr Cutterct
&lttg.&rl*r,*Mhb

0rdor Toll Ftoe
f .800-472-6950

Host llems In sloot . All mafor srsdlt cads aoceptsd
$ame-day shippinglt . Shlpplng $3.754100 + S.75

5-Piece Garbide-
Tipped Forstner Bit Set
3l8" Shank fot Drill Prcss
35mm, 1 1/4", 1", 3/4', 5/8"

wLlzilI5uR PRIcE olttY $39 set
g 5-Piece Dovetail Set

12'$hank Bouler Bils

l* ftt'fi lot-tf^', in',it8',st4u
- r t lx

WL-2017 OUR PRTGE 0ttY $19 set

W00DLlllE's Ouality Bits and
Cutters feature:
. Tough illiero-Grain Cailide
o Euro Anti-Klckback Design
r Super-sliol llon-stick finlsh

. Super Lorr Pdoes
Gheck our wsbslle lor

new products:
www.woorlblls.com

5-Piece Roundnose (Core BoxlSet
fffit 1fl|Shank Router Bils

ilr? 3/f,"0, 12I0, 3/4"0, l"D, 11ffi

wL-2012
OUR PRICE 0ilLY $f9 set'lU'ut

15-Piece 1/2" Shank Sel Includes:
Chamfer
Gove -

l/fR,3,fR, l/f"R

Roundover -
l/rR,sET,1/1?

Roman ogee -
1/ff

Slraighl Bils -
3/fR. 12r'R, l/fR

Roundovar -
1/2S,3/fn,1/f"B

lff DoYelail
lflP Roundover
l"GL Flush Trim
Rabbet Bil

wL-2422
OUR PRICE 0tlt $59 set

15-Piece 1/4" Shanlr Set
same as WL-2022 except l/f shank

WL-2021 OUR PRICE ottV s59 set

3-Piece Cabinet Doot $et rrll

WL-2019 OuR PRICE 0tlY $65 set

'*T-'#,lP" Shank Router Bits
2-Piece Boman Ogee Rail
2 3/4" 0gee Panel Baiser

H*
& Slile

5-Piece Cabinet Door Set rt?f gg

ffi ffi il.iiisjj vs,tiJ fiill:n osee)
4 5/E" Panel Ralser (0gee)
Door Lip
Glue Joinl
Drawer Locker

wL-1505 ouHPRI0E oxlf $ | 79 set

6-Piece Cabinel Door $et li'Jfl:ii& srire
{Roman Ogee)

2 3/'|l D Panel
Raiser {0gee)

Doot Llp
' Glue Joint

Drawel Locker

WL-2020 OUR PRICEoxtl $l 19 set

wL-2016

8-Piece Glassical Set r$lS
lncludes: ffi
2 Glassical - 5FfR & 1/4"R, 1 Wavy
2 Ogee - 5R2'H & 1/4'R, 1 Filet
2 Roman 0gee - 582"R & 1/4"R
(1flP Shank Rouler Bits)

OUB PRICE 0tLV $99 set

30-Piece Professional $et

WL-2010 OUR PRICE OXLV

lncludes:
5 $traight bils
3 Dovetails
3 Core Box
3 Cove Bils
6 Roundovers
2 Flush Ttlm
1 Panel 8it
2 Roman 0gee
2 $lot Gutters
1 "V" Grooue
1 Chamfer
1 Bevel Trlm Blt

shop-proven products

Apply three coats of
pofy in one day
I love to put a tough polyurethane finish

on projects that will see a lot of use. But I

don't like the 4- to 6-hour wait between
coats. Zar UltraFast Drying Polyurethane
claims to dry well enoughin2 hours to

sand and recoat.
To test this claim. I brushed a coat of

ZwlJltraon an antique dresser that I had

snipped and repaired. Two hours later I

sanded and applied another coat without

diffrculty. Two hours after that, I brushed
on a topcoat and let it dry overnight. The
product levels out and dries as smooth as

any poly I've tried.
If there's a performance fiade-off for

this fasrdrying capability, I didn't see it.
The open time-the time you can work it

after applying it-seemed more like 15
minutes than the 30 minutes listed on the
can. I consider that a plus because runs
and sags can be brushed out after 5-10
minutes. Wait 20 minutes, though, and
you'llwind up with brush marks.

ZarUltalooks dark in the can, but it

cured to a slightly lighter amber color than

other oil-based polys. And, although it
costs $1-$2 more per quart than Zar's reg-

ular poly, that's a small price to pay to cut

my finish time in the shop to only aday.
-Tested by BillKrier

Fast Drying Polyurethane
Performance * * * * *

$8.50, quart
* * * * *

To locate a dealer near you, call 800/272'3235, or
visit www.ugl.com.

Aborrt orrr
product testers
Biff Krier is Editor-in-ChiefofW0ODo maguine. Jdl

Hall teaches woodworl<ing and oher technicat skills to

high-school students.

Zar Ultra
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rrvhatrg ahead
A look at just some of the articles our October issue (on sale September 3)in

WmW$'W*ry*-$,m $:'g" iH* igr'$:Fi' i,ililiiia iiliir.* .,ilrr'.ril

Bunk beds and dresser kick off children's set
Easy construction, great looks, and practical function describe the oak bunk beds

and dresser in this complementary set. Look for a third matching piece-a child's

desk-in the November issue.

Buy a better bandsaw
Looking for a top-notch machine at a reasonable price? 0r just wondering how

your recently purchased model stacks up? We put seven bandsaws priced

under $900 through their paces. Find out which ones came out on top'

A fitting flag case
Extreme miter angles won't

stand in the way of you

building this classic
project, thanks to

our simpli f ied
construction
methods.
You'll even learn how
to properly fold a flag

Raised-panel doors made easy
Add a touch of class to your projects with this traditional

design element. Here's how we build them sately and
quickly in Ihe W00Da magazine shop.

Versatile storage
in a carousel
Here's an ingenious
revolvrng shop organizer
that we bet you can't
resist bui lding. l t  holds a
ton of bits and accessories
and makes them all
instantly accessible.

Shop heating
Woodworking sure is fun

when you're not freezing.
Here's a look at the best waYs

to keep your shoP cozY in the
winter months ahead.
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